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FOREWORD: A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT AND THE CHAIRMAN 

Dear fellow Academicians, 

In 1980, the vision of Michel Bourdin and Albert Roux for the Academie Culinaire de France UK – as it was then – was fellowship 
and education and training, all of which are as important and relevant today as they were then - an organisation of over 400 of 
the best and the brightest in the hospitality industry and it is so encouraging to see many of the younger generations pick up 
the banner and develop it.  We have not just grown in numbers - we have also grown in influence and recognition to become 
Britain’s top culinary foundation.  Our Members, Associates and Friends are at the heart of everything we do and we are all 
united in our common goals - the training of a new generation of young chefs and waiters through our apprenticeship 
programmes, awards and the promotion of quality food, food knowledge and the arts of cooking and service. I cannot thank 
you all enough for what you do on behalf of the Academy to achieve these goals. And please remember sharing these 
experiences can only add benefit to the young.   

A special thanks goes to all our Committees who drive the activities of the Academy.  Particular thanks to our Board of 
Trustees; their steadying influence and financial acumen maintain the stability and reputation of the Academy under the 
watchful eye of our Chairman, Sam Gordon Clark CBE.  Our Board maintains its corporate memory and knowledge through 
longstanding members like Albert Roux OBE and Richard Shepherd CBE; the benefit of their experience is invaluable.  With 
John Williams MBE as Chairman of the Academy, Willy Bauer OBE with his impressive hospitality background and Frederick 
Mostert with his considerable legal and business knowledge we have a significant and formidable representation of the 
Board’s skills set. Thank you to Silvano Giraldin and Sergio Rebecchi for our continually growing Front of House ‘arm’, since it 
began in 1985 giving us greater union and cordiality between front and back of house.   

Professor Ray Linforth, Principal of University College Birmingham is now leading our Education Committee’s activities.  This is 
no small task, the Education Committee maintains our links with the colleges delivering our apprenticeships and it ensures that 
we continue to produce graduates of an exceptional standard.  The Committee has been grappling with the new arrangements 
for apprenticeships and the Levy that the Government implemented in April this year, and the committee will continue to be to 
a source of knowledge for Members who need to be aware of the developments.  

The Academy has begun its ‘Sustainability Conversation’ to embrace as many of the Academicians’ existing practices and 
exchange developing views on our Food Philosophy and the Six Pillars of Sustainability to include animal husbandry, waste 
management, pollution from micro plastics, sourcing, provenance and the general enjoyment of good food and service.  This, 
as I am sure by now you are all aware, was sparked off by Sir Anthony Jolliffe at a Board of Governors’ meeting last year and 
subsequently, a series of working parties have been initiated to start our ‘Sustainability Conversation’ to take it to its logical 
conclusion to make it an effective working manifesto.  This will rely on the voluntary contribution of our members and may 
eventually lead to the issue of the RACA sustainability logo which can be used on menus and other literature.  With 
considerable thanks to Frederick Mostert for drafting the Six Pillars and to the Sustainability Committee, now led by Martin 
Lam, who have been influential in moving the Royal Academy’s Sustainability action plan forward. We have been blown away 
with the considerable will and enthusiasm amongst you, the members, for the Royal Academy to take a significant role in the 
execution of the proposals, and we welcome your involvement with this new chapter. This is a subject that will be rolled across 
the whole Academy portfolio including Adopt A School, Apprenticeship the Awards and our members. 

You all know about the excellent albeit often formidable work and achievements of Adopt a School, many of you have played a 
huge part in its success. Thank you to all those who have adopted a school, and to those of you who have found the time to get 
involved in a number of fundraising activities. Never has this been so prominent than at the beginning of the year with our first 
ever National Adopt a School Week which proved a fantastic platform to raise awareness, and build some great new 
relationships. We continue to promote the importance of food education and although there is now no food subject at A level 
available for anyone over the age of 16, we continue to fight for the position of food in the curriculum. And thanks to your 
support, we will continue to reach many thousands of children every year with Adopt A School’s teaching on food, cookery, 
food provenance, food growing, healthy eating, nutrition, hygiene, table etiquette and the importance of eating together.  
Thank you to those that have adopted a school and those of you that have raised funds to support our charity.   

We are forever grateful and honoured to have His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales as our Royal Patron adding prestige and 
status to our work and values.  

May I conclude by thanking with a solid vote of confidence in our Chairman, John Williams. Finally, thank you again to all of you, 
our Members.  

 
BRIAN J. TURNER CBE 
PRESIDENT 
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Dear fellow Academicians, 
 
May I again thank our President, and stress that I could not agree more with his words; the Academy is united in the common 
purpose of training a new generation of young chefs and waiters and we are defined by our respect for food and its 
provenance.  As Britain’s leading association of Head Chefs, Pastry Chefs, Restaurant Managers and suppliers we have the 
future of the hospitality as a quality industry in our hands – a responsibility we take very seriously.   
 
It has been another busy year for the Academy, the President has outlined some of the work that Ray Linforth and the 
Education Committee have been doing and I would echo his praise.  The new government Apprenticeship Levy, applicable to all 
companies with a payroll of £3 million and the work on the Apprenticeship Guidelines, has kept the RACA Education Committee 
busy.  We are keen to ensure that the new guidelines do not erode the significance of our apprenticeships which we have been 
operating since 1989.  The apprenticeships are the jewels in our crown and we must maintain, promote and develop them.  
 
Thank you to each and every member of our Committees, the Colleges that are delivering our five apprenticeships ie 
Bournemouth & Poole College; University of West London; Westminster Kingsway College; University College Birmingham; City 
of Liverpool College; and all our Academy employers. Our graduates are also of course critically important to building a strong 
workforce.  All these efforts – the teaching, mentoring, encouraging and offering career guidance must continue to be our 
raison d’etre at the Academy. 
 
The Committees of the Academy drive us forward and none more so than our Management Committee which advises our 
Board of Trustees and works to ensure consistency and quality across all our activities.  We are fortunate to benefit from the 
support of our Board of Governors, a group of hospitality industry leading lights who guide our thinking and provide fresh 
perspectives.  As our President has already remarked, thank you to Sir Anthony Jolliffe and Frederick Mostert, both on our 
Board of Governors, who subsequently formed our Sustainability Food Philosophy and Six Pillars. Thank you to all those who 
have taken part in the working parties so far and to those who will join us as the working parties spread across the length and 
breadth of the membership.   
 
We have also seen recent changes with the selection process for membership of the Academy.  We know that membership of 
the Academy is beneficial to us as individuals but more importantly it carries responsibilities and allows us to contribute to the 
future health of the hospitality industry through all the initiatives and activities the President and I have outlined.  We want to 
make sure that we are selecting the brightest, and best, and not about growth for the sake of numbers alone. The Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts Selection and Membership process is now based on nominations from existing Academicians. I would 
like to thank every member of the Selection Committee for its work of fine tuning this to ensure the greatest and the most 
active join us. 
 
I would like to thank each and every member of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Committees, the Board of Governors who 
continues to enthusiastically embrace the ethos of the Academy and Adopt a School with generous commitment and time, the 
colleges that are delivering our apprenticeships, our Master of Culinary Arts and Annual Awards of Excellence judges, our 
Friends and our Associates.   
 
Thank you to our Patron, His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and thank you also to Her Majesty The Queen for gifting us 
the honour of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts.  Huge thanks to the Academy’s staff and to all our donors and sponsors.  
Finally, thank you to all of you, our Academicians.   
 
We have much more to do but I believe that if we harness our collective power we can achieve anything.  Here’s to another 
good year!  
 

               j 
JOHN WILLIAMS MBE 
Chairman 

 
  
June 2017 
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INTRODUCTION 
This 2017 Annual General Meeting report 2017 covers the year July 2016 to June 2017 

 
SUMMARY 
Leading the hospitality profession by example - shaping its future through education. 
Founded in 1980, the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is Britain’s leading professional body of Head Chefs, Head 
Pastry Chefs, Restaurant Managers and suppliers.  Its members, spanning Cornwall to Wick, are united in the 
common purpose to support the future of our industry through in-depth and extensive education and training of 
young people.  This is implemented through the provision of career opportunities, recognising and rewarding both 
emerging as well as existing talent and skill, and raising standards and awareness of food, food provenance, 
cooking and service through example and achievement. 
 
Membership of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is now based on nominations for working professionals, 
dependent upon final approval by the Selection Committee, and, membership of the Academy has grown to over 
400 of Britain’s most notable Head Chefs, Head Pastry Chefs, Restaurant Managers, Sommeliers, Associates and 
Friends.  Working with suppliers of top quality culinary products and services is also vital to maintain the high 
standards to which the Academy is committed.  Friends of the Academy, launched in 2010, has given the Academy 
a very valuable army of significant and respected industry professionals to help to take the Academy’s work 
further forward.    
 
The Academy’s objectives are realised through a number of core education and training initiatives aimed at all 
ages and stages of development, from educating school children, apprenticeships and awards through to the 
continual professional development of established chefs, pastry chefs and waiters. 

 

ADOPT A SCHOOL (CHARITY NO. 1087567)                                                                                       Page 68 

Founded in 1990, Adopt a School is a national charity which teaches children – in a holistic way – about food, food 
provenance, food growing and the environment, healthy eating, nutrition, hygiene and cookery as well as the 
impact of food on our lives, in sessions delivered by chefs and hospitality professionals. In 2017, we launched the 
charity’s first National Adopt a School week. 
 

THE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMMES                                                                                                Page 17 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Specialised Chefs Course at Bournemouth & Poole College 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship at University of West London 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship at Westminster Kingsway College 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship at University College Birmingham 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship at The City of Liverpool College 

 Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Professional Restaurant Service and Management Apprenticeship  (in 
development) 
 

The RACA Chefs and Professional Restaurant Service Apprenticeship are a three-year vocational courses for 
aspiring young chefs and service personnel aged between 16 and 19 years old.  Each apprentice is employed and 
mentored by an Academician for the duration of their training and often beyond. 
 

PLENARY MEETINGS                                                                                                                                  Page 14 

Plenary meetings, which provide Members with the opportunity to network, learn about prominent member’s 
professional lives and discuss key industry issues are held five times per year.  All Academicians and Associate 
members are invited to attend.  
 

 ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE                                                                                                   Page 28  

Begun 1983, the AAE is the most prestigious award available to young professionals in the hospitality industry 
today, recognising and encouraging the most talented up and coming chefs, pastry chefs and waiters.  Open to 
young people aged between 20 and 26, the purpose of the Awards is to inspire and encourage them to achieve 
the highest possible standards in their chosen profession – kitchen, pastry or service – and to offer them 
opportunities for success in their career.   
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MASTER OF CULINARY ARTS                                                                                                                 Page 42 

In January 2017 the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts launched the eighth Master of Culinary Arts, 30 years after it 
was first established in 1987 as the Meilleur Ouvrier de Grande Bretagne (MOGB). The award of Master of Culinary 
Arts (MCA) is conferred on those who have displayed mastery of the complex and specialised knowledge and skills 
in culinary arts which are required to be a first class chef, pastry chef, or for restaurant management and service.  
The holder of the MCA is able to prove advanced technical skill and professional ability; accept accountability for 
their decision-making; contribute to supervision and management; demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of the 
principles of sustainability and the viability of our food sources throughout the scope of the food chain; 
demonstrate leadership and support the development of others; and act in the best interests of the culinary arts 
profession. 
 

MUTTON RENAISSANCE CAMPAIGN                                                                                                   Page 46 

Conceived in 2003 by His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales and officially launched in November 2004, Mutton 
Renaissance is the campaign to restore high quality mutton to the menu whilst helping British sheep farmers to 
find a market for their older animals.  The rewards are more than just a great product on the plate; we are uniting 
of the whole chain between chef, butcher, supplier and farmer.  The campaign is jointly by the Royal Academy of 
Culinary Arts and the Pastoral Alliance.   
 

SUSTAINABILITY AND FOOD PHILOSOPHY PILLARS                             Page 47 

The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Food Philosophy serves to inspire the holistic enjoyment of good food.  These 
ingredients are nurtured through sound and ethical production methods in local seas, waters and the countryside 
on either our farms or in the wild.  Such methods will foster not only the health and well-being of consumers but 
also promote a food philosophy of sustainable and ethical food cultivation that will help to address the issues that 
our planet faces.   
 

OTHER ACTIVITIES                                                                                                                                     Page 49 

Aside from the above mentioned principal activities, the Royal Academy participates in numerous other events 
and activities which reflect its aims and objectives, as well as maintaining links with other organisations that share 
in the common goal of securing the future of the industry. 
 

RACA COMMITTEES                                                                                                                                   Page 12 

Under the umbrella of the Board of Trustees the Committees of the Academy drive its activities.  They are: 
Board of Governors  
Management  
Finance  
Education  
Selection & Membership  
Sustainability and Food Policy 
Annual Awards of Excellence  
Master of Culinary Arts  
Associates Steering  
Friends Management  
Adopt a School (see pg. 68 – 96) 
 
 
The full membership, purpose and activities of each are outlined in the Committees and Meetings section. 
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FUNDING 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is a not for profit organisation registered as a Friendly society from 1980 until 
2014 and from then as a Company Limited by Guarantee, Company Number 09242241. The Royal Academy of 
Culinary Arts Adopt a School Trust is a registered charity (Number 1087567).   
 
The Royal Academy is privately funded by membership fees, sponsorship and donations, without which it would 
not exist nor continue to make a difference to the lives of so many young people and their future in the industry.  
The Academy is grateful to all its members, who give their time so generously, which allows the work to continue. 
 

TRUSTEES 
Sam Gordon Clark CBE (Chairman)   Willy Bauer OBE    Frederick Mostert 
Albert Roux OBE     Richard Shepherd CBE  Sara Jayne Stanes OBE 
Brian J. Turner CBE     John W. Valentine  John Williams MBE 

 
ROYAL PATRON 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales 
 

AUDITORS 
Riches & Company 
34 Anyards Road  
Cobham  
Surrey KT11 2LA 

 
THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND ADOPT A SCHOOL TEAM 

Sara Jayne Stanes OBE Chief Executive, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and Adopt A School 
Emma Porter  Membership Secretary  
Rosanna Frost Executive Assistant and PR  
Ilisha Waring Events Manager (AAE, MCA and Friends) 
Daniel Moriss-Jeffery  Events Manager 
Helena Houghton Adopt a School Programme Manager 
Gemma Hopwood Adopt a School Programme Manager (maternity cover) 
Alex Webster Adopt a School Events Director 
Idris Caldora MCA Executive Chef, Adopt a School 
James Holden Adopt a School Chef for the North West 
Sarah Howard Adopt a School Development Chef 
Ashley Marsh Adopt a School Chef for London 
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MEMBERSHIP AND INVESTITURES  
 
Each year at the Annual General Meeting a number of senior Academicians are selected to be invested with a 
formal Chair to their chosen mentor in recognition of their significant contribution to the Academy and its 
activities.  The purpose of the Investitures is not only to recognise the dedication of the chosen Academicians, but 
also to remember and acknowledge the importance of our forebears, without whose contribution the hospitality 
profession would not be what it is today.  In the past, invested Academicians have been referred to as Mentors.  
However, as part of the celebrations to mark the 30th Anniversary of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts, from 
2010 they are awarded the Fellowship of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and are known as Fellows.  

 
INVESTITURES 2016 
At the 2016 Annual General Meeting the following Academicians were invested as Fellows of the Royal Academy 
of Culinary Arts: 
Academician: To the Chair of: 
  
Jason Atherton Frédy Girardet 
  
Sarah Hartnett John W. Reed 
  
Gary Jones  Eliza Acton 
  
Hywel Jones Josef Favre 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INVESTITURES 2017 
At the 2017 Annual General Meeting the following Academicians will be invested as Fellows of the Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts: 
Academician: To the Chair of: 
  
Simon Boyle Dr Roy Ackerman CBE 
  
Philip Howard Victor Ceserani MBE 
  
 
Please see pg. 58-59 for a full list of Fellows of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts 
Enormous thanks to Renée Llambias for taking the time and care to renovate the Roll of Honour book.  
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NEW MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA   
The application process for the Membership of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is now closed.  The Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts Selection and Membership process is now based on nominations from Academicians.  
 

 Members of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts must be a Head Chef, Pastry Chef or Restaurant Manager 
working in the UK and over the age of 30 years and have spent a minimum of 3 years in positions of seniority 
and responsibility. 

 Academicians may privately nominate and propose a potential candidate to the Selection and Membership 
Committee.  This nominated professional will join a Prospective Member List for review.  This list will be 
maintained and managed by the RACA Office. 

 The Prospective Member List will be reviewed by the Selection and Membership Committee twice annually.  If 
the nomination is accepted, the candidate will be invited for an interview. 

 The decision of the Selection and Membership Committee is final.   

 Individual unsolicited enquiries will be directed to the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts website where the 
membership process is detailed.  His or her details will be kept on file.  

 

CONGRATULATIONS 
2017 New Year‘s Honours List: 
Mark Hix MBE 
Tony Singh MBE 
 

Autumn 2016 Michelin Guide: 
To all our members who won and/or retained  a Michelin star.  Special congratulations must go to John Williams 
MBE and the Ritz for, at last, winning a much deserved, well overdue star.  Worth the wait!  
 

NEW MEMBERS 2016/17 
New Academicians 
Amandine Chaignot Executive Chef, The Rosewood London 
Hrishikesh Desai Executive Chef, Gilpin Hotel and Lake House 
Javier Dominguez Santos Head Chef, Rocpool Reserve and Chez Roux Restaurant 
Alessandro Fasoli General Manager, The Woodspeen Restaurant & Cookery School 
Danielle Thompson Managing Director, Hix Restaurants 

 
New Associate Members 
Evolve Hospitality Recruitment Ed Vokes  
Joelson JD LLP Sheldon Cordell, NiallMcCann 
 

MOVEMENTS AND APPOINTMENTS 
Honorary Academicians 
 From: To: 
Thomas Kochs  Managing Director, Hotel Café Royal Managing Director, Corinthia Hotel London 

 
Fellows 
 From: To: 
Billy Campbell Executive Chef, Thistle Glasgow Executive Head Chef, DoubleTree By Hilton 

Glasgow Central 
Steven Doherty MCA Chef Director, The First Floor Café  Hill Cottage Consultancy 
Keith Stanley MCA Head Chef, Levy Restaurants Head Chef, Garsons of Esher 
 

Academicians 
 From: To: 
Alessio Bascherini Director of Operations, Chamberlain’s of 

London 
General Manager, Ceviche Old Street 

Andrew Bennett MBE Executive Chef, The Sheraton Park Lane Toque & Blanche, Hospitality Professionnal 
Heinrich  Boreniok  Chef Patron/ Director, The Village Inn 
Graham Chatham Executive Chef, The Royal Horseguards London Executive Chef, Daylesford Organic 
Paul Danabie Executive Chef, Millenium Hotel London Executive Chef, Belmond British Pullman 
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Philip Howard Chef Proprietor, The Square Chef Proprietor, Elystan Street 
Richard Hughes Chef Proprietor, The Lavender House Chef-Patron, The Assembly House 
Lawrence Keogh  Executive Head Chef, Old Bengal Warehouse 
Simon King General Manager, The Modern NYC Operations Director, Gordon Ramsay Group 
Roger Narbett Patron, The Bell & Cross The Chequers  
David Steel Group Development Chef, Lexington 

Catering  
Executive Chef Sales, Bartlett Mitchell 

Benjamin Tish Chef/Director, Salt yard Group Consultant Chef 
Glen Watson Chef Director, The Belfry Managing Director, GW Food Consultancy  
Simon Whitley Food and Beverage Director, Devonshire 

Club 
Executive Chef, Petersham Nurseries, 
Covent Garden 

Nikki Woods  Operations Manager, RBS London General Manager, UBS AG (Group Corporate 
Services) 

 

ON THE MOVE  
Thierry Billot 
Alan Bird 
James Chapman 
Stephane Davaíne  
Cherish Finden 
Derek Johnstone 
John McManus 
David Simms 
 

FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS 
The Friends of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts launched in January 2010 and has proved to be a highly 
worthwhile addition to the Academy’s membership.  The purpose of Friends is to provide a way for people, both 
within and outside the hospitality industry, who do not qualify to be Academicians, to show their support for and 
take part in the Academy’s activities.  We also hope that through Friends more people will get to know about the 
Academy and its activities, and help it to prosper.   
 
With a separate programme of Friends’ events, we have been able to bring together a group of like-minded 
people, who share the same philosophy and culinary and hospitality interests, and give them an insight into what 
the Academy is all about.  Through the support of Friends we hope to encourage further membership, as well as 
raise the profile and awareness of the Academy and its work.  The Friends membership combines a who’s who of 
senior hospitality figures from a comprehensive list of renowned establishments, alongside key individuals from 
outside the hospitality industry.  Whilst the initial group of Founder Friends were invited to join the group, 
membership is not via invitation only and it is hoped that from this point on Friends will grow steadily and 
organically.   
 
To date, Friends has proved to be a great success with a steady stream of new members, year on year.  
Membership currently stands at over 120 Friends, with a good number of pending applications and 
recommendations.  For a full list of the Friends please see pg. 64-66. 
 
Academicians are encouraged to propose new Friends who will bring credibility and contacts, and who would 
like to assist the work of the Academy. All enquiries should be directed to: Tony Murkett, Secretary to the 
Friends, or to Events Manager, Ilisha Waring and Daniel Moriss-Jeffery  
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Friends Events 
Since the launch of Friends at The Ritz in January 2010, we have organised a series of events every year, each with 
a culinary accent, to give Friends the opportunity to enjoy interesting experiences while networking, socialising 
and meeting Academicians and Associate Members, as well as an opportunity to hear more about the Academy’s 
ongoing activities and fundraising occasions.  
 
2016 Friends Events 
 
PRIVATE TOUR OF CLARENCE HOUSE & DINNER AT BROWN’S HOTEL 26th July 
On kind permission from Leslie Chappell MVO RVM, House Manager and Assistant to the Master, the Academy’s 
Friends were invited to a private and exclusive guided tour of the residence and gardens at Clarence House on 
Tuesday 26th July 2016. The tour was followed by dinner at Brown’s Hotel with thanks to Stuart Johnson, formerly 
General Manager at Brown’s Hotel. 
 
HIGHGROVE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT CLARENCE HOUSE 2nd and 3rd November 
On Wednesday 2nd and Thursday 3rd November the Friends of the Royal Academy were invited to the Highgrove 
Christmas Shop at Clarence House.  Guests were welcomed with a glass of Highgrove champagne and were invited 
to begin their exclusive shopping experience in the Morning Room and continued through to the Dining Room and 
Library. Much of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother’s art collection was on display to the delight of 
guests. The collection of exclusive products included a unique assortment of decorations and a sumptuous array 
of delicious food and drink. 
 
COUTTS ARCHIVIST TOUR & WINE DINNER 29th November 
On Tuesday 29th November 2016 the Friends were hosted by Stephane Davaine, Peter Fiori and Coutts on the 
Strand for a wonderful evening. Guests were treated to a fascinating archivist tour with an extraordinary insight 
into the intriguing history of Coutts. The tour was followed by dinner, an inspired menu matched with some very 
interesting wines including old and new world wine comparisons straight from the Coutts’ cellar. 
 
2017 Friends Events 
 
ANNUAL CHAMPAGNE PARTY 7th February   
Friends of the Royal Academy were invited to the Rosewood London on Tuesday 7th February for the annual 
Champagne party in 2017, thanks to Michael Bonsor, Hotel Manager for welcoming the Friends. We would also like 
to thank Laurent-Perrier for their continued support in supplying the Champagne. 
 
CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW 23rd May   
Followed on 23rd May by a visit to the Chelsea Flower Show, on the first day of the show which is usually reserved 
for members only; the visit included a glass of Champagne at the Sloane club followed by dinner at Hotel Café 
Royal.  
 
BRITISH PULLMAN TRAIN LUNCH 14th October 
On the 14th October we are pleased to offer a joint event with the Chaîne Des Rôtisseurs – London, to offer Friends 
an opportunity to ride on the world famous British Pullman train. The day starts with a Champagne Reception, 
followed by a superb five course lunch with matching wines whilst sitting in a carriage drawn by the recently 
restored Tornedo steam engine. 
 
HIGHGROVE CHRISTMAS SHOPPING AT CLARENCE HOUSE 
We will of course be holding the ever popular Highgrove Christmas shopping at Clarence House, with dates to be 
confirmed. We are also planning a visit to Buckingham Palace in September; a caviar tasting with Laura King and 
King’s Fine Foods; and a Truffle Hunt in Cahors hosted by the House of Pébeyre early in 2018. 
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COMMITTEES AND MEETINGS 
 
TRUSTEES 
Members 
Sam Gordon Clark CBE (Chairman)   Willy Bauer OBE    Frederick Mostert 
Albert Roux OBE     Richard Shepherd CBE  Sara Jayne Stanes OBE 
Brian J. Turner CBE     John W. Valentine  John Williams MBE 
 
The Trustees are the Directors of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and are responsible for its finance and 
governance and maintaining its reputation and well being.   
 
Constitution of Royal Academy of Culinary Arts (RACA) 
From its inception in 1980 as l’Academie Culinaire de France (UK), the association was registered as a Friendly 
Society.  With the granting of the new title of Royal in 2013, and with the unanimous support of the membership 
the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts became a not-for-profit Company Limited by Guarantee (CLG) on the 30th 
September 2014. Company Number 09242241. 
 
At this time, the Trustees were Sam Gordon Clark CBE, Albert Roux OBE, Richard Shepherd CBE, Brian J. Turner 
CBE, and ex officio the Chief Executive and Chairman of the Academy, respectively Sara Jayne Stanes OBE and 
John Williams MBE. The members of this board of Trustees became the Directors of the CLG, which was known as 
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Limited, while the Academy itself remains the professional association it has 
always been over which the board of RACA Limited has a supervisory role. In order to bring more depth of 
experience to this board, the existing Trustees invited Willy Bauer OBE, Frederick Mostert, and John W. Valentine 
to join their number. Neil Beck is the Company Secretary. 
 
The Trustees of the Academy’s charitable arm, the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Adopt a School Trust (AAS), 
were Sam Gordon Clark CBE , Richard Shepherd CBE, Brian J. Turner CBE and Sara Jayne Stanes OBE. After 
considerable discussion by the Trustees, it was agreed that RACA Limited and AAS would function better if the 
two entities were run by separate boards of Trustees, as although there were several areas of common ground, 
the talents needed for their governance also had some differences. The way to bring this about is to make RACA 
Limited the ‘sole member’ of the AAS, the charity. This enables the board of RACA Limited to retain overall 
responsibility for AAS, while allowing AAS to be run independently and to appoint trustees with skill sets more 
suited to its requirements. This process required some changes to the constitution of AAS, (see Adopt a School 
report pg. 68 – 96).   Sam Gordon Clark CBE, Chairman to the Trustees. 
 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Members 
John Williams MBE (Chairman)    Brian J. Turner CBE  William Curley MCA 
Professor David Foskett MBE   Silvano Giraldin   Sam Gordon Clark CBE 
Philip Howard     Professor Ray Linforth  Martyn Nail 
David Pitchford     Sergio Rebecchi 
 
Purpose 
The aim of the Management Committee, (whose members are chairmen of the various committees) is to 
guarantee that standards of quality and continuity are met across the portfolio of the Academy’s activities and 
that its image and reputation are maintained. 
 
Activity 
The Management Committee was revamped in 2016 and welcomed a number of new members as well as 
approving a new set of terms of reference.  The first meeting of the new Management Committee took place in 
April 2016.  Its first tasks were to ratify the selection of new members of the Academy and the proposals for taking 
forward issues around sustainability and food security were discussed at the first meeting.   

 
FINANCE COMMITTEE 

Members 
Sam Gordon Clark CBE (Chairman) 
Sara Jayne Stanes OBE 
Jean Hill (HD Business Services) 
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Purpose 
The Finance Committee makes recommendations to the Trustees to ensure the financial stability and future 
viability of the Academy and Adopt a School.   
 
Recent Activity 
The Finance Committee met recently to prepare the management accounts for the June meeting of the Trustees. 
 

EDUCATION COMMITTEE 
Members 
Professor Ray Linforth (Chairman) John Williams MBE  Brian J. Turner CBE 
Christophe Baffos   Geoff Booth   Gregg Brown   
Idris Caldora MCA   Stephen Carter   Michael Coaker   
Professor David Foskett MBE  Gary Hunter    Neil Rippington    
Yolande Stanley MCA   Peter Taylor    
 
Purpose 
The Education Committee manages the RACA Apprenticeships and maintains their quality through its relationship 
with the course providers.  The Committee also provides a forum for discussion of food policy issues. 
 
Recent Activity 
Professor Ray Linforth and the Education Committee have been keeping a careful watch on the new levy for 
apprenticeships that the Government has implemented, and ensure our input is heard regarding the new 
Standards.  In addition, our President and Education committee member, Brian J. Turner CBE has been appointed 
to the People 1st Hospitality Apprenticeship Board which should unravel the complexities of the ‘new’ 
apprenticeship and the levy.  The committee is also focused on maintaining the quality of our apprenticeships 
within the 5 existing Colleges. 
 

BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
Members 
David Coubrough (Deputy Chairman)  
Willy Bauer OBE     Bob Cotton OBE    Sam Gordon Clark CBE   
Edward Griffiths CVO   Sir Garry Hawkes CBE   Robin Hutson 
Sir Anthony Joliffe GBE DL  George Kennedy CBE   Peter Lederer CBE 
James R. Lee    Sir Francis Mackay   Frederick Mostert 
Harry Murray MBE   Ramon Pajares OBE   Beverley Puxley   
Albert Roux OBE    Richard Shepherd CBE    Ken Wilkins CMA  
Brian J. Turner CBE    John Williams MBE 
 
We very much regret the passing of Dr Roy Ackerman CBE, who as chairman of the Board of Governors, was in a 
significant way responsible for its formation in 2009.    
 
Purpose 
The Board of Governors is a group drawn from the hospitality industry to provide a trusted source of advice for 
the Academy across all its activities. 
 
Recent Activity 
The Board has continued its interest in the well being of the Academy in general and in particular with areas of 
sustainability and food production methods.  Thanks to the Board of Governors the Academy has produced a 
sustainability action plan and the Six Pillars document which outlines favoured food sourcing and best practice for 
our members. This is formed the Academy’s ‘sustainability conversation’ which continues with working parties 
across the country. The Board has also welcomed a new member James R. Lee who lives in London and 
Copenhagen, with significant international business and culinary interest who was introduced to us by Frederick 
Mostert. 
 

SELECTION COMMITTEE 

Members 
John Williams MBE (Chairman)  William Curley MCA   Didier Garnier  
Silvano Giraldin    Sara Jayne Stanes OBE   Martin Lam  
Rowley Leigh     Brian J. Turner CBE 
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Purpose 
To select new members of the Academy and review the process for selection of members. 
 
Recent Activity 
The Committee has finalised the new system to select Academy members. In 2017, we welcomed the last few 
members from the old application based process and the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Selection and 
Membership process is now based on nominations from existing Academicians. 
 

SUSTAINABILITY COMMITTEE  
Members 
Martin Lam (Chairman)   Paul Askew    James Golding  
Sam Gordon Clark CBE   Edward  Griffiths  CVO   Nigel Haworth  
Alan Hill     Gordon Hogg    Phil Howard  
Sara Jayne Stanes OBE   Laura King    Frederick Mostert 
Sergio Rebecchi    Brian J. Turner CBE   John Williams MBE 

 
Purpose  
The Committee has been working on the Academy’s Sustainability action plan and developing the Six Pillars 
Recent Activity pg. 47 - 48  

 
ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 
Members 
Jason Atherton (Honorary President)  John Williams MBE (Chairman of Judges)  
Martyn Nail (Joint Chairman Kitchen)  Adam Byatt (Joint Chairman Kitchen) 
Yolande Stanley MCA (Joint Chairman Pastry) Sarah Hartnett (Joint Chairman Pastry) 
Sergio Rebecchi (Joint Chairman Service)  John Cousins (Joint Chairman Service) 
 
Purpose and Activity 
The Committee sets the tasks for the entrants, judge the entries, the semi-finals and finals.  Recent activity pg.   
28 - 41   

 
MASTER OF CULINARY ARTS 
Members 
David Pitchford (Chairman of the MCA)  
Idris Caldora MCA (Chairman of Culinary Skills) 
Michael Nadell & Michel Roux OBE (Joint Chairmen of Pastry) 
Silvano Giraldin & Sergio Rebecchi (Joint Chairmen of Restaurant Management & Service) 
John Cousins & Didier Garnier (Vice-Chairmen Restaurant Management and Service) 
 
Purpose and Activity 
The Committees set the tasks for the entrants, judge the entries, the semi-finals and the finals. Recent activity pg. 
42 - 45 
 

ASSOCIATES STEERING COMMITTEE 
Members 
Ken Wilkins CMA (Chairman) Gillian Thomson (Deputy Chairman)  David Bentley  
Carolyn Cavele   Lance Forman     Birgit Gunz 
Sam Gordon Clark CBE  Richard Victoria CMA 

 
Purpose 
The Committee reviews and considers new applications for Associate membership of the Academy.  The 
Committee ensures that the Associates get the most out of their relationship with the Academy and vice versa.   
 
Recent Activity 
The Committee recently welcomed two new Associate members; Evolve Hospitality Recruitment and 
Joelson JD LLP.  The Committee has also been discussing sustainability policy and has been making suggestions for 
the 2017 programme of Plenary meetings.  
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FRIENDS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
Members 
Tony Murkett (Chairman)  Willy Bauer OBE    Sally Beck 
Rosemary Earl   Vic Laws MBE    Harry Murray MBE   
Sara Jayne Stanes OBE  Alistair Telfer 
 
Purpose 
To devise and administer all Friends activities and events and to propose new Friends of the Academy.  
 
Recent Activity 
The Committee was pleased to note, at its most recent meeting, that the number of Friends stood at 120 and there 
was a healthy number of pending applications.  The Committee also discussed and clarified arrangements for 
upcoming Friends events and the financing of these events. The Committee has also welcomed a new member 
Sally Beck, Rosemary Earl and Vic Laws MBE  
 

OVERVIEW OF PLENARY MEETINGS JULY 2016 – MARCH 2017 
 
Monday 4th July 2016 – Rosewood London 
Speaker: Craig Bancroft; Featured Associate Member: Continental Chef Supplies  
Many thanks to our hosts: Academy Friend and Hotel Manager, Michael Bonsor and Executive Chef, Amandine 
Chaignot and their teams for their excellent menu and hospitality.  Thank you to the following suppliers for 
supporting the Plenary Meeting: Gordon Hogg of Finclass, Simon Yorke of Harvey & Brockless, Birgit Gunz of 
Frankonia the Bakery, Claire Marwaha of Speyside Glenlivet, Simon Part of Part and Company for sponsoring the 
wine from Jacquie Kay and Berkmann Wine Cellars. John Williams gave an update on Academy activities. A 
presentation was given by Ian Parsons, New Business Director at CCS, who gave a brief history of the company 
and an overview of their products. Speaker Craig Bancroft spoke about his life and times in the industry. 
 
Monday 12th September 2016 – Coutts 
Speaker: James Holden ; Debate: The future of Sustainability for the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts 
Many thanks to our hosts: Academicians Stephane Davaíne, Director, Front of House Operations, Nikki Woods, 
Operations Manager and Peter Fiori, Executive Chef for the special menu today, and all the team at Coutts for 
hosting the meeting with wonderful hospitality.Thank you to the following suppliers for supporting the Plenary 
Meeting: Russell Allen, Lucianne Allen of Aubrey Allen, John Godden of Flying Fish Seafood and Vittorio Maschio, 
Sarah Holah of Natoora, Tom Gilbey and The Vintner for the wines and Richard Balfour Lynn and Hush Heath 
Estate for the English sparkling wine. John Williams gave an update on Academy activities. James Holden gave the 
members an insight to his 9 years as an Adopt a school chef, and the meeting concluded with an open debate on 
the Academy’s Sustainability action plan. 
 
Monday 7th November 2016 – Sheraton Grand London Park Lane   
Speaker: Brian Clivaz; Featured Associate Member: Natoora 
Many thanks to our hosts: Academician Andrew Bennett, Director of Food & Beverage for the menu, and thanked 
all the team at the Sheraton Park Lane for hosting the meeting with wonderful hospitality.Thank you to the 
following suppliers for supporting the Plenary Meeting: Rob Shears and Fairfax Meadow, Vittorio and Natoora, 
Ros Salley and The Bread Factory, Mary Drysdale and Speyside Glenlivet. And thanks to: Nigel Crane and Essential 
Cuisine for sponsoring the wine from Jacquie Kay and Berkmann Wine Cellars. John Williams gave an update on 
Academy activities. A presentation was given by Paddy Plankett, Head of Restaurant Sales at Natoora on 
Natoora’s products and services. Brian Clivaz spoke passionately about his life and times in the industry, and  his 
new venture the Devonshire Club. 
 
Monday 9th January 2017 – Westminster Kingsway College 
Speaker: Rick Stein OBE; Featured Associate Member: The Bread Factory; Guest Speaker: Harrison Catering 
Many thanks to our hosts: Academicians Gary Hunter, Vice Principal; Terry Tinton, Head of Hospitality and Tony 
Cameron, Chef Lecturer for the menu, and all the team and students at Westminster Kingsway College for hosting 
the meeting with wonderful hospitality. Thank you to the following suppliers for supporting the Plenary Meeting: 
Lucianne Allen, Simon Smith and Aubrey Allen; Mary Drysdale and Speyside Glenlivet. And thanks to: Stephen 
Kinkead and Winterhalter for sponsoring the wine from Jacquie Kay and Berkmann Wine Cellars. John Williams 
gave an update on Academy activities. A presentation was given by Tristan Kaye, Commercial Director on The 
Bread Factory. Speaker Rick Stein OBE shared his remarkable life and times in the industry. 
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Monday 6th March 2017 – The Brigade 
Speaker:  James Golding; Featured Associate Member: H.Formans & Sons 
Many thanks to our host Academician, Chef and Founder of Beyond Food, Simon Boyle, and all the team at the 
Brigade for hosting the meeting. Thank you to the following suppliers for supporting the Plenary Meeting Lance 
Forman and H.Forman & Son; Simon Yorke and Harvey and Brockless and thanks to: Ed Vokes and Evolve 
Hospitality for sponsoring the wine from Jacquie Kay and Berkmann Wine Cellars. John Williams gave an update 
on Academy activities. Lance Forman, Managing Director gave a presentation on H.Forman & Son’s and a brief 
history of smoked salmon. Speaker James Golding gave everyone an insight to his life and times in the industry 
and his Sustainability credentials. 
 

SCOTTISH BRANCH (Convened 1993)  
Under the Chairmanship of Jeff Bland: Graham Buchan; Roy Brett; Stewart Cameron (Emeritus); Billy Campbell; 
Darrin Campbell; Kenny Coltman; Jim Cowie; Kevin Dalgleish; Javier Dominguez Santos; Andrew Fairlie; Jean-
Michel Gauffre; Andrew Hamer; Alan Hill; Martin Hollis; Paul Hughes; Peter Lederer CBE (Honorary); Ray Lorimer 
FIH; Keith Marley; Michael Mathieson; Brian Maule; James Murphy; Ralph Porciani; Philip Elwis (Associate: Town 
and Country Fine Foods); Craig Rowland; Shaune Hall (Associate: Falcon Foodservice Equipment); Tony Singh; 
Elaine Watson MCA; Ian Whitaker; Simon Whitley; Mary Drysdale and Anna Drummond (Associate: Speyside 
Glenlivet Water);and Riccardo Zanetti. 
 
Overview 
Once again the Scottish Branch held 4 meetings over the year. Two at The Balmoral and one 1 each at Trump 
Turnberry and Gleneagles, with guest speakers invited along to some of the meetings. Kim Antoniou at the most 
recent meeting to talk us through allergens and her company “Kafoodle”. On 29th March 2017 there was a dinner 
held at City of Glasgow College.  With Academicians supporting students to deliver a four course dinner. There 
were also Master classes delivered during the day covering everything from Pastry skills to use of a duck press. 
This is a concept that the Scottish Branch would like to take to other colleges in Scotland.  The Annual Awards of 
Excellence final at Gleneagles saw 11 finalists from Cromlix, Turnberry, Three Chimneys, Gleneagles and Moor Hall 
Restaurant with rooms.  The Semi-finals were hosted by Trump Turnberry.  We are pleased to say Restaurant 
Andrew Fairlie has a competitor through to the Kitchen Final.  
 
With huge thanks to Jeff Bland and to Elaine Watson MCA for ‘pulling it all together’.   
 

NORTHERN BRANCH (Convened 2003) 
Under the Chairmanship of Paul Askew and Steven Doherty MCA: Aubrey Ambrose (Associate: Town and Country 
Fine Foods); Frances Atkins; Craig Bancroft; Tony Binks; Andrew Bourne; Paul Brown, Andy Flack  (Associate: 
Continental Chef Supplies); James Chapman; Neil Corlett (Associate: Essential Cuisine); Nigel Crane (Associate: 
Essential Cuisine); Hrishikesh Desai; Phillip Dougherty; Andrew Farquharson MVO; Claire Gallagher; Jonathan 
Harrison; Nigel Haworth; Paul Heathcote MBE; Shaun Herbert; James Holden; Kay Johnson; Terry Laybourne MBE; 
Colin Martin; Matt Nugent; Steve Roncon (Associate: Continental Chef Supplies); and Nick Shottel. 
  
Overview 
The Northern Branch has met twice over the last 12 months, with a couple of the meetings followed by an evening 
social event of a dinner with guest speaker telling members and guests about their life and times in our wonderful 
industry. Our main agenda this year was the apprenticeship with the City of Liverpool College and establishing the 
Northern Royal Academy of Culinary Arts apprenticeship programme. The programme started in September and 
we are delighted to say we currently have 5 students enrolled on the programme. We have had a strong turnout 
of Northern members supporting Adopt a School by doing guest chef dinners at colleges as part of the “pyramid” 
project linking primary, secondary and further education establishments together delivering food education 
across all ages. We have welcomed new member Hrishikesh Desai to the Academy. Members of the Northern 
section also supported an event in Liverpool “Visitor Economy Week” which was set up to promote the need to 
produce the next generation of hospitality employees to meet the demands of the growing visitors. This week 
was a huge success and plans already underway for next year. 
 
With huge thanks to Paul Askew, Steven Doherty MCA and James Holden for co-ordinating the Northern Branch 
meeting and activities.   
 

THE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMMES 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship is a three-year vocational course aimed at aspiring 
young chefs aged between 16 and 19 years old. It is a pioneering approach to deliver a comprehensive training to 
young chefs whilst enabling them to work in the finest establishments in the UK.   
 

 The first RACA Chefs Apprenticeship – The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Specialised Chefs Course at 
Bournemouth & Poole College – has been running since 1989, and is a three year block release programme.  
Students are inducted into the programme for one winter term. They will then spend 12 months with their 
Academician employer and return to the college for the spring term of the following year, before working for 
another 12 months and returning for the final time to the college again in the summer term, when they will also 
take their final NVQs and their RACA graduation exam.   

 The second RACA Chefs Apprenticeship is a three year day release programme at the University of West 
London, which has been running since 1994.  

 A third chefs apprenticeship is a three year day release programme which began at Westminster Kingsway 
College in September 2012.  

 The fourth chefs apprenticeship is a day release programme launched at University College Birmingham in 
September 2015 and is thriving with talent.  

 The fifth apprenticeship programme at The City of Liverpool College is also a day release programme and in its 
first year is going well.  

 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Professional Restaurant Service & Management Apprenticeship is a three year 
vocational course aimed at aspiring young restaurant service & management candidates aged between 16 and 19 
years old. The RACA Professional Restaurant Service & Management Apprenticeship is a pioneering approach to 
deliver a comprehensive training to youngsters whilst enabling them to work in the finest establishments in the 
UK. The course will cover NVQ Levels 2 and 3, as well as Level 3 Diploma for Butlers. The course isn’t currently 
available, however we are working towards this for the future. 
 

The Philosophy 
The RACA is widely recognised as the premier chefs’ association in the UK; it is well respected by the industry and 
other professional bodies and, most importantly, it is synonymous with excellence in training.  Excellence is 
sought in all aspects of the RACA Apprenticeships: the apprentices; the lecturers; the colleges; the employers; and 
the course content.   
 
The point of difference between an RACA Apprenticeship and a routine  apprenticeship is the standard of 
employer and establishment at which the apprentice is employed during their training, as well as the ‘add-ons’ 
which form part of the curriculum.  In addition to the standard qualifications undertaken on the course, at the end 
of the three years, apprentices sit the RACA Final Exam and, if successful, will achieve the Royal Academy of 
Culinary Arts Diploma.  The RACA Apprenticeships are rigorous and challenging; they equip apprentices with a 
wide range of in-depth skills underpinned by sound theoretical knowledge and provide employers with the best 
trained apprentices in the industry.  The curriculum is cutting edge; it is built on traditional foundations whilst 
taking in modern developments and it draws from an internationally renowned body of knowledge. 
 
An equally important part of the apprenticeship is the pastoral care given to the apprentices.  Each college 
undertaking to run the RACA Apprenticeship must appoint a tutor whose role it is to fully support the apprentices 
throughout their training in both their work and personal lives. 
 

Creating the leaders of tomorrow 
This programme of study aims to develop the individual in the practical, theoretical and intellectual aspects of 
food and the hospitality business in order to lay the foundations for a career as an active practitioner and 
ambassador of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts.  It aims to turn out young chefs and front of house whose 
objective is to gain sustainable employment and to act as role models for the next generation.  Such a role carries 
with it responsibilities which are recognised across the global industry, as such individuals possess the talent 
required to work in this international profession. 
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS SPECIALISED CHEFS 
COURSE AT BOURNEMOUTH AND POOLE COLLEGE  
Established in 1989, the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Specialised Chefs 
Course at Bournemouth and Poole College was the first RACA Chefs 
Apprenticeship.  There are now over 450 graduates and the programme has won several awards, including a City & 
Guilds Beacon Award in 2000 and a National Training Award in 2001.  Two graduates of the Specialised Chefs 
Course have won the coveted European Young Chef Apprentice of the Year; Daniel Guest in 1998, who trained 
with Michel Bourdin at The Connaught; and Adam Bowden in 2008,  with John Williams MBE at The Ritz.  Adam 
Byatt,  having finished his course whilst at Claridge's, continued his training in various restaurants before finally 
opening up Trinity on Clapham Common where he was recently awarded his first Michelin Star.   
 
Several graduates of the RACA Specialised Chefs Course at Bournemouth and Poole College are now members of 
the RACA with some now employing apprentices of their own, such as:  Simon Boyle, Adam Byatt, James Golding, 
Jaxon Keedwell, Peter Vaughan, Jeremy Ford MCA, Dan Doherty Graham Chatham and Oliver Lesnik . 

 
2016/2017 Report from Bournemouth & Poole:  
September 2016 welcomed the start for another two groups of first years from all parts of the UK for their first 
term. Heads down and 14 weeks to go until the end of term, work was underway to turn them all into keen and 
work-ready young apprentices starting out in kitchens, mostly in London and some in the Home Counties. The first 
term included visits from Academicians, a visit and presentation from Hospitality Action on drugs and alcohol 
awareness; talks on focus at work, personal safety, writing C.V.s, presentation and interview techniques, before 
the individual interview visits were made starting in late October. During half term we visited The Dorchester, as 
usual, they made us extremely welcome and the apprentices saw everything from the most expensive suite on the 
top floor, to the leisure spa, banqueting, a tour of Alain Ducasses’ kitchen and the Pastry section of the main 
kitchen. Nowhere was too small or too insignificant to show the apprentices. During the afternoon we were off to 
Borough Market to enjoy a tasting and buying spree; some extraordinary items came back with us on the coach! 
 
The Graduation for Specialised Chefs was held on Monday 30th January 2017 and hosted by the Rosewood 
London. Many grateful thanks for an excellent evening go to Michael Bonsor, General Manager, Monica Bewak, 
Director of Catering and Events and Amandine Chaignot, Executive Chef. 
 

Head of School: 
Christophe Baffos 

 
Lecturers /Coordinators 

 Paul Dayman, Chef Lecturer Specialised Chefs  

 Barry Dawson, Apprenticeship Manager 

 Holly Bailey, Apprenticeship Co-ordinator 

 Jenny Brett, Apprenticeship Co-ordinator  
 
The seventeen Specialised Chef Graduates are as follows: 
Danielle Boreham Stephen Hine Tylney Hall Hotel 
Lucy Clowes Graham Chatham/Chris King The Langham 
Frankie Cole Hywel Jones Lucknam Park 
Chloe Hayhurst James Golding The Pig Group 
Lauren Hedges John Williams MBE The Ritz 
Joshua Henry Nathan Outlaw Outlaws at The Capital 
Katherine Hole Henry Brosi The Dorchester 
Dominic Hutchings Simon Whitley Coworth Park 
Charlotte Hutton Ben Kelliher The Chesterfield 
Charlotte Parmenter* Martyn Nail Claridge’s 
Rory Seaman Daniel Kent Wiltons 
Holly Shannon Brian Fantoni The Westbury 
Robert Sharpe Henry Brosi The Dorchester 
Lewis Spencer Kevin Clark \ William Hughes Luton Hoo 
Anna Sturt Tony Fleming  South Place Hotel 
Jordan Wilkins Gary Hollihead The Corinthia 
Daniel Wylie John Williams MBE The Ritz 
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* denotes Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Egon Ronay Scholar of the Year (begun 2013 to celebrate and perpetuate the memory of Egon 
Ronay, and to sustain his life’s work. The award is given to Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Apprentices who have shown remarkable 
development and produced outstanding results). 

 

Judges for Graduation Examination at Bournemouth College on 28 June 2016 
Joachim Schafheitle             RACA Education Committee 
Pater Taylor                            RACA Education Committee 
James Golding                        The Pig Group of Hotels, Graduate 
Brian Fantoni                          Westbury Hotel, Mayfair 
Sam Boland                             Private Luxury Yacht 
Tony Fleming                          Formerly, South Place Hotel, London 
 

CASE STUDY: Amber Francis, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprentice at Bournemouth & 
Poole College 
 
“I grew up around food, it was a really important part of family life and we always sat down to dinner together. 
Some of my earliest memories are of learning how to crack lobster claws and trying tapas. I loved studying 
languages at school and this enlightened me to different cultures and ways of life so I always loved trying new 
foods and learning how to cook new foods. 
 
I applied for the specialised chef scholarship after researching the best places to train as a chef in the country and 
the rest of the world, I even looked at going to Spain! On finding the Bournemouth and Poole College scholarship 
however, I knew straight away that I had found the course for me! I completed several work stages whilst 
studying for my A Levels and was lucky enough to work under the likes of Tom Kerridge and Benoit Blin during this 
time. 
 
It was such a relief to find out that I had gained a place on the course. I was so excited to start and begin to truly 
follow my passion. The first term at college was intense. Under the strict supervision of the industry legend that is 
Chef Boland. We were essentially subject to a vigorous training and three month long interview process to 
prepare us for life in the industry and find out where we would best be placed to work. So, after three months of 
rigorous training and learning we were sent off to work with the best possible start we could be given!  
 
I was incredibly lucky to have been placed at The Ritz and have been able to work under chef John Williams and 
several generations of graduated specialised chefs, it really is a family and I am so glad to be a part of it. Being a 
part of a Royal Academy course has also opened other doors for me outside of work including charity events such 
as the Adopt a School function where we worked with Phillip Howard. I have also been supported in entering 
competitions and the on-going support from college and the Academy is one of the reasons why this course has 
produced so many successful and often, industry leading, chefs; alumni include Adam Byatt and Dan Doherty, 
need I say more?! 
 
I'm now in my third year completing my final exams back in Bournemouth. After the retirement of Chef Boland, 
Chef Dayman has taken over the teaching of the course. Big boots to fill for sure, but Chef Dayman has brought a 
new dynamic to the course whilst still maintaining the core values and beliefs of the course. It won't be long now 
until myself and the rest of my year graduate and it has gone unimaginably quick! We are already rather nostalgic. 
All of us will return back to our placements with full time jobs and great potential for progression. This really is one 
of the best chef training courses out there. I wouldn't have changed the last three years for the world and if I 
could do it all over again then I would. I am excited for the future and to see what it brings for myself and the rest 
of my year group.” Amber Francis 

 
Jenny Brett 
Apprenticeships Co-ordinator - Catering, Hospitality & Specialised Chefs Scholarship 
Bournemouth & Poole College 
May 2017 
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS CHEFS APPRENTICESHIP AT UNIVERSITY OF WEST 
LONDON  
The RACA Chefs Apprenticeship at the University of West London began in 
1993 and was re-launched in September 2008.  There have been over 60 
graduates to date. In December 2013 the University went through an 
OFSTED visit and was graded Outstanding; the Apprenticeship Programme was singled out as a model of good 
practice, partly because it  had the full backing of employers but also because the overall success rates of 89%  was 
significantly higher than the  national benchmark –(national benchmark 76%) and achieved in a timely manner. 
 
The apprenticeship is a three year day release course which begins in September each year.  The apprenticeship is 
designed to help students develop their skills as a chef, as well as to help them gain a range of qualifications.  In 
general students apply to the course when already in full-time employment. However, in some circumstances UWL 
is able to match students to an employer.   
 
Apprentices are normally employed in leading establishments operated by members of the RACA such as The Ritz, 
The Dorchester, The Hilton and The Royal Automobile Club.  Students attend the University each week, where 
they spend their time in a training kitchen undertaking practical work and assessments in addition to some 
classroom studies, completing the work necessary for the theoretical and key skills elements of the course. During 
the course the apprentices work towards NVQ Levels 2 and 3 Professional Cookery and NVQ Level 3 Pastry and 
Confectionery. This apprenticeship is supported by Masterclasses delivered by Academicians in all areas of 
cookery and service skills. The university is committed “to  providing a full and rounded curriculum to support 
apprentices to fully achieve their personal and professional aspirations and goals.” 
 
The achievement of the NVQ Level 2 & 3 is monitored through continuous assessment and question and answer 
sessions.  To ensure students meet the necessary standards of food safety they will complete Level 2 Food Safety 
for Catering.  Students must produce a portfolio of work for both with support from their tutor. Students also 
complete a short test in each subject and a portfolio of employment rights and responsibilities during classroom 
sessions. At the end of the third year apprentices must sit the RACA graduation exam, which is set and examined 
by members of the RACA. They must pass this in order to receive their RACA diploma. 
 

2016/2017 Report from University of West London 
The RACA three year Apprenticeship Programme at UWL is for candidates aged 16+ and operates on a day-release 
basis with some of the assessment taking place in industry. The students learn a range of practical skills in Kitchen, 
Larder and Pastry and achieve an NVQ level 2 and 3 in Professional Cookery and Pastry.  Additionally, they achieve 
their functional skills in English and Maths. Students also engage in a number of extra-curricular activities, such as 
farm and supplier visits.  Masterclasses are run throughout the programme in conjunction with industry partners 
for example meat, fish, bread and chocolate.   
 
The revised programme is in its sixth year, with apprentices employed and mentored by John Williams MBE, Rob 
Kirby, Ben Purton and Allan Pickett, Ben Tish, Henry Brosi, Tim Hughes. Further Academicians who have supported 
and mentor include Chris Galvin, Martyn Nail, Alain Roux, Henri Brosi, Phil Corrick and Mark Flanagan. The course is 
steered and monitored by Gregg Brown.  Academicians are actively involved in the assessment process and attend 
practical assessments, where they co-mark with the lecturer. 
 
Louise Jordan was appointed the Apprenticeship Manager in February 2017.  Sadie Higham provides administrative 
and pastoral support.  
 
The apprentices again have had the unique opportunity to work on the Adopt a School annual fundraising dinner, 
Take 3 Colleges, at the Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall.  
 
Great emphasis is placed on the partnership with the employers and the university. Workplace learning is at the 
core of the apprenticeship programme, incorporating the applied learning with the industrial environment in the 
college based curriculum.  The wealth of knowledge in the workplace is shared amongst all the apprentices as 
they bring a range of different experiences and skills to the learning environment. This extends the learning 
beyond the confinements of the college system and benefits all the apprentices. 
 
16 Apprentices completed the programme in July 2016. They attended their graduation ceremony on 11th May 2017 
at UWL. 
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The 2016 Graduates are as follows: 
Kia Buckley Adrian Bailey Red Carnation Hotel 
Renea Cato-Green   Anthony Roy Sofitel 
Antony Downer Owen Sullivan Gordon Ramsay Group 
Ellie Fleming  Holger Jackisch The Savoy 
Daniel Goldfarb Murray Tapiki Lexington (London Business School) 
Douglas Hall Jim Wealand CH & Co 
Ben Harrison* Gary Klaner The Landmark London 
Tania Martins  Gary Klaner The Landmark London 
Nicole Paraskeva Ben Kelliher Red Carnation Hotel 
Raphaya Pinas Jim Wealand CH & Co 
Charles Pippard  Gary Klaner The Landmark London 
Miles Pidgeon  Kim Woodward Gordon Ramsay Group 
Cameron Reynolds Jeff Galvin Galvins Restaurants 
Tanuj Sharma Anthony Roy Sofitel 
Anucha Sirisuwan Paul Shearing Gordon Ramsay Group 
Dylan Vaughan Randell Matthew Marshall The Sanderson 
* denotes Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Egon Ronay Scholar of the Year (begun 2013 to celebrate and perpetuate the memory of Egon 
Ronay, and to sustain his life’s work. The award is given to Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Apprentices who have shown remarkable 
development and produced outstanding results). 
 

Vice Chancellor: 
Professor Peter John 
 

Associate Dean and Head of Department: 
Janet Rowson, Head of The Academy for Professional Skills  
 

Lecturers / Pastoral Care: 
 Gregg Brown, Lecturer and Apprenticeship Coordinator (Member of the RACA) 

 Michael Coaker, Head of Restaurants and Operations (Fellow of the RACA) 

 Louise Jordan Apprenticeship Manager 

 Sadie Higham Administrative and Pastoral Support 
 

CASE STUDY: Ben Harrison, Graduate of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship at 
University of West London  

Ben Harrison was employed at the Landmark London for 3 years under Gary Klaner. Following graduation in 2016 
he moved back to his native Devon and has joined ‘The Pig’ in Coombe under James Golding (Chef Patron)  
During his 3 years at UWL he was an exemplary student, supporting & mentoring his fellow learners.  
He graduated with the Egon Ronay Award for outstanding student of the year. This was a unanimous decision. 

 
2017 – Changes 
From April 2017 the Government have implemented massive changes in the apprenticeship sector. This includes a 
radical shake up of funding and qualifications. The Apprenticeship Levy from April 2017 will introduce a ‘tax’ on 
large employers, while the Government will continue to subsidise small employers who wish to train Apprentices.  
The other major change is the move from apprenticeship frameworks to the new ‘Apprenticeship Standards’ i.e. 
Commis Chef Standard. This has no qualification attached (no NVQ) but the introduction of an End Point 
Assessment (EPA). The implications that this is likely to have are as follows:  

 Reduction in smaller employers offering apprenticeship opportunities as the range of dishes & products 
required is much wider.  

 Large employers running their own apprenticeship training to retain their Levy payments. 

 Apprentices potentially not passing the end point assessment – therefore a reduction in the numbers 
graduating.  

 Fewer apprentices progressing from level 2 to level 3 as the new standards state ‘commis chef’ and ‘chef 
de partie’ and this progression is unlikely in 2 years.   

 
Louise Jordan  
Apprenticeship Manager 
University of West London  
May 2017  
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS CHEFS APPRENTICESHIP AT WESTMINSTER KINGSWAY 
COLLEGE  
The RACA Chefs Apprenticeship at Westminster Kingsway College was 
established in September 2012 and is now developing apprentices across London 
and the South East with the first cohort graduating last year and our second 
cohort of 9 students will conclude their studies in July this year.  This 
programme begins with a full-time foundation year at the college in the 1st year of the Professional Chef Diploma, 
from which the apprentices are examined and selected for the three year day release apprenticeship.   
 
The apprenticeship is a day release programme of approximately 8 hours per day, split between practical sessions, 
industry demonstrations, theory and tutorials. The point of difference between an RACA Chefs Apprenticeship and 
a standard apprenticeship is the accepted high benchmark of the employer and establishment at which the 
apprentice is employed and sponsored during their training. Additionally, the course offers dedicated 
supplementary elements of learning which form part of the curriculum, alongside diverse delivery techniques and 
specialist components undertaken only at Westminster Kingsway College.  The programme includes the operation 
of their own in-house Artisan Bakery (mentored by Academician Richard Bertinet), daily working butchery and 
fishmonger kitchen areas, with strong links to organic farms and estates throughout the UK. Additionally, the 
programme offers culinary science modules delivered from a bespoke laboratory, and the specialist teaching of 
pastry and confectionery. The cuisine sessions are delivered by specialist lecturers from within the Westminster 
Kingsway College Culinary Arts Team, and Academicians are also invited to deliver specific lessons throughout 
each year. The College has a member of staff and tutor team to take on the important role of pastoral care for our 
current full time learners who undertake work-placement and on a general tutorial basis. Regular support visits 
are made to the workplace. 
  
Following an extensive interview process which involves parent and guardians, the successful candidates are 
placed on the first year of the Professional Chef Diploma where they undertake study on a full time basis, 
matching the diverse qualification aims and standards set by the college.  Throughout this first year the college 
team will monitor, test and assess each student and create a final recommendation list of potential candidates to 
progress onto the RACA Chefs Apprenticeship.  This aspect of the programme is unique to Westminster Kingsway 
College and gives all of our students a solid foundation of culinary and hospitality skills before they are considered 
for an apprenticeship. The students are examined with a practical synoptic test at the end of the first year, 
examined alongside Academicians and leading industry chefs.  Successful students are then matched to their 
employers during the selection procedure, when they undergo another rigorous interview to identify their 
strengths and weaknesses for development. During the course our apprentices work towards Levels 2 and 3 in 
Professional cookery and Level 3 in Pastry and Confectionery.  Some of the content is delivered in a combination 
of methods including traditional teaching, workshops, simulations and visits, as well as work-based, web-based 
and individual study.  At the end of years 2 and 3 the apprentices must sit an in-house examination, testing the 
curriculum from that academic year.  At the end of the final year the apprentices must sit the RACA graduation 
exam, which is set and examined by members of the RACA. They must pass this in order to receive their RACA 
diploma. 
  

Vice Principal: 
Gary Hunter (Member of the RACA) 
 

Head of Faculty for Hospitality & Culinary Arts: 
Terry Tinton (Member of the RACA) 
 

Lecturers / Pastoral Care: 
 Tony Cameron (Fellow of the RACA) 

 Andrew Males Pastry Lecturer  

 Stefan Greubel, Chef Lecturer 
  

2016/17 Report from Westminster Kingsway College 
This Royal Academy of Culinary Arts programme started in September 2012 and is a four year course (with an 
optional progression into Foundation Degree levels upon graduation) aimed at aspiring chefs aged between 16 
and 19 years old or 19 and 24 years old. 
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Westminster Kingsway College Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Apprenticeship Programme Additional Activities 
2016-2017: 

 Charlie Bedford-Stockwell is the winner of the 1st ever Nestle Toque D'Or Apprentice of the Year 
competition 

 A visit to Billingsgate Market in partnership with Seafish and Billingsgate Seafood School 

 The Adopt a School Take 3 Colleges Dinner was supported by our 2nd year apprentices this year, cooking 
this year with Albert Roux 

 The Westminster Kingsway College Competition Fundraising Dinner 

 A visit to Reynolds Food Distribution with Ian Nottage, hosting a master class on Fruit and Vegetables: 
sourcing; quality; distribution; seasons; working with farmers; organic; and farmed 

 A master class on Game butchery with Jose Souto 

 A Sous –Vide master class with Tony Cameron 

 Kitchen management, sustainability and provenance with Tony Cameron 

 Waste management and sustainability with Stefan Greubel 

 Planned trips to Aubrey Allens, Forman and Sons Smoked Salmon and Belazu in June 2017 

 A planned study tour of Rungis Market 

 The Lessons are published weekly at www.quik.gopro.com  and also via Twitter, Linked-In and Facebook 
  
The graduation of the RACA / WKC Apprenticeships 
  
Thanks to all those Academicians who have helped us this year and to those who have already committed to 
taking an apprentice. The 2016 Graduates took their RACA practical examination in June 2016: 
 
 2016 Graduates: 

Ruth Hansom The Ritz John Williams, MBE 

Ben Brooke Galvins, La Chapelle Jeff Galvin, MCA 

Noah Morrison* 

Reece Kallah 

Galvins, Bistrot Luxe 

Galvins, Windows 

Chris Galvin, Warren Geraghty 

Andre Garrett, Joo Won 

Sam Powell Royal Horseguards/City Social Ben Purton/Paul Walsh 

Tom Robinson East India Club Mark Leach 

Lydia Moody Hartwell House Hotel Daniel Richardson 

Rameal Simms The Royal Automobile Club Philip Corrick, Ben Gielen 

Kirsty Brooks Caprice Holdings Tim Hughes 
* denotes Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Egon Ronay Scholar of the Year (begun 2013 to celebrate and perpetuate the memory of Egon 
Ronay, and to sustain his life’s work. The award is given to Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Apprentices who have shown remarkable 
development and produced outstanding results). 
 

CASE STUDY: Luke Gentle, Age 22, Apprentice on the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs 
Apprenticeship at Westminster Kingsway College 
Luke is in the final year of the RACA Chefs Apprenticeship at Westminster Kingsway College, working at Claridge’s 
Hotel, Fera Restaurant with Executive Chef Dan Cox and under the direction of Chef Proprietor Simon Rogan.  
After completing the full time first year at the college, Luke was selected to transfer to the RACA Chefs 
Apprenticeship and he is currently working at Fera and in the process of being promoted to Demi Chef de Partie. 
Luke has almost completed his apprenticeship and will be examined on the Final examination in July 2017.  
 
Luke has performed very well during his time at Fera and at Westminster Kingsway College he has fully immersed 
himself in all aspects of his career and learning. He has spent time helping Simon Rogan in demonstrations and has 
visited Cartmel and the farm on numerous occasions. He has been on study visits to Norway, as well as Aubrey 
Allen. He has also competed in the last Hotelympia and won Gold Best in class in Junior Fish Restaurant plates. He 
has also worked on fundraising/charity dinner leading on a dish he has developed. He is an extremely competent 
and enthusiastic young chef and a pleasure to help develop for the last three years.  

 
Gary Hunter 
Head of Faculty for Hospitality and Culinary Arts 
Westminster Kingsway College 
May 2017 
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS CHEFS APPRENTICESHIP AT UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 
BIRMINGHAM 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts (RACA) Chefs Apprenticeship 
programme was introduced at University College Birmingham (UCB) in 
September 2015. The apprenticeship programme is designed as a three-
year, day-release programme commencing in September each year.  The programme aims to develop high levels 
of skills and knowledge pertaining to classical and innovative culinary arts whilst gaining a range of professional 
qualifications at levels 2 and 3, ultimately leading to the endorsement of the RACA Apprenticeship.   
 
The University College Birmingham is the first institution outside London and the south of England to offer the 
three-year Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprenticeship for students aged 16-19. 
 
Students learn a range of practical skills in Kitchen Larder and Pastry and will achieve a Commis Chef and Chef de 
Partie Apprenticeship standards.  The programme also offers training and experience in Basic Health and Safety 
and Food Hygiene and French for Catering. Apprentices will attend UCB for a day of formal training, practical 
work, culinary theory and assessments each week. For the rest of the time, they will work at top industry kitchens. 
Students will also benefit from an enrichment programme including demonstrations by leading chefs, stages at 
top restaurants and field trips to food producers. 
 
The first intake of students onto the programme was in September 2015. The new recruits have undergone an 
intensive culinary traineeship before they started paid employment in industry in January 2016. The first 
apprentices will be expected to achieve NVQ Level 2 in Professional Cookery by January 2017 and will complete the 
Royal Academy apprenticeship with a Level 3 in July 2018. 
 

Vice Chancellor and Principal: 
Professor Ray Linforth 
 

Dean of the College of Food: 
Neil Rippington 
 

Lecturers / Pastoral Care: 
 John Penn, Assistant Dean, College of Food (Academician) 

 Anthony Wright, Senior Lecturer, College of Food  

 Richard Taylor, Lecturer, College of Food (Pastry) 

 Craig Deeley, Lecturer, (French) 

 Stuart Wildsmith, Apprenticeship Coordinator, College of Food (Pastoral Care). 
 

Qualifications Undertaken:  
Year One:  

 Commis Chef  Apprenticeship Standard  
  
Years Two and Three  

 Chef de Partie Apprenticeship Standard  
  
Entry Requirements:   
Applicants should be 16 years and over and will be ultimately employed within a suitable role within the hospitality 
industry. This follows a four month Traineeship at UCB. Applicants who are new to the industry or have limited 
experience will need to start at Level 2. The Level 2 requirements are a minimum of 4 GCSEs at grade 3 (grade D) 
or above. For direct entry to Level 3, applicants require a relevant Level 2 qualification and ideally English and 
Maths at grade 4 (grade C) or above. If the candidate does not hold a grade 4 (grade C) or above in English and 
Maths they will need to undertake an assessment so we can ensure they receive the best support for that subject. 
 
Government funding covers costs for students aged between 16 and 18 years of age.  For apprentices over the age 
of 19, a fee will be incurred by their employer. 
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Delivery Scheme 
Apprentices will commence the programme with an intensive 4 month traineeship programme, where they will be 
introduced to the work of a professional kitchen, working at the highest standards. Students will learn the 
foundation practical skills as well as the professional and personal skills they will require to flourish in the industry. 
 
Apprentices will attend UCB for a day of formal training, practical work, culinary theory and assessments each 
week. For the rest of the time, they will work at top industry kitchens. Students will also benefit from an 
enrichment programme including demonstrations by leading chefs, stages at top restaurants and field trips to 
food producers.  

 
2016/2017 report from University College Birmingham 
In 2016 the UCB apprentices have been placed in leading establishments with RACA academicians such as Luke 
Tipping at Simpsons, Adam Bennett at The Cross in Kenilworth, Glen Watson at The Belfry and Glynn Purnell at 
Purnell’s.  Students attend UCB for one day each week, where they learn practical skills with formative assessment 
in addition to theoretical learning including linguistic and kitchen French.  The programme is supported with 
masterclasses delivered by leading chefs, artisan suppliers and a range of specialists within their field.  
 
This year*, the achievement of the NVQ Level 2 is monitored through continuous assessment in the workplace and 
at UCB.  To ensure students meet the necessary standards of food safety they have completed Level 2 Food Safety 
for Catering.  In January 2017, the apprentices will progress to NVQ Level 3 and, at the end of the programme, they 
will sit the RACA graduation exam, set and examined by academicians of the RACA. They must pass this in order to 
receive their RACA diploma. 
 
*Apprenticeship standards changed in 2017 and no longer require the coverage of NVQ qualifications. 
 

CASE STUDY: 
Katie Cooper, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprentice at University College Birmingham and 
Carters of Moseley 
Katie undertook the Junior Chef’s Academy at UCB in 2015 where she excelled in her group. Katie was then invited 
to an interview for the Royal Academy ‘Specialist Chefs’ course in which she was successful. Katie then took the 
huge step to move away from home in Northamptonshire and into UCB’s University halls in Birmingham.  Katie is 
currently working with Brad Carter at the Michelin starred ‘Carter’s of Moseley’, where she is learning all the 
sections in the kitchen.  Since joining the course, Katie has won Springboard’s ‘FutureChef’ national final, beating 
off nearly 10,000 competitors in the process, mentored throughout by UCB Senior Lecturer and RACA mentor, 
Anthony Wright. The Royal Academy programme has allowed the ambitious Katie to start working towards her 
goal of opening her own Michelin starred restaurant, a goal that is fully supported by all at UCB. 
 

Tom Hall, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs Apprentice at University College Birmingham and 
Eckington Manor  
Tom, like Katie, is 16 and took the plunge to move away from home from Derby after his acceptance on the RACA 
‘Specialist Chefs’ course. Tom is currently working alongside RACA Friend, Judy Gardner at Eckington Manor just 
outside Pershore, Worcestershire, under the guidance of previous Annual Awards of Excellence winner and 
‘MasterChef: The Professionals winner, Mark Stinchcombe and his wife, Sue. In a close knit small kitchen with a 
focus on locally sourced produce (the hotel, amongst other things, owns its own herd of Highland Cattle!). Tom is 
not only learning about food but also where it comes from, first hand. Tom’s ambition is to move abroad, travel, 
gain as much experience as he can and then come back to open his own restaurant.  
  

Neil Rippington 
Dean of the College of Food  
University College Birmingham 
May 2017 
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ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS CHEFS APPRENTICESHIP AT CITY OF LIVERPOOL 
COLLEGE 
The RACA Chefs Apprenticeship was accredited to the City of 
Liverpool College (COLC) in May 2016 and the course did not 
properly begin until September. The accreditation date left less time 
than the course team would have liked in order to publicise such a 
prestigious course for the Northern region. This limited the time for 
generating course information material in time for the new academic year. However, in this, the pilot year the first 
cohort of 5 Apprentices were taken on, 4 who had completed a VRQ Diploma Level 2 and 1 with no prior 
qualification at all.  
 
All prospective candidates were interviewed individually and then re-interviewed with their parents present. 
During the interview process it was emphasised that this course was primarily for those candidates that were 
passionate about wanting to learn high level industry skills, were committed and were also prepared to work and 
live away from home for most of the week. This is where the parents support for their son or daughter was most 
important.  
 
All were placed on an 8 week in-house Traineeship based on the Professional Chef Diploma in order to assess skill 
levels and to embed the RACA course philosophy before suitable work placements were considered. During the 
Traineeship those candidates that do not have basic Hygiene and Food Safety will gain some before being 
considered for any work placement that would begin in December. 
 
The college already has a good apprentice scheme within the city with many local well known establishments, but 
the RACA Apprenticeship sets the bar at a higher level where both practical skills and theoretical knowledge are 
concerned. Before completing their Traineeship the apprentices spent a working day in their prospective work 
placements in order to meet the chef and their team and to see the kitchen in operation, with all apprentices 
being offered placements. 
 
The COLC Apprenticeship is run on a day-release basis with the apprentices spending approx. 8 hours in college 
each Monday. The hours are broken down into 3 that focus on theoretical work and building of individual 
portfolios, utilising both traditional and modern social media techniques, and 5 hours in the kitchen learning 
classical and traditional practical skills, including kitchen, larder and basic pastry and desserts. Having a stand-
alone bakery section within the college means basic bakery skills can be learnt under the supervision of the bakery 
tutors who run the section as a commercial entity and supply local establishments daily.  
 
Theory Tutors ensure that the foundation of both classical and modern theoretical knowledge are an integral part 
of each session. Coursework is set and is monitored closely with the Apprentices themselves taking responsibility 
for ensuring that assignments are completed on time utilising web based and work based facilities as appropriate. 
The theory team leader also organises extra-curricular activities with the RACA Apprentices joining the VRQ 
Diploma Level 3 groups for additional activities such as educational visits and masterclasses 

 Visit to Billingsgate Market 

 Wirral foraging session and utilising of ingredients for a Foraging theme menu 

 Visit to Claremont Farm (fruit and vegetables) 

 Visit to Rhug Estate (organic farm, butchery, cheese making etc;) 

 Butchery Masterclass from Hogans, Knowsley Estate 

 RACA Northern Branch Lunch and Dinner (SJS attended) 

 Masterclass Dinner presented by Orwells of Shiplake, Michelin awarded chefs -  Liam Trotman and Ryan 
Simpson (Great British Menu) 

 

CASE STUDY: James Williams, Age 19, Apprentice on the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Chefs 
Apprenticeship at City of Liverpool College 
James gained his VRQ Level 2 Diploma last year, but did not want to progress on to the follow on Level 3. He is 
keen to learn and is passionate about wanting to increase his skills and work in top establishments. Although he is 
at the Midland Hotel, working at times with Adam Reid, his hours are done over 3 days (this helps with his 
travelling and car expenses etc) On the days he is not at the Midland he is also working with Marc Wilkinson at 
Fraiche, Oxton, (Merseyside’s only 1 Michelin Star establishment) in order to soak up as much knowledge as 
possible. He was recently a finalist in the North West Young Chef of The Year, his first competition, after winning 
an earlier heat. He will compete in the College’s Student Chef of The Year this June and has been invited to join the 
Academy Culinary Team for next academic year. 
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Marketing and recruitment for the next cohort of students has already begun with the emphasis on those VRQ 
Level 1 students presently completing that course. Colleges in the North West region have all been made aware of 
the RACA course on offer and several have asked for further information for those students who have the right 
attitude and commitment  in order to be considered for the Chefs Apprenticeship. College marketing is being 
vigorously employed in the local media to further promote the course 
 
This pilot year has been a learning curve for all those involved and help and guidance has been freely offered when 
requested from the likes of Dave Boland and Gary Kilminster (both former Bournemouth College Tutors), Neil 
Rippington at UCB, and Simon Stocker and Tony Cameron at Westminster Kingsway Colege, many thanks to all for 
your support. 
 

Principal and CEO 
Elaine Bowker 
 

Head of School  
Gill Williams 
 

Course Tutors 
Ian A Jaundoo - Executive Chef and Lead Tutor (Fellow CGC) 
Christine Boylan – Lead Theory Tutor 
Gill Williams – Pastoral Care 
Graeme Edwards – Additional theory (kitchen French) 
 

Work Placements 
Paul Askew – Chef Patron, The Art School Restaurant (Fellow RACA and college mentor) 
Brian Spark – Executive Chef, Midland Hotel, Manchester 
Gareth Stevenson – Executive Chef, Palé Hall, Llandrillo (Michael Caines) 
Ben Mounsey – Head Chef, Thornton Hall, Cheshire 
Marc Wilkinson – Chef Patron, Fraiche Restaurant, Oxton 
 

Ian A. Jaundoo 
Lead Chef - Tutor 
City of Liverpool College 
May 2017 
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ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE  
 
Honorary President of the Awards: Jason Atherton 
Chairman of the AAE:  John Williams MBE 
Chairmen of Kitchen:  Martyn Nail & Adam Byatt 
Chairmen of Pastry:  Yolande Stanley MCA & Sarah Hartnett 
Chairmen of Service:  Sergio Rebecchi & John Cousins 
 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is deeply grateful to Heston Blumenthal, for his role as Honorary President of 
the Awards since 2009, and continuing to offer work placements for our winners at The Fat Duck.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
The AAE is the most prestigious award available to young professionals in the hospitality industry today, 
recognising and encouraging the most talented up-and-coming Chefs, Pastry Chefs and Waiters. Since it began in 
1983 over 550 young professionals have achieved the Award, setting them off on highly successful career paths.  
The purpose of the Awards is to inspire young professionals to achieve the highest possible standards in their 
chosen profession – Kitchen, Pastry or Service – and to offer them clear guidelines for success in their career.  
 
The AAE is not a competition, rather an examination; all or none of the candidates can achieve the Award, 
depending on their ability to attain the standard of excellence set by the judges.  All those who successfully reach 
this standard will win the AAE.  In addition, the winning candidate who scores the highest mark in each section will 
be named the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Chef, Young Pastry Chef or Young Waiter of the Year. 
 
To participate in the AAE is a great learning experience in itself. Good basic skills are the essential cement with 
which young, ambitious members of the catering industry can build a rewarding career, while more taxing tasks 
help to identify the best cooks and waiters of today, who will become the leaders of tomorrow. 
 
Chefs can be tested on a variety of food preparation and cookery tasks, from making a salad, to butchery skills. 
They must demonstrate that they can prepare a variety of dishes including soups and dessert, as well as a piece of 
their choice. 
 
Pastry Chefs will be expected to demonstrate the ability to work with many different kinds of materials, including 
detailed chocolate and sugar work, as well as a creative presentation piece, whilst having an excellent grounding 
in baking and plated desserts. 
 
Waiters are tested on their knowledge and skills in a wide range of food and beverage service aspects including 
product knowledge, technical service skills, interpersonal skills and teamwork. 

 

ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 2016 OVERALL WINNERS 
The leading lights of the hospitality industry came together on Tuesday 12th July at Claridge’s to celebrate the 
winners of the Annual Awards of Excellence (AAE). The evening was hosted by John Williams MBE, Chairman of 
the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts, and Sergio Rebecchi, Chairman of the AAE Service committee, who 
announced three overall winners: 
 
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Chef of the Year 2016: 
Joel Gueller, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
 
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Pastry Chef of the Year 2016:  
Polly Chan, formerly Yauatcha 
 
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Waiter of the Year 2016: 
Alexander Macleod, The Balmoral Hotel 
 
Prizes awarded to the three winners included a silver trophy (donated by Gordon Hogg and Finclass), Meyer 
Cookware, MAC Knives thanks to Continental Chef Supplies, a scholarship worth £2,000 thanks to the generous 
support of the Savoy Educational Trust, which took the form of an educational gastronomic trip to Quebec Canada 
in February with immense thanks to Associate Member Elisabeth Lewis-Jones and The Federation of Quebec 
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Maple Syrup Producers. The three winners also had the opportunity for work experience at The Fat Duck, thanks 
to the former Honorary President of the Awards, Heston Blumenthal OBE. 
  

ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE 2017 

This year has been another exceptional year for the Annual Awards of Excellence, with an outstanding number of 
entries. We were delighted to once again hold the Kitchen semi-finals at the University of West London, 
Westminster Kingsway College and University College Birmingham. The Pastry semi-finals were held at University 
College Birmingham and Westminster Kingsway College. The Service semi-finals were hosted again by The Ritz in 
London and at Trump Turnberry for the Scottish Service semi-final. The finals are taking place in May and June 
with a total of 36 candidates participating in the Service finals held at The Connaught, Le Gavroche and The 
Gleneagles Hotel; 7 candidates in the Kitchen final at the University of West London; and 9 candidates in the Pastry 
final at University of West London. 
 
Final Tasks 
To achieve the Award, candidates will be required to attain a score of over 70% in the tasks set and judged by 
industry luminaries, chaired by John Williams MBE, Executive Chef, The Ritz London and Chairman of the Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts. 
 
Kitchen Finalists had 5 hours to produce four portions of a vegetable based starter, using ingredients from a 
mystery box, where celeriac was the main central component of the dish and must shine through; four portions of 
a quail dish; turbot a la normande plated on a flat; and their own modern interpretation of an English Summer 
Berries dish from the entry task each candidate prepared. 
 
Pastry Finalists had 5.5 hours to produce 24 dipped chocolates with a ganache centre of their choice; a chocolate 
stand with a minimum of 3 flowers to incorporate the summer season; 12 individual savarins, soaked and finished 
as desired but using mixed summer fruits; and four portions of crepe soufflé. 
 
Service Finalists were required to decant and describe wine to the judging panel, as well as set up and serve a 3 
course meal with wines and liqueurs to a table of two guest judges. 
 
AAE 2017 FINALISTS 
 
KITCHEN:                   PASTRY: 
Olivia Catherine Burt Fera at Claridge's Harry Barber Hakkasan 
Charles Coulombeau Gravetye Manor Gravetye 

Manor 
Nicholas Bentley Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Jonathan Ferguson Restaurant Andrew Fairlie at 

Gleneagles 
Elena Bockshecker Harrods Harrods Harrods 

Harrods 
Samuel King The Ritz London Olivia Bösch Mosimann's 
Henry Wadsworth Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Marceau Gouret Roux at the Landau Roux 

at the Landau 
Tom Waters Bonhams Restaurant Alan Holloway Claridge's 
Fergus Wilford Andre Garrett at Cliveden Charles Liets Harrods 
  Mathilde Pilaete Alfred Dunhill 
  Madeline Thell Harrods 

 
SERVICE: 
Emma Burgess Cromlix Hotel Anais Niang Little Ship Club 
Lauren Chappell Cromlix Hotel Stefanie Obermayer The Gleneagles Hotel 
Graeme Cumine L'Enclume Remi Orero The Greenhouse 
James Dainton André Garrett at Cliveden 

André Garrett at Cliveden 
Natalie Pope Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Lea Deliere The French Table Charlotte Poynton The Three Chimneys 
Federico Dell'isola The Lanesborough Simone Rizzo The Ritz London 
Andrea Diolaiuti The Ritz London Giuseppe Scudiero The Ritz London 
Lorelei Fruhauf Dinner by Heston Blumenthal Alba Serrano The Bath Priory Hotel 
Piers Gibson-Birch Luton Hoo Hotel Elena Silveri The Gleneagles Hotel 
Karen Gruet Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Manvir Singh The Gleneagles Hotel The 

Gleneagles Hotel 
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Ellen Herslow The Westbury Hotel Antonella Sinisgallo Roux at the Landau 
Lewis Hunter The Gleneagles Hotel Emma Smith Turnberry Resort 
Ross Hunter The Gleneagles Hotel Alexander Sumerauer The Ritz London 
Rosanna Law The Gleneagles Hotel Gabriele Tarantola The Ritz London 
Gary Lee The Ritz London Larissa Varini The Bath Priory Hotel 
Joao Luiz Gomes André Garrett at Cliveden Valerio Vita Galvin at Windows 
Alessandro Marra Alyn Williams at the Westbury Thomas Wickens The Berkeley Hotel 
Samuel Melotti The Greenhouse The 

Greenhouse                                   
Ellen Woodcock Moor Hall Restaurant with 

Rooms 
 
AAE 2017 WINNERS 
 
Following Finals held at The Connaught, Le Gavroche, The Gleneagles Hotel, and University of West London, the 
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is proud to announce the 23 winners of the Annual Awards of Excellence 2017: 
 
KITCHEN:                   PASTRY: 
Olivia Catherine Burt Fera at Claridge's Harry Barber Hakkasan 
Samuel King The Ritz London  Elena Bockshecker Harrods 
Henry Wadsworth Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Alan Holloway 

Claridge's 
Tom Waters Bonhams Restaurant Mathilde Pilaete Alfred Dunhill 
Fergus Wilford Andre Garrett at Cliveden   

 
SERVICE: 
Lauren Chappell Cromlix Hotel Remi Orero The Greenhouse 
James Dainton André Garrett at Cliveden Charlotte Poynton The Three Chimneys 
Piers Gibson-Birch Luton Hoo Hotel Giuseppe Scudiero The Ritz London 
Karen Gruet Belmond Le Manoir aux 

Quat'Saisons 
Antonella Sinisgallo 

Roux at the Landau 
Lewis Hunter The Gleneagles Hotel Alexander Sumerauer The Ritz London 
Ross Hunter The Gleneagles Hotel Gabriele Tarantola The Ritz London 
Stefanie Obermayer The Gleneagles Hotel Thomas Wickens The Berkeley Hotel 
 
Gala Presentation Dinner 2017 
The winners of the AAE 2017 will be invited to a Gala Dinner at the Rosewood London on Friday 14th July, where 
they will be presented with their Award. The candidate who scores the most marks in their section will be 
announced as the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Chef, Young Pastry Chef or Young Waiter of the year and 
will be presented with a trophy and prizes, including a travel scholarship, with thanks to the Savoy Educational 
Trust. Each winner of the award received a magnum of Champagne Laurent-Perrier, a Continental Chef Supplies 
chef jacket or Lapel Pin (Waiters), and a signed diploma acknowledging their achievement. 
 
Judges 
Setting the standard of excellence are leading members of the Hospitality Industry: 
Honorary President of the Awards: Jason Atherton, The Social Company 
Chairman of the AAE: John Williams MBE, The Ritz London 
 
Kitchen committee: 
Joint Chairmen: Martyn Nail, Claridge’s and Adam Byatt, Trinity Restaurant. 
Simon Boyle, Beyond Food Foundation; Daniel Doherty, Duck & Waffle; Brian Fantoni, The Westbury Hotel; André 
Garrett MCA, Cliveden House; Mark Flanagan MVO, The Royal Household; Jeremy Ford MCA, Restaurant 
Associates / Roux Fine Dining; Jeff Galvin MCA, Galvin Restaurants; James Golding, The Pig Group; Andrew Jones, 
Chamberlain's; Gary Jones, Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons; Hywel Jones, Lucknam Park Hotel; Oliver Lesnik, 
L'Escargot/ The Devonshire Club; Allan Pickett, The Swan at the Globe; Glynn Purnell, Purnell's Restaurant; Mark 
Sargeant, RockSalt Restaurant/The Smokehouse; David Simms. 
 
 
Pastry committee: 
Joint Chairmen: Yolande Stanley MCA, Trainer, The Pastry Training Company and Sarah Hartnett, Pastry 
Consultant 
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Ernst Bachmann, Bachmann's Patisserie; Richard Bertinet, The Bertinet Bakery and The Bertinet Kitchen; Benoit 
Blin, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons; Stefano Borella, Caldesi Restaurants; Andrew Bourne, The Alexandra 
Court Hotel; Claire Clark MCA, Pretty Sweet; William Curley MCA, William Curley; Kathryn Cuthbertson; 
Buckingham Palace; Martin Dockett, Rhokett; Denis Drame MCA, Classic Fine Foods; Graham Dunton; Cherish 
Finden; Graham Hornigold, Hakkasan; Gary Hunter, Westminster Kingsway College; Robert Mey CMA; Regis 
Negrier, The Delaunay; Julie Sharp, Barry Callebaut; Ross Sneddon, The Balmoral Hotel; Philip Usher, Caprice 
Holdings.  
 
Service committee: 
Joint Chairmen: Sergio Rebecchi, Serenata Hospitality and John Cousins, The Food and Beverage Training 
Company. Silvano Giraldin, Le Gavroche and Chairman of Les Arts de la Table. 
Technical Group of Judges: Joel Claustre MCA, Searcys; Stephane Davaíne; Jean-Luc Giquel, The Cinnamon Group; 
Simon Girling, The Ritz London; Remy Lysé, The Arts Club. 
With thanks to Judges: Andrew Baker; Jean-Claude Breton, Restaurant Gordon Ramsay; Luigi Cagnin MCA,  The 
Ritz London; Sergio Cappello, Park Lane Club; Pasquale Cosmai, The Ritz London; Didier Felix, The Little Ship Club; 
Didier Garnier, Le Colombier; Paul Hughes, The Three Chimneys; Simon King, Gordon Ramsay Group; Hubert 
Laforge; Emmanuel Landré MCA, Le Gavroche; Ralph Porciani, Trump Turnberry; Nick Shottel, Café 21; Elaine 
Watson MCA, The Gleneagles Hotel; Scott Anderson, Trump Turnberry. 
 

THANKS 
The Royal Academy owes a monumental thanks to the sponsors of the Annual Awards of Excellence: 

ACT Clean Berkmann Wine Cellars Evolve Hospitality 
Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup 
Producers 

Champagne Laurent-Perrier Maldon Salt Company 

L’Unico Caffe Musetti Savoy Educational Trust Speyside Glenlivet Water 
Wedgwood Woods Foodservice The Caterer 

 
And to all whose help, support and generosity continues to make the AAE possible: 
The Ritz London The Connaught Le Gavroche 
Trump Turnberry The Gleneagles Hotel Rosewood London 
University of West London Westminster Kingsway College University College Birmingham 
Gordon Hogg and Finclass Continental Chef Supplies Cacao Barry 
Champagne Laurent-Perrier Classic Fine Foods Frankonia the Bakery 
Foodspeed Flying Fish Seafoods King’s Fine Foods 
Maldon Sea Salt Richard Bertinet  Speyside Glenlivet 
Woods Foodservice Allan Reeder Gordon’s Fine Foods 
Keltic Seafare Mash Purveyors Norfolk Quails 
The Estate Dairy   
 
Sponsored by: 

 

  

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 
The AAE is managed and run by Ilisha Waring and Daniel Moriss-Jeffery (thank you Ilisha and Daniel). 
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SAVOY EDUCATIONAL TRUST ANNUAL AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP REPORTS FROM THE 
AAE 2015 WINNER’S TRIP TO LOS ANGELES  

The Royal Academy is most grateful to The Dorchester Collection and Christopher Cowdray  
and to Martyn Nail for mentoring their ‘adventure’. 

 
Dorian Janmaat  
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Chef of the Year 2015  
 
So where do I begin...well I think I’ll start with the excitement of meeting my lucky travelling partners at the 
airport! I was a little nervous, but most of all curious of what the next 10 days would have in store; a once in a 
lifetime trip. 
After a long flight we finally arrived into LAX airport around midday… once getting through customs I realised I 
was living my childhood dream, we made it outside and walked towards our awaiting SUV and driver! 
I felt on top of the world and had always wanted to feel the American culture; I sat back in silence and just took 
everything in. We arrived at the most iconic luxurious hotel in LA ‘Hotel Beverly Hills’ our greeting was very 
curative and personal, I was taken straight to my room, on opening the door I discovered that they had prepared 
an amazing welcome for me with fresh Santa Monica fruit, chilled water, king sized bed and a 2nd floor terrace 
with a view towards the coast and palm trees. Incredible! 
Later that evening we had a tour of the hotel, I felt the history of this great building that was once a stable bar, 
‘the Polo Lounge’ in which farmers and workers would have tied up there horses and go for a drink after a long 
ride. The most striking thing about the hotel is its celebrity clientele and luxurious feel. We had a tasting menu set 
up by Chef Kaelo Adams and it was presented by Chef de Cuisine Jeromy Sung, all of us being from the hospitality 
world we all picked up on the service and quality of the food.  My only criticism was that there was slightly too 
much citrus on our tasting menu but as for the main course ‘Kabachi A5 Kobe beef strip’ it was without doubt the 
best beef I have ever tasted. 
 
The main highlights from my trip were: Tour of LA, we hiked up to the famous Hollywood sign.  It was just so 
surreal to finally be there after seeing it in so many childhood movies. Also, driving through the most ridiculously 
expensive neighbourhoods, where the average real estate prices are $50 million!!!  
Spago – Wolfgang Puck (2* Michelin) 
 
We shared starters which consisted of; 
• Oysters with horseradish and tomato 
• Californian pear, burrata, prosciutto 
• Veal carpaccio  
• Squid ink Gnocchi  
My main course was a lovely pan fried seabass with corn, 
and lobster jus. For me this was the best dining experience, 
from the outside the restaurant looked really small, but 
once inside it had a lovely terrace and relaxing ambiance.  
The cocktails were amazing and also Martyn Nail’s choice of 
wine was exceptional.  
 

The Beverly Hills Hotel 
I loved the atmosphere in and around the hotel; we really 
felt like celebrities and were treated with such generosity 
thanks to the Dorchester Collection.  Being in the industry 
they had time to explain the ins and outs of the business 
and operation.  The highlight for me was the work 
experience in the kitchen, seeing new techniques, 
different styles of cooking and a totally different 
showcase of Californian ingredients. I learnt a lot.  
The pool cabana was unreal, you could tell that it is the 
place to hang out and relax.  To top it all off, I met my all-

time hero in Steven Gerrard who is currently in LA playing for LA Galaxy football team.  
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Beverley Hills ‘Polo Lounge’ 
We spent a lot of time at the famous polo lounge and one of the highlights has got to be the night we stayed a 
little later and sat with Lionel Richie. 
 
 
Cut - Wolfgang Puck (1* Michelin) 
Cut, rated as 3rd best steak house in America, was a 
great experience, situated next to the Beverly 
Wilshire Hotel which is where the classic movie 
‘Pretty Woman’ was filmed. They had a great 
selection of tasty appetizers and boasted a huge 
selection of the finest wagyu beef which we 
thoroughly enjoyed. 
 
Santa Monica Farmers Market 
We were taken to the famous market by the chefs 
from the Polo Lounge.  Their knowledge and love for local 
ingredients was clearly visible as well as their relationship with their trusted suppliers. 
Jeromy Sung was just fabulous company. 
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Getty Museum  
A great day at the Getty Museum, where we had free time to walk the galleries and sample the jaw dropping 
views over Los Angeles. Lunch at the museum was simple but exceptional; I had the crab and truffle omelette.  
 
Universal Studious 
Theme parks aren’t usually my idea of fun but we had front of line passes which 
made queuing a lot quicker, this meant we were able to go on the rides 
whenever we wanted. 
 
Providence Michael Cimarusti (2* Michelin) 
In our free time one evening we dined in a highly recommended restaurant 
where we sampled a large tasting menu that consisted of a few delicacies.  Crab 
and radish wontons, black pudding cigars, pisco sours, tapioca with espelette 
pepper and a great wine from Napa, Zinfandel called ‘Bee Keeper’  Overall we 
really enjoyed the evening even though the service was a little cold, and the 
room too dark. 

 
Rosenthal Estate 
I loved the estate, it was a really peaceful setting and we got to enjoy 
a tour from the very knowledgeable guide. He explained the different 
varieties of grape including Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, 
Merlot, Chardonnay and Viognier. 
 
 
Malibu Café 
I loved the atmosphere at this old ranch; it had a family feel, with lots 
of outdoor games such as giant jenga, corn bag throwing and table 
tennis. We had a great lunch and nice afternoon. 

 
Barton G 
Barton G has to be the weirdest wackiest restaurant that I have ever been too and probably ever will.  We started 
with cocktails made with liquid nitrogen, the starters ranged from popcorn shrimps in its own popcorn machine 
and truffle eggs in ceramic egg crates. The main courses were served on a massive fork and the swordfish inside a 
fibreglass swordfish model.  Dessert was candy floss from Marilyn Monroe’s head, it was a great concept and one 
that I have learned from. 
 
 
Runyon Canyon Park 
A great way to spend a morning and burn off some of 
those built up calories.  We had a lovely walk up the 
runyon canyon, with several different trails that lead to 
one amazing view point. It was a local place for city 
residents to escape or exercise. 
 
Bouchon by Thomas Keller 
By this point on our trip we were in full culinary flow 
and Bouchon was one place that we were all looking 
forward to.  Being a chef I am never relaxed at a meal 
and I am always thinking about the quality of food and 
service.  In this restaurant I thought the service lacked 
some finesse. However, we loved the generous shellfish platter as well as the oysters and champagne.    
 
WP 24 Downtown LA 
After a rather long drive from the hotel were again chauffeured in our daily luxury SUV by one of many great 
drivers to downtown LA where the Carlton hotel is sat in-between skyscrapers.  The 24th floor belongs to the 
legendary Wolfgang Puck  
We were meant to have mocktails but ended up having cocktails and a small meal of Bao buns, lobster filo and 
crab dumplings which were all so good. After the spectacular views from the 24th floor we moved on to Bestia. 
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Bestia 
Bestia was an Italian restaurant run by a husband and wife team in the Arts district of downtown LA. We had a 
great meal in this bustling place, the highlights were the pizza and fresh ragout with homemade pastas. 
 
Bel Air Kitchen  
After all the great dining and eating three meals a day, it was time to get back to work! We were invited to join the 
kitchen team for the afternoon and early evening.  It was interesting to listen to Chef Hugo’s knowledge and ideas 
around the kitchen and great to take little pieces of what they do and keep for my future. 
Chef Hugo and his team were always very generous and interested in us which we all found very humbling. 
 
Gjellina  
Our last evening had come and we 
thought we’d head back to the Santa 
Monica area to a little restaurant that 
had been constantly recommended to 
us. Gjellina was a very busy little 
restaurant, the food was amazing and 
my favourites were the Lamb ragout 
rigatoni, squid bucatini, and the sun 
chokes. 
 
As I have already thanked everyone in 
Los Angeles for their hospitality and 
generosity I want to take this 
opportunity thank Sara Jayne Stanes 
and Martyn Nail for being great 
mentors throughout the trip in LA and 
we couldn’t have had a better time with 
them. 
 
I will cherish these memories forever 
and will be telling people about my 
experiences for a long, long time. What 
I have learnt from this trip will be vital 
for my future. 
 
I say a huge thanks to the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts, The Savoy Educational Trust and the Dorchester 
Collection, not forgetting the countless sponsors.  
 
Thank you.  
 
 

*** 
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Gabriella Cugno  
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Pastry Chef of the Year 2015 
 
It is hard to put into words how extraordinary this trip was. It was just amazing! 
 
Day One 
 
On our first day we checked into The Beverly Hills Hotel. Arriving was very exciting, everyone who greeted us 
seemed so genuinely pleased to have us and gave us the warmest welcome. There is a big red carpet as you enter 
the hotel which immediately gives a very glamorous impression of the hotel which it was indeed. We had our 
photo taken on the red carpet and were shown to our rooms. On the walk to my room I was looking all around me 
at the hotel interior, I was just stunned by this place it was just incredible. I very rarely experience such luxury like 
this I was just in shock that it was real and I actually get to be a guest in such a place. My room was beautiful, I 
couldn’t believe it was my room; the bathroom had a lovely peachy marble interior, the bedroom was so spacious, 
it had a large sunny balcony, the furniture was gorgeous and of course an extremely comfortable bed. This was a 
very, very good start to the trip! 
 
We set a time and met in the lobby ready for a tour of the hotel with Mr Steven Boggs, Director of Guest Relations 
and Curator. The hotel has such a lot of history, opened in 1912 by Margaret J. Anderson and her son Stanley 
Anderson. We were shown photos of the hotel when it first opened and it looked so bare in comparison to now. 
The tour was great, we were shown and told about every detail of the hotel from the famous Polo Lounge, 
bungalows, pool and cabanas to the Ballroom and kitchens. After the tour we went to our rooms to get ready for 
dinner at the Polo Lounge, we had a menu designed for us by Chefs Kaleo Adams and Jeromy Sung, and Pastry 
Chef Michael Aguilar. The chefs were very thoughtful and created the menu having in mind we had a long journey 
and we could be a little tired, I thought that was a lovely detail and the menu was just right. The most memorable 
parts of the meal were the seasonal fruits which were in a lot of the dishes, I felt they really wanted to show off 
the exceptional produce California has to offer, and the incredible main course of Kobe Beef, my gosh was this 
good. Chef Jeromy explained the cooking method of putting the steak on a long metal skewer and cooking it from 
the top of the skewer and bringing it down to the heat slowly over two hours, I haven’t heard of this method of 
cooking before so it was very interesting. This beef is one of the best pieces of food I have ever eaten and will be 
one of the most memorable. The wines were also very good, a lovely evening! 
 
Day Two 
 
The next day we had a tour of the sister hotel, Hotel Bel Air. This hotel was very tranquil, chic, modern and quiet. 
Most of the rooms have fireplaces, touches of black and white throughout the rooms, the mirrors in each room 
seemed to be a showpiece in themselves, each room has its own style but with the hotel’s theme still running 
through all of them. We had our uniforms fitted ready for our work experience before our lovely lunch. Chef Hugo 
designed a wonderful lunch menu for us. Lovely sashimi, fresh white truffle pasta, and a stand out dish for me was 
one of Chef Wolfgang Puck‘s signature dishes, the salmon pizza. The pizza base is spread with cream cheese, 
onion, chive then topped with beautiful smoked salmon and caviar, it was delicious and again very memorable. We 
also had a great dessert with great texture and flavours of the classic combination, chocolate, caramel and 
hazelnut. 
 
After lunch we had a tour of LA. We had a very enthusiastic driver who took us to all the main sights of LA, the 
Hollywood sign, lots of celebrity houses and neighbourhoods of Beverly Hills we learned a lot about LA and its 
history during this tour. We then returned to the Beverly Hills Hotel to get ready for diner at Spago. 
 
Spago is the flagship and Wolfgang Puck’s fine dining restaurants. This evening for me was one of the best. The 
service was so friendly and personal, great attention and knowledge from our lovely waitress. We chose our menu 
based on recommendations from our waitress. The canapés and amuse bouche were exciting, one of them was a 
maple bacon macaron, now I am not the biggest fan of savoury macarons but this worked really well. We all chose 
different dishes and passed them around so we could try all of them. We had lamb, seabass, two kinds of wagyu 
beef, lobster and squid ink pasta (which was one of my favourites), burrata, oysters and many other delicious 
dishes. The wine was incredible too, we had Heitz Wine Cellars Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon; a stand out wine 
of the trip. We all had such a fantastic meal here and concluded to great food, wine service and company, not 
much can beat that! 
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Day Three 
 
Today we went to Santa Monica Farmer’s Market with chefs Kaleo and Jeromy from the Beverly Hills Hotel, it was 
great to go with them as they have a great connection with all of the suppliers. The grapes, strawberries, mini 
mangoes, dates and lettuces were so tasty. I also came across a fruit called a mandaquat, a cross between and 
mandarin and a cumquat; you can even eat the skin, it was very tasty and inspiring for new desserts, and I’m 
hoping I can get hold of some in the UK. I adored the plums they had at the market I asked chef Jeromy what the 
best plums were but for some reason he kept a little quiet, when I got back to my room as an amenity I was given 
four of the most delicious juicy plums I have ever eaten! It was so thoughtful of the chefs to do that for me and it 
was greatly appreciated, I’m guessing most of the other hotel guests wouldn’t appreciate those juicy plums as 
much as I would; it really is all about the little things! We had breakfast at Santa Monica Wilshire Hotel, then 
walked along the pier at Santa Monica Beach and then we headed back to The Beverly Hills Hotel for some free 
time to relax before going to dinner at CUT. 
 
CUT is hailed as one of the three top steak houses in America, we had great steak here. The waiter came to our 
table with a selection of the cuts of beef, I went for the Rib Eye wagyu which was very good. However, Sara had 
the best of the table, a lovely flavoursome sirloin. Again the food, service and wine was very good.  
 
Day Four 
 
Another lovely breakfast in the stunning Polo Lounge garden, I had to go with the pancakes with crème fraiche 
and blueberries; eating here is definitely the best way to start the day, beautiful!  
Today we met a lovely lady Kay; a friend of Martyn and Sara’s, Kay joined us for a couple of days which was great 
fun. At 10am we left for the Getty Museum right up in the mountains, the architecture was incredible along with 
the fine art, photography exhibitions and the gardens, the views from the museum were also amazing. A light 
lunch at the Getty was very nice, I had spotted prawn which I have come across a lot on the menus in LA so I 
thought I had to try them, and I am glad I did. We then headed back to The Beverly Hills Hotel for some work 
experience. 
 
We first had a talk with the Polo Lounge Director, Pepe De Anda, who was telling us all of the history and stories of 
the Polo Lounge. I was working in the pastry kitchen with Executive Pastry Chef Michael Aguilar and his team. I 
was put straight onto tempering chocolates making simple chocolate mendiants as amenities for the hotel guests. 
I was asking lots of questions and looking around seeing what was being made, it was great getting to know 
Michael and his team. I was very inspired by today’s work experience. 
 
Another dinner at the Polo Lounge presented to us by all of the chefs. I asked our waiter what his most 
memorable experience was whilst working at the Polo Lounge, he said he was in charge of the section where Elvis 
was celebrating his birthday! The history of the Polo Lounge really is incredible. We had some cocktails after 
dinner when we saw Lionel Richie walk into the Polo Lounge! We were talking to Pepe, the Polo Lounge Director, 
a lot who said Lionel was a good friend of the hotel’s so he took us over to meet Lionel, which is a great story to 
tell. After a while, Tom and Dorian also told Pepe that I play the piano so he took me over to the piano were I 
played. Playing the same piano as Elvis, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Paul McCartney, you name them, they have 
played it was an incredible feeling and an experience never to forget. 
   
Day Five – Universal Studios 
 
Universal Studios was great fun, we went on lots of rides, saw a special effects show and saw bits of Hollywood. 
We went all ‘American’ and had a Chilli Dog for lunch with an ice cold beer. After Universal Studios, we had the 
evening on our own so we had a choice of what we could do with our evening. We all decided to relax by the pool 
with some cocktails and snacks and then get ready for a meal at the two Michelin star restaurant Providence. 
Providence was interesting; there were a couple of set tasting menus to choose from, so we went for the five 
course menu which was just enough. I must say, the atmosphere was very cold and still, however, the food was 
good. The appetisers were exciting and wonderfully presented. We had a spherification shot of a cocktail, a cold 
bubble soup, scallop mousse with caramelized onions on a blini which was very nice, a box of beef cigars and 
selection of delicious bread. The fish course was delicious, black cod with squid and a seafood sauce, salmon for 
main course and a strawberry tart for dessert. 
 
We had a conversation about Michelin in LA. The standard does not seem the same here as it does in the UK. 
Michelin is at a very high standard in the UK, and here in LA it’s not so much. We asked a few chefs and apparently 
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the stars are around 4 years old, Michelin haven’t been back to LA for a while which I thought was interesting. I 
wonder if they will soon? 
 
We returned to the hotel to find a wonderful surprise bag of gifts from the hotel as a goodbye. They were so 
thoughtful, the photo they took of us when we first arrived on the red carpet at the entrance of the hotel was 
printed and put in a Beverly Hills Hotel photo frame, along with other lovely treats. The attention to detail, the 
friendly smiley service and generosity of the hotel has really made this experience just fantastic. I will keep these 
memories forever and treasure the experience I have had at this magnificent, magical, legendary beautiful hotel! 
 
Day Six - Rosenthal Estate Wines 
 
Today we went to Rosenthal Estate Wines where we had a walking tour of the vineyards and a tasting of their 
wines. I learned a lot about wines today, the growing of the grapes, to harvesting and fermentation. It’s one of my 
ambitions to know more about wine so this was a great opportunity to learn. They grow varieties of grapes such 
as, cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, Petit Verdot, Viognier and Chardonnay. After the tour we went to 
Malibu Café for lunch, this place was amazing; in the middle of nowhere in the canyons of LA is this café with a 
great young vibe, good food great atmosphere and lovely outdoor space. 
 
We headed back to Beverly Hills to check into Hotel Bel Air. We were shown to our rooms, and again my room was 
amazing! Right next to the pool, it had a beautiful front terrace with sunbeds and a table leading into a big 
spacious room. It was very modern and chic; a very different style to the Beverly Hills Hotel but the same 
wonderful standard. The bathroom had a lovely big marble bath, a huge rain shower and the most beautiful 
marble sink area. My room didn’t seem like I was in a hotel it was so quiet, peaceful and separate to all other 
rooms. It was just incredible, I couldn’t believe I was staying here. 
 
After relaxing by the pool and in the hotel, we went for lunch at Barton G, which is a very eccentric, busy 
restaurant. Everything was served with props and very over the top presentation. I ordered popcorn shrimp which 
came in a popcorn machine, a gigantic fork coming out of the wagyu beef dish, lobster pop tarts were served in 
toasters and big candyfloss hairdos. It was great food; the salad was excellent even if it was served in a 
wheelbarrow! Very fun! We headed back to the hotel and had a drink in the bar. The waiters were very attentive 
and the chefs knew we were in house, so the pastry chef very kindly brought some various complimentary 
desserts for us to try which I thought was very thoughtful, and they were some of the best desserts of the trip so 
far. 
 
Day Seven 
 
Today we hiked the Runyon Canyon, a 160-acre park in the heart of everything. It was nice to get a little bit of 
exercise after all of the eating and relaxing we have been doing. There were breath-taking views of LA as we were 
getting to the top. 
 
We went to see the famous stars at the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and then headed onto shopping at The Grove 
and Rodeo Drive. We were recommended by our driver to go for lunch at The Ivy. We were greeted with a glass of 
champagne and taken to our table. We had lovely seafood pasta and their famous grilled salad. What was 
interesting here was that instead of serving bread they served scones with cream and jam, it was rather unusual 
but I enjoyed it, something different is always nice. We returned to Hotel Bel Air for a little while before heading 
out for dinner at Bouchon, Thomas Keller’s bistro in LA. It has a very classic French menu and service. We had a 
very nice complimentary seafood platter and a bottle of champagne, then moved onto a classic French onion soup 
and roast chicken. Downstairs there was the Bouchon Bakery and I was keen to go there. There wasn’t as much 
choice as I thought there would be but I went for a huge very American peanut butter cookie and one of my all-
time favourite pastries kouign-amann originally from Brittany in France, a great quality bakery. 
 
Day Eight 
 
We had free time for most of the day until the early evening so we just relaxed by the pool topping up our tans in 
the hotel which was just so nice. The hotel’s pool is beautiful and we were again very well looked after. 
 
We headed off to the Ritz Carlton to Wolfgang Puck’s bar and restaurant on the 24th floor, which offers a modern 
interpretation of traditional Chinese food. We had a tour of the restaurant and kitchens, and then were kindly 
given some complimentary tastings of the most delicious Chinese dim sum and appetisers with a refreshing 
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cocktail. My favourites were the bao bun and the crispy lobster roll. This food was also very memorable, it had 
such great flavour and texture, the service was really friendly and it was great meeting the very welcoming head 
chef. Our driver for that evening knew I was a pastry chef so he took us to a patisserie called Bottega Louie, a 
huge beautiful boutique patisserie serving chocolate products, fresh patisserie and macarons. I love going to 
various patisseries in different countries as they are always so different, it was very good to go to one in LA and 
get some presents for my loved ones back home. Dinner was booked at a casual Italian restaurant in the arts 
district of Downtown LA, Bestia which has a very young casual, rustic vibe with great Italian food. We had an 
antipasti board and lovely cured meats, a variety of pastas that we all shared from truffle agnolotti to very nice 
pizza. 
 
Day Nine 
 
This morning, just like every morning, we all met up for breakfast in the hotel. Breakfast is really nice here; I went 
for a fresh super green juice, coffee and eggs benedict to start off the day. We went back to The Beverly Hills 
Hotel for a meeting with the Cabana F&B team. Victor Calderon gave us an overview of the Cabana Café. The 
Beverly Hills Hotel’s pool is one of the most famous places in LA. Stars such as Marilyn Monroe often came here, 
so again so much history. I was amazed at the size of the kitchen at the Cabana Café it was so small considering 
how busy it gets, on average it can get to 200 covers, and with just 2-3 chefs that is impressive. The kitchen lay out 
and set up seemed very organised which I guess is so important as it gets so busy. We were lucky enough to have 
a poolside cabana for the day, and we had fresh fruit and light snacks keeping us going ready for our work 
experience at Hotel Bel Air. 
 
Chef Hugo from Hotel Bel Air organised a tasting at a Beverly Hills cheese store located on Rodeo Drive; lovely 
staff here and a great selection of cheese and wines.  We were greeted by Micah Paloff who gave us an overview 
of the food and beverage section of Hotel Bel Air, we then helped out and watched dinner service. I really liked the 
organisation of the sections in the kitchen and will definitely take those tips back to the UK with me. It was great 
working with Chef Hugo and his team for evening. 
 
We had dinner at the hotel, a very good meal and finally some very nice desserts. To be honest I haven’t been too 
impressed with the pastry here so far but the pastry chef at Hotel Bel Air is obviously a talented guy. The ones that 
stood out to me were a mango and coconut rice pudding, and their grand Marnier soufflé. We were basically given 
a lot of desserts so we all tried them and they were very good. 
 
Day Ten 
 
We headed Downtown to Disneyland which was fun, we went on lots of rides saw parades and shows. After 
Disney we headed back to the hotel to pack ready for our journey home had a swim and lunch at the pool. As it 
was out last day the hotel very kindly gave us lots of very nice gifts to say goodbye. It has been just wonderful and 
an experience I won’t forget at this beautiful hotel.  
 
I would like to say a huge thank you to every person involved in making this trip truly incredible. I really can’t thank 
everyone enough. The itinerary was fantastic, the organising it must have taken to put this tip together must have 
been a very big task and every part was truly appreciated. To the Dorchester Collection and the teams at the 
Beverly Hills Hotel and Hotel Bel Air for looking after us and giving us the best service and stay we could possibly 
have had. The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts for giving me this opportunity and experience, and the Savoy 
Educational Trust for sponsoring this truly amazing trip. Of course, to Sara Jayne Stanes and Martyn Nail for 
looking after us during this trip and for their lovely company. This was an unbelievable trip that I will never forget. 
Thank you so much!  
 
 

*** 
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Thomas Borghi  
Royal Academy of Culinary Arts Young Waiter of the Year 2015 
 
To describe in a report our trip to California is not an easy task, but what I found harder was to find the right words 
to describe how great it was and how well we have been treated. On the afternoon of Monday 26th September we 
arrived at The Beverly Hills Hotel after a long journey where we were welcomed by the Duty manager, the Director 
of Guest Relations and the Chefs de Brigade, who escorted us to our beautiful rooms. 
 
After some rest we met Mr Steven Boggs, who showed us the Hotel going through its incredible history, the 
guests they had and how it evolved throughout the years. 
We then dined at Polo Lounge, where we had a refreshing tasting menu with pairing wine presented by the Chef 
de Cuisine Jeromy Sung. 
 
The morning after we all went to the Housekeeping office, where we tried the Polo Lounge uniforms on for our 
work experience. After a little tour of the back of house of the hotel we moved to the Hotel Bel-Air, where once 
again we were warmly welcomed by the team and Ms Sarah McIntosh, who showed us around the hotel and told 
us its history and guests of note who stayed there. The tour ended up at Wolfgang Puck Restaurant, where we 
were served our lunch: a great tasting menu, delicious and very well presented, with Chef Hugo introducing every 
dish. 
 
We then went for a “Best of LA Tour” which was a car tour with our driver as a guide, who brought us to LA City, 
Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Bel-Air and all the most famous places surrounding the area. At 6pm we returned to the 
hotel and, after a quick shower, we were escorted to Spago, Wolfgang’s flagship restaurant, where we had 
another outstanding meal, with friendly but professional service. Here we had the chance to start trying some of 
the great wines California has to offer, like Koongsgaard Chardonnay and Cabernet Sauvignon from Heitz Cellars, 
both from Napa Valley. 
 
On Wednesday morning we met with Chef Jeromy and Chef Kaleo and we all went to Santa Monica Farmer’s 
Market. There we had the chance to see and try great products, some variety of fruit and vegetables you do not 
find in Europe, like the mandarinquats, a mix between a mandarin and a kumquat. Overall the market had great 
products, and I believe it is nice to meet the farmers who made and grew the products. 
After the Market we headed to Santa Monica Pier & Beach, where we stayed for a few hours, unfortunately the 
ocean was too cold to swim; therefore we decided to stay on the pier. 
In the late afternoon we went back to the Hotel for a short time, just before to be escorted to Cut at Four Seasons 
Hotel. Cut was another great experience, after many tasty amuse bouche the manager showed us the different 
cut of wagyu beef we could have chosen from, and, of course, we tried some more Californian wines, one 
Cabernet Sauvignon from Paradigm Cellars and another one from Heitz. 
 
On Thursday morning we went to Getty Museum, which sits atop a hill and features paintings, drawings and 
sculptures from 19th and 20th century. The Center is situated in a beautiful location, with breath-taking views 
overlooking Los Angeles and beautiful gardens, ideal to have a break between the many exhibitions. At the 
Museum we enjoyed a nice lunch, just before to head back to the Hotel to get ready for our work experience with 
the F&B team at Polo Lounge. 
I spent the evening with the restaurant manager Pepe and his service team, where I was happy to learn the 
differences in service and also surprised for the amount of business they have on a daily basis. At the end of our 
“shift” we had a table ready at Polo Lounge, and we were served another tasting menu, once again delicious food 
and great wine to match it, I particularly enjoyed “Dark Matter”, a Californian Zinfandel. 
 
On Friday 30th we spent the day at Universal Studios, where we had a day full of rides and fun, we also looked 
behind the scenes and how the films were made in one of the largest movie studio. 
 
For dinner we decided to go to Providence, known by many for being the best restaurant in LA. The food was 
good, we enjoyed the many amuse bouche to start, and the rest of the meal also was nice, however I found the 
service very cold and robotic, not as good and welcoming as the other restaurants we had visited.  
 
On Saturday we had a Tour of Rosenthal Estate Wines in Malibu, one of the most spectacular properties in the 
world. We tasted some of their wines whilst walking in the vineyard, the gentleman who showed us the property 
explained to us the history of the place and the way they grow their grapes (Cabernet Franc, Cabernet Sauvignon, 
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Merlot, Viognier and Chardonnay). After the tour we stopped at the tasting room to try different wines, I 
particularly enjoyed their Chardonnay, as it had slightly different notes from the traditional Californian ones. 
 
Lunch was organised for us at Malibu Cafe, an outdoor fun Southern restaurant with live country music and a lot 
of different activities, such as giant chess board, Jenga, cornbag throwing and rafting. 
 
In the evening we dined at Barton G., a funky restaurant with a quirky menu with decadent items and over-the-top 
presentations. We had starters such as “laughing bird popcorn shrimp”, served in a big popcorn machine, “strike 
out sliders” served in a colourful toaster and “Rake and Ho Garden”, presented in a wheelbarrow and the dressing 
in a small watering can. Our main courses of Wagyu Beef were served on a wooden chopping board with a huge 
fork stuck in it. The dessert was served with a real size Marie Antoinette head, whose hair was made of pink 
cotton candy. The restaurant had a good concept, definitely a place that needed to be visited. 
 
On day seven we went hiking at Runyon Canyon, a 160-acre park situated at the eastern end of the Santa Monica 
Mountains, a stone’s throw away from the historic Hollywood strip and other amazing landmarks. After a long 
walk under a burning sun we finally made it to the top and relaxed facing some breath-taking views of the city. In 
the early afternoon, just before going for lunch, we stopped at Hollywood, to complete the Walk of Fame and 
then for a short time at The Grove, to do some shopping and have some time for ourselves. 
 
We dined at The Ivy for lunch, a beautiful European restaurant, very colourful ambiance with many flowers and 
plants surrounding the building and dining rooms, for the amuse bouche we had raisin scones with clotted cream 
and strawberry preserve. After a nice lunch we headed back to the hotel where we enjoyed the rest of the sunny 
afternoon on the pool side, a short time of relax before getting ready to dine again. 
 
In the evening we went to Bouchon, Thomas Keller’s famous brasserie in Los Angeles, where we were welcomed 
with champagne and a great seafood platter, presented on two-tiers a stand full of oysters, king prawns, crab and 
lobster. 
 
On Monday morning and afternoon we had some free time for ourselves, which we spent once again on the pool 
side, and after having had to say goodbye to Sara, who had to go back to the UK, we prepared ourselves to go to 
downtown, for mocktails and then dinner. 
First stop was at The Ritz Carlton where, on the 24th floor, Wolfgang Puck’s Chinese restaurant WP24 was situated. 
Here we had cocktails and some entrees with chef’s compliments, facing the city’s skyscrapers. After the aperitifs 
we went to Bestia, an Italian restaurant in the industrial area of downtown LA. The place was very busy, with 
friendly and casual service and some tasty dishes. 
 
On day nine we went back to The Beverly Hills Hotel for the morning with Cabana Cafe F&B team, where we were 
shown how the operation at the pool is ran, once again I was surprised to hear about the volume of business they 
have at the cafe, and how hard it must be to organise such a busy department. After spending some time with the 
F&B team we relaxed at one of the cabanas which was booked for us, and there we stayed until early afternoon, 
when we went back to the Hotel Bel Air. 
 
In the evening we first went to The Cheese Store of Beverly Hills, where we tasted and discovered some great 
cheeses, sipping Cava at first and then Gruner Vetliner. After the cheese tasting we went back to the Hotel, where 
we changed to the F&B uniforms and spent the evening with the restaurant team. I must say it was another great 
experience, I was shown around the dining areas and the kitchen by Micah Paloff, who I shadowed during the 
service. 
 
On our last day we went to Disneyland, where we spent the morning from rides and parades, enjoying the 
atmosphere in the happiest place on earth. We then returned to the Hotel, where we spent the afternoon on the 
pool side, before to go out for dinner. The last night meal was at Gjerina, another Italian restaurant in Santa 
Monica. The place was again very busy and casual; we had a lovely meal accompanied by some nice wines. 
 
Thursday early afternoon we sadly left Hotel Bel Air to fly back home.The whole trip has been incredible, a once in 
a lifetime experience that I will never forget. I will always be grateful to the Savoy Educational Trust, the Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts, The Dorchester Collection and everyone who made this trip possible. 
 
 

*** 
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MASTER OF CULINARY ARTS                                                                                               
                                                                                                      

INTRODUCTION 
Inaugurated in 1987, the Master of Culinary Arts (MCA) is held every four 
years and is seen to be the ultimate accolade, awarded in recognition of 
outstanding craftsmanship, for Chefs, Pastry Chefs and Restaurant 
Managers in the UK. Inspired by Michel Bourdin, then Chef de Cuisine at 
The Connaught and supported by Albert and Michel Roux OBEs the MCA 
was based on the Meilleur Ouvrier de France (MOF) and was originally 
known as the Meilleur Ouvrier de Grande Bretagne. 

 
The MCA represents the very best in craftsmanship in cooking, pastry and service. It is a priority in the Academy’s 
continuing efforts to improve the standards of food, cooking and service while, at the same time, raising the 
professional status of chefs, pastry chefs and restaurant managers. Winners of the MCA carry the title for life and 
become role models for future generations. Through the MCA, we can encourage young people to aspire to be 
the best thus securing a better future for the hospitality industry. 
 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts was the first professional culinary body to launch an industry award of such 
significant merit.  Many have since laid claim, but none has reached the level or extent of the MCA.  It is widely 
considered to be the most notable distinction in the industry for a top chef, pastry chef or restaurant manager. 
 
What Is The MCA? 
Originally based on the French MOF (Meilleur Ouvrier de France), which is awarded for excellence in craftsmanship 
in nearly 100 different disciplines, the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts’ MCA aims to set a standard of quality and 
skill acknowledged both internationally and at home.  Under immense pressure, candidates are tested on a vast 
range of skills, whilst completing tasks set by the industry’s top professionals. 
 
Key Aspects Of The MCA 

 The MCA is held in three disciplines: Chefs; Pastry Chefs; and Restaurant Management & Service. 

 The MCA represents the very best in craftsmanship in cooking, pastry and service. 

 The MCA is a mark of achievement, not just a competition. The judges may select all or none of the 
candidates, depending on their ability to reach the high standard required to achieve the award. 

 The MCA is a lifetime award. 

 It is a priority in the Academy’s continuing efforts to encourage and inspire up and coming talent, thus 
raising industry standards. 

 Since the MCA was launched in 1987, only 47 candidates have been awarded the honour, highlighting the 
elite nature of the award. 

 
The award of Master of Culinary Arts (MCA) is conferred on those who have displayed mastery of the complex and 
specialised knowledge and skills in culinary arts which are required to be a first class chef, pastry chef, or for 
restaurant management and service.  The holder of the MCA is able to prove advanced technical skill and 
professional ability; accept accountability for their decision-making; contribute to supervision and management; 
demonstrate comprehensive knowledge of the principles of sustainability and the viability of our food sources 
throughout the scope of the food chain; demonstrate leadership and support the development of others; and act 
in the best interests of the culinary arts profession. 
 
Who Can Enter 
To enter the MCA candidates must be currently employed full-time within the United Kingdom as a chef, pastry 
chef or in restaurant management and service.  Applicants must also have: 

 At least 10 years full-time experience in their specific trade (not necessarily consecutively). 

 A range of industrial experience at various levels including at least three years at a senior level. 

 A broad knowledge of traditional and modern gastronomy and service. 

 The ability to demonstrate a range of their specific trade skills at an advanced level under pressure. 

 Undertaken a range of activities as part of their own continuing professional development. 

 Contributed to the training and development of others. 

 A working knowledge of written and spoken English. 
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MASTER OF CULINARY ARTS 2017 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts launched the eighth Master of Culinary Arts 30 years after it was first 
established. Following a paper judging round, 14 candidates were selected for the Chefs Semi-Final, 11 candidates 
for the Pastry Chefs Semi-Final and 16 candidates for the Restaurant Management & Service Quarter-Final. 
 
Chefs 
The Chefs Semi-Finals will take place on Wednesday 28th and Thursday 29th June at the University College 
Birmingham. During a six-and-a-half-hour exam candidates will have to produce chicken consommé for eight 
covers; sea trout dish, for eight covers, of their own design as submitted for part of their entry to the competition; 
and Oeufs à la neige. 
 
The Chef Semi-Finalists are:  
Adam Bennett Chef Director The Cross at Kenilworth 
David Bush Head Chef The Honourable Society of Lincoln's Inn 
Hrishikesh Desai Executive Chef Gilpin Hotel and Lake House 
David Duverger Cuisine Teaching Chef Le Cordon Bleu 
Gavin Edney Head Chef Cliveden House 
Ollie Hay Head Chef Nomura 
Chris Hill Premier Sous Chef The Ritz Hotel 
Rajkumar Holuss First Sous Chef The Waterside Inn 
James Sleep Senior Sous Chef Whites Club 
Adam Smith Executive Chef Coworth Park 
Adam Thomason Head Chef Deloitte, Restaurant Associates 
Anthony Wright Senior Chef Lecturer University College Birmingham 
 
The Chefs Final will take place at University College Birmingham on Saturday 23rd September. The candidates will 
have six and a half hours to prepare and present Dover sole with three garnishes and Partridge with three 
garnishes for each dish, each for eight covers, presented on a silver platter. 
 
Pastry Chefs 
The Pastry Chefs Semi-Final will take place at University College Birmingham on Saturday 24th June. During the 
eight-hour examination candidates are required to produce 20 Dutch, 20 English and 20 French macaroons; two 
ten portion Religieuse suitable for the 21st century, 3 varieties of bread rolls, 10 of each; two dark chocolate 
entremets plus dark chocolate flowers for decoration. 
 
The Pastry Chefs Final will take place on Saturday 16th September at The Taste Lab, Classic Fine Foods.   
 
The Pastry Chefs Semi-Finalists are: 
Alistair Birt Head Pastry Chef Harrods 
Emmanuel Bonneau Chef Patissier London Hilton on Park Lane 
Nicolas Bouhelier Head Pastry Chef Lainston House Hotel 
Gary Goldsmith Chef Lecturer University College Birmingham 
Liam Grime Cpl Chef RAF Odiham 
Mourad Khiat Head Pastry Chef The Berkeley Hotel 
Amit Kumar Executive Pastry Chef Intercontinental The O2 
Nicholas Patterson Teaching Chef Le Cordon Bleu 
Jonas Plangger Head Pastry Chef Manchester House 
Julie Sharp Pastry Chef Technical Adviser Barry Callebaut UK 
Ross Sneddon Executive Pastry Chef The Balmoral Hotel 
 
At the Final candidates will have to present a large centrepiece along the theme of ‘The Sea: Above, below or on 
the seashore’, then during the nine hour examination they will have to produce a small centrepiece inspired by 
their main piece;  a Pudding Soufflé Royale; an array of confectionary; two fruit Pithiviers; two Gateâu’s and a 
mystery task set on the day. 
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Restaurant Management & Service 
The Restaurant Management & Service Quarter-Final took place at The Grosvenor House Hotel on Saturday 24th 
April.  The Quarter-Final candidates were required to complete a theory test; a telephone booking test; a personal 
interview; a menu interview and profit and loss analysis.  The semi-finals took place on 5th June at The Langham, 
candidates had to undertake tasks including cocktail making; wine decanting; systematic wine tasting; cheese 
identification; carving smoked salmon and duck; preparation of Steak Tartare and an orange. 
 
The Restaurant Management & Service Final will take place at Le Gavroche on Saturday 30st September.   
 
The Restaurant Management & Service Semi- Finalists are: 
  
Lukas Andr Restaurant Manager Sexy Fish, Caprice Holdings 
Dimitri-Andreas Bellos Restaurant Manager The Fat Duck 
Thomas Borghi Deputy Private Dining & Events Ops Manager The Ritz London 
Daniel Crump General Manager The Oxford Blue 
Alessandro Fasoli General Manager The Woodspeen Restaurant and Cookery School 
Giovanni Ferlito Head of Wine and Beverage The Ritz London 
Devid Isabella Restaurant Manager Wentworth Golf Club 
Karim Le Cloarec General Manager Searcys at The Gherkin 
Peter Prusaczyk Restaurant Manager Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons 
Daniele Quattromini Restaurant Manager Cliveden House 
Pierre Rizet-Mosser Food & Beverage Manager The Montagu Arms Hotel 
Ian Sturrock Brasserie General Manager The Arts Club 
 
At the Final, candidates will be assessed on their preparation for, and the service of, a four-course meal together 
with an aperitif, four wines and a digestive, for a table of three covers and a table of four covers. 
 

COMMITTEES AND JUDGES 
Chairman of the Judges: David Pitchford, Reads Restaurant with Rooms 
 
CHEFS 
Chairman: Idris Caldora MCA, Adopt a School 
André Garrett MCA, Cliveden House; Martin Green MCA, Whites Club; John Williams MBE, The Ritz London 
Judges: Brian J. Turner CBE; Steven Doherty MCA, Hill Cottage Consultancy; Jeff Galvin MCA, Galvin Restaurants; 
Keith Stanley MCA, Garsons of Esher; Frederick Forster MCA; William Best MCA, The Devonshire Club; Michael 
Dutnall MCA, RAF Club; Jeremy Ford MCA, Restaurant Associates; Roger Narbett MCA, The Chequers 
 
PASTRY CHEFS 
Chairmen: Michael Nadell and Michel Roux OBE MOF, The Waterside Inn 
Benoit Blin MCA, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons; Claire Clark MBE MCA, Partner, Pretty Sweet; William 
Curley MCA, Patissier-Chocolatier, William Curley; Denis Drame MCA, Executive Chef, The Taste Lab, Classic Fine 
Foods; Yolande Stanley MCA, Consultant Pastry Chef Lecturer, The Pastry Training Company; Paul Williams MCA, 
Pastry Senior Sous Chef, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons. 
Judges: Kofi Addai Mensah MCA, Crystal Patisserie; Graham Dunton; Cherish Finden; Stefano Borella, Caldesi 
Restaurants 
 
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT AND SERVICE 
Chairmen: Silvano Giraldin, Le Gavroche and Sergio Rebecchi, Serenata Hospitality 
Vice Chairmen: John Cousins, The Food and Beverage Training Company and Didier Garnier, Le Colombier 
Mourad Ben Tekfa MCA, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons; François Bertrand; Joël Claustre MCA, Searcys; 
Stephane Davaíne; Jean-Luc Giquel, The Cinnamon Group; Simon Girling, The Ritz London; Rémy Lysé, The Arts 
Club; Michael Newton-Young MCA, JMK Classic Catering; Robert Rose MCA, Selfridges; Thierry Tomasin MCA, 
Angelus Restaurant; Elaine Watson MCA, The Gleneagles Hotel. 
Judges: John Davey, John Davey Hospitality Consultancy; David Galetti MCA, Emmanuel Landre MCA, Le Gavroche 
Vito Scaduto MCA, The Three Gables 
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THANKS 
The Royal Academy owes a monumental thanks to the sponsors of the Master of Culinary Arts: 

Ritter Courivaud ACT Clean Aubrey Allen 
Berkmann Wine Cellars Champagne Laurent-Perrier L’Unico Cafe Musetti 
Speyside Glenlivet Wedgwood Winterhalter 

 
And to all whose help, support and generosity continues to make the MCA possible: 
Grosvenor House Hotel The Langham, London Le Gavroche 
University College Birmingham The Taste Lab, Classic Fine Foods Claridge’s 
Aubrey Allen Berkmann Wine Cellars Frankonia the Bakery 
Champagne Laurent-Perrier Ritter Courivaud Severn & Wye 
Speyside Glenlivet   
 
The MCA is managed and run by Ilisha Waring and Daniel Moriss-Jeffery. 
 
The next MCA will be launched in 2021, those interested in taking part should contact the Royal Academy of 
Culinary Arts head office. 
 
Sponsored by: 

  

 
  

 
 

  
 

 
 

MASTER OF CULINARY ARTS 2013 (in picture)
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MUTTON RENAISSANCE CAMPAIGN 
 
What is the Mutton Renaissance? 
The Mutton Renaissance is the campaign to restore high quality mutton to the menu, 
whilst helping British sheep farmers find a market for their older animals.  
 

How did the Mutton Renaissance start? 
The campaign is the brainchild of His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales who, 
following Foot and Mouth in 2001, wanted to find a way to help sheep farmers in the event of a similar disaster 
occurring again.  The Mutton Renaissance was launched at The Ritz, London in November 2004. 
 

What is Renaissance Mutton? 
The mutton promoted by the Mutton Renaissance is high quality mutton from animals that have been carefully 
selected, finished and processed (i.e. dry aged for at least 2/3 weeks or more in some cases) to achieve optimum 
flavour and an excellent eating experience.  To maintain this high standard a specification has been developed, 
which details what qualifies as Renaissance Mutton and the standards to which it must be produced.  The 
Renaissance Mutton season runs from October to March, when British lamb is out of season.  This adds to the 
price. 
 

The Renaissance Mutton Specification 
 Renaissance Mutton must be produced on a Farm Assured farm. 

 Eligible sheep must be over two years of age.  To be confirmed by either documentation or dentition. 

 Eligible sheep to be either female or castrates.  Entire males are not acceptable. 

 All eligible sheep must be traceable to the farm where they have been reared. 

 There are no breed specifications. 

 Finishing diet to be forage-based: grass, hay, silage, turnips, swedes etc., augmented by farm produced 
straight cereals (barley, oats etc.) when necessary. 

 Carcase classifications of E, U, R or O for conformation and fat classes 2L, 3L or 3H are required. 

 Carcase or cuts must be matured by dry aging for at least two weeks. 

 

FUTURE PLANS 
Future plans for Mutton Renaissance include linking together the RACA, Pastoral Alliance and the Rare Breeds 
Trust to move it forward.  On Tuesday 7th March we held a mutton day at Tebay in the Lake District on and, thanks 
to an invitation from the Rare Breeds Trust we are descending on the Malvern Three Counties Show Ground on 
Saturday 17th June for a barbecue. In the meantime, many thanks to the executive team: John Thorley OBE 
(Chairman); Phil Stocker (NSA); Mike Richardson (AHDB); Melanie Cargill (HCC); and Norman Bagley (AIMS). 
 
Grateful thanks also to His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales for the support which is given from Clarence House 
and specifically Michael Whitehead, His Royal Highness’ Private Secretary. 
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SUSTAINABILITY AND FOOD PHILOSOPHY PILLARS          
 
What Are The Sustainability And Food Philosophy Pillars? 
The Food Philosophy Pillars serves to inspire the holistic enjoyment of good food as well as the means to deliver 
the various elements of sustainability and environmental responsibility.  The philosophy epitomises the purity and 
freshness of natural ingredients.  These ingredients are nurtured through sound and ethical production methods 
in local seas, waters and the countryside on either our farms or in the wild.  Such methods will foster not only the 
health and well-being of consumers but also promote a food philosophy of sustainable and ethical food cultivation 
that will help to address the issues that our planet faces.   

 
How Did The Sustainability And Food Philosophy Pillars Start? 
The project was triggered at a 2015 Board of Governors’ meeting by philanthropist Jeremy Coller who is deeply 
concerned about animal husbandry and the rise in antibiotic resistance. This led to the Board and the Management 
Committees proposing that the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts takes action.   
 
As the Academy is a democratic body it was decided to circulate a survey to gauge reaction. 96% of respondents 
were hugely positive and emphasised the importance of the Academy taking a significant position on 
sustainability.   
 
At the same time, HRH The Prince of Wales asked the Academy to look at the issue of microplastics in the marine 
environment and its impact on human health.  This led to further research by University College Birmingham and 
Frederick Mostert (RACA and AAS Trustee) leading to the research being fed into the beginnings of the Six Pillars 
of Sustainability. 
 
Subsequently, the Management Committee and Trustees, principally led by Frederick Mostert, created the Six 
Pillars of Sustainability to underscore the RACA’s Food Philosophy. The Pillars were born by the desire of our 
membership and there is no commercial aspect for the Academy, no fees or monetary value. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY AND FOOD PHILOSOPHY COMMITTEE 
The project is now supported by a Sustainability Committee made up of key stakeholders from within the RACA 
membership portfolio.  Alongside this there have been working party groups, which have opened up discussion 
and contribution from members with the aim to assist the development and progression of this new objective.   
 

THE SIX PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY  
1. SUSTAINABLE  
2. LOCAL CUISINE 
3. BIO FRIENDLY 
4. ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
5. RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT 
6. COMMUNALITY 

 
Sustainable  
The Food Philosophy seal is there to protect the viability of our food sources for the long-term.  This includes 
sourcing local produce from sustainable and natural sources. The Food Philosophy seal serves as an inspiration for 
growing plants and nurturing ancient and current herds, flocks or schools of all creatures which move, fly or swim 
in our country.  It underpins the preservation of biodiversity and self-sufficiency.  In the same vein, the Food 
Philosophy seal supports the philosophies of slow food production and of breeding backwards of ancient animal 
species which helps with healthier, more sustainable food production.   
  
Local Cuisine  
The Food Philosophy seal supports the use of locally grown food produce which reflects the purity of the 
landscape, climate and terrain.  Moreover, the mark may also signify the freshness and the change in the seasons.  
Such ingredients are nurtured through sound production methods in local seas, waters and the countryside on 
either our farms or in the wild.    
 
The Food Philosophy seal ensures that local cuisine is sourced from neighbourhood communities to minimise the 
effect on the environment of transport and to provide a platform for local farming societies and businesses 
ventures.  Local sourcing in turn results in the redesign of menus so that seasonal produce is used, links with local 
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farming communities established and knowledge of best practices within the community shared.  The use of 
older, artisanal crafts or practices and the new application of traditional techniques in local communities to 
promote locally cultivated ingredients are backed by the Food Philosophy seal.  
 
Bio Friendly  
The Food Philosophy seal is committed to the preparation of healthy food from pure and natural ingredients.  Best 
practices for the development of organic, bio-dynamic and any other bio-friendly produce are entirely supported 
by the Food Philosophy seal.  These practices will include restricting the use of fertilisers, pesticides, irradiation, 
over-processing and producing ingredients without use of hormones, antibiotics, industrial solvents, artificial 
additives and synthetic sweeteners.   
  
Animal Husbandry  
The Food Philosophy seal is based on the philosophy of ethical food cultivation.  It underscores animal welfare and 
sound production methods.  Special care should be given to the selection of produce which is raised by ethical 
means.   
  
The Food Philosophy seal is committed to the humane treatment of animals and the promotion of farming 
practices which protect the environment.  This should include meat and dairy production from ethical sources.  
The Food Philosophy seal supports the overview of animal handling practices by suppliers.  Accordingly, produce 
from animals raised in intensive farming systems (factory farms) are strongly discouraged.  Also, produce from 
animals given growth promoting substances or prophylactic antibiotics or are on the endangered species list are 
not encouraged.  Consequently, products from animals raised to free-range, organic or biodynamic standards and 
certified accordingly are supported.   
  
Recycling and Waste Management  
The Food Philosophy seal promotes the implementation of systems to limit water use, improve energy efficiency 
and increase the sensible use of scarce ingredients.  It equally backs educational efforts regarding food recycling 
and waste management.  This includes the adaptation of menus to make full use of ingredients which may lead to 
waste reduction.  The participation in recycling programmes is key. Also, the prevention, through waste 
management programmes, of micro-plastics and similar waste products found in fish and marine life is fully 
supported. A significant reduction in the use of polystyrene packing should be supported.  
  
Communality  
The Food Philosophy seal encourages the entire collection of the food community to pitch in for the common 
good to help improve the ethical enjoyment of good food.  Cooks and chefs exhibit an innate, natural ability to 
share and work together to advance food culture in our country for the benefit of society.  This communality of 
purpose is enormously helpful to promote a food philosophy of sustainable and ethical food cultivation and to 
increase the health and well-being of all.  Outreach programmes to children about the healthy enjoyment of food, 
especially in primary schools within the local community, is supported by the Food Philosophy seal.  The scope of 
the RACA Food Philosophy extends from schools, to colleges, chefs and front of house, staff members, and 
consumers and the wider food industry and government.      
 

FUTURE PLANS 
The Sustainability and Food Philosophy Pillars are very much ‘progress and not perfection’ and aims to be set as a 
philosophy and a guide for the Academy members. 
There are to be more working parties where engagement and contribution is encouraged from all the Academy’s 
members. 
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OTHER ACTIVITIES AND FUNDRAISING EVENTS 
 
MICHEL BOURDIN SCHOLARSHIP  
The Michel Bourdin Foundation was created to mark the 35th Anniversary of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts. 
The Foundation, and more specifically the Michel Bourdin scholarship, seeks to continue the Academy’s ethos of 
encouraging young talent within the hospitality industry. The Michel Bourdin scholarship is an accolade which 
seeks to recognise a special young talent in the hospitality industry. Not someone purely in possession of great 
skills but someone who has a great attitude, has demonstrated triumph over adversity and who has excellent 
team spirit. Talents which are in no short supply throughout the Academy. Talents which made Michel Bourdin the 
mentor, chef and man that he is to so many younger chefs within the industry.  
 
The winner of the Michel Bourdin Scholarship will receive a certificate and complete a week’s stage at The 
Connaught Hotel and a week’s stage at Jacques Chibois’ restaurant in the South of France. The opportunity to 
spend time in these two establishments really represents both Michel’s history of French and 
British appreciation  and likewise the Academy’s blend of the finest of the French and best of British. 
 
This year’s winner of the Michel Bourdin Scholarship was awarded to Ruth Hansom, Westminster Kingsway 
College Graduate. 
 

Trustees of the Michel Bourdin Foundation  
Philip Corrick (Chairman), Duncan Palmer, Didier Garnier, Martin Green and The Connaught 
 

Roll of Honour   
2015 Deepak Mallya Bournemouth and Poole College  
2016 Ruth Hansom Westminster Kingsway College  

 
MICHEL BOURDIN SCHOLAR 2015 - La Bastide saint Antoine Report: Deepak Mallya 

Upon arrival in Nice and the journey that followed to Grasse, the 
surroundings became increasingly more beautiful. As I drew 
ever closer to the hills and narrow roads that surrounded la 
Bastide saint Antoine I knew this trip would be a unique 
experience.  
Upon arrival at la Bastide saint Antoine I was taken aback by the 
elegant gardens that led to the doors of this stunning building.  
 
I was welcomed at the doors of La Bastide saint Antoine with 
open arms and friendly faces. Apprehensive at first, not about 
who I was going to meet, but fearing that my understanding of 
the French language might not be up to scratch! It was a relief 

to say the least when I was greeted with a 'hello how are you?' 
 
On my first day I was privileged to be offered breakfast before my shift, the 
most impressive part of this (other than the delicious homemade bread and 
preserves) was the view from the balcony. A spectacular scene overlooking 
Grasse all the way to Cannes sea front could be seen. I could now see why this 
restaurant was situated so far away from the city. It was certainly worth the 
travel just for this. 
 
After breakfast I began my working day with the chef de Partie on the fish 
section, Guillaume. Although he spoke little English we did manage to 
communicate enough for me to begin the preparation. I started with filleting 
and barrelling the Cod. This was then portioned into 140g pieces and cooked al 
a minute in the classic method of confit. I learnt how at La Bastide saint 
Antoine they only receive 2 deliveries of fish per week on Wednesdays and 
Saturdays. Which for me was very hard to comprehend as we can have up to 3 
deliveries per day at the Ritz! Along with preparing the cod I also assisted with 
the skinning and dicing of the calamari, filleting John Dory and marinating the 
sea bass for 'Le personnel' or staff food.  

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjc3Yj7_fvSAhWB1hQKHSzpARwQjRwIBw&url=https://www.tripadvisor.com/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g187224-d1011639-i86164088-La_Bastide_Saint_Antoine_Jacques_Chibois-Grasse_French_Riviera_Cote_d_Azu.html&bvm=bv.151325232,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNHSK-SjXhuD8NzrCsmbHgbQzyNxmg&ust=1490886175925784
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_xv25__vSAhWGyRQKHZSvBqMQjRwIBw&url=http://www.booking.com/hotel/fr/bastide-s-antoine.html&bvm=bv.151325232,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNEX0G36N36AsE4nB9w2jETn5tiOxw&ust=1490886576516606
https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjc3Yj7_fvSAhWB1hQKHSzpARwQjRwIBw&url=https://www.tripadvisor.com/LocationPhotoDirectLink-g187224-d1011639-i86164088-La_Bastide_Saint_Antoine_Jacques_Chibois-Grasse_French_Riviera_Cote_d_Azu.html&bvm=bv.151325232,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNHSK-SjXhuD8NzrCsmbHgbQzyNxmg&ust=1490886175925784
http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj_xv25__vSAhWGyRQKHZSvBqMQjRwIBw&url=http://www.booking.com/hotel/fr/bastide-s-antoine.html&bvm=bv.151325232,d.ZGg&psig=AFQjCNEX0G36N36AsE4nB9w2jETn5tiOxw&ust=1490886576516606
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At 11am sharp the pre service cleaning began. This was an intense team effort which included almost flooding the 
sides and floor with soapy water, scrubbing and then polishing with an old method of white wine vinegar!  
By 11.30am staff food must be served and EVERYONE must go for lunch.  
 
As lunch service began there were only 16 covers booked, which seemed very little compared to the 80 I am used 
to, however the kitchen was busy all the same. When chef Barberot called the cheques all the chefs responded 
with a 'oui' which sent shivers down my spine and was very in sync with the 'old school' theme of the restaurant. I 
spent most of the service observing the Garde manger section as they produce the amuse Bouche, which at the 
time was a truffled artichoke royale, crispy artichoke leaves and mushroom foam. They also produced most of the 
starters including Chef Chibois’ famous 'Papillon' which in English means 'butterfly' - this consisted of a complex 
and intricate design; blanched green beans at the top of the plate in a pyramid shape to create the 'wings'. At the 
bottom of the plate strips of courgette created what would be the 'tail'. The blanched and cleaned head of the 
langoustine is placed with the claws attached and then 3 langoustine tails, poached in butter and then glazed in a 
langoustine and tomato concasse sauce are placed to create the 'body' of the langoustine. This dish was very 
popular.  
 
Another dish from the Garde manger was the 'terrine de volaille au 
truffe' this is 2 breasts of chicken with fois gras and truffle in between, 
sous vide and steamed at 80degrees. It is then chilled and sliced with 3 
slices per portion. It is placed on a mushroom and truffle puree and fresh 
truffle over the top.  
 
After lunch service had finished there was again a thorough clean down. 
All floors and surfaces were cleaned and then all the chefs went to the 
car park where we had to sweep and wash the floor of the car park and 
wash the delivery van. Once this was complete we were given a 3 hour 

split from 4pm until 7pm.  
 
During dinner service I did some mis en place and watched the service on the fish and sauce section. There were 
only 5 covers booked. I got to see the scallop starter which was 2 roast scallops, sauté calamari, fennel puree and a 
saffron based sauce made from fish bones and an aromatic broth.  
From the saucier I got to see the veal fillet, served with truffled potato espuma, caramelised onions and 
watercress puree. Service was finished by 10.30pm and we left at 11pm.  

 
On the Tuesday I was placed on the entremetier section as they were busy 
due to a function of 15 at lunch time. Chef Chibois was around all morning 
as the guests were VIP. His old methods of discipline were still very clear 
to see...  
 
My MEP in the morning consisted of turning 100 artichokes, cutting and 
cooking 45 new potato fondants and making 15 small individual leek and 
truffle terrines. This was a push, but I managed to complete this in 
reasonable time and everything was ready for lunch.  
 

Lunch service started at 12pm promptly, with 2 tables of 5. This was another opportunity for me to see one of chef 
Chibois classic dishes, his risotto with lobster, which is a simple risotto cooked with prawns and lobster, finished 
with lobster bisque. This also happened to be the starter for the VIP function of 15, however chef Chibois was not 
happy with this and was not scared to show this emotion . . . an experience in itself I must say!  
 
After Lunch chef Barberot and chef Chibois called everyone round for the post service de-brief. After some helpful 
translations I understood the talk was to encourage people to push harder in the mornings and that good MEP is 
so important, something which I could relate to as chef Williams has taught me good MEP is the most vital part!  
 
In the evening there were no covers booked for dinner. Therefore instead of taking a split, we worked straight 
through until 6pm prepping chickens, chicken stock and making a few of the sauces with the saucier. A simple 
Ducasse style of making sauces with very little if any mirepoix and simply roasting the bones and trimmings of the 
desired sauce. And then deglazing with fond Blanc and finishing with butter. The sauces were much lighter in 
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flavour and texture than I am used to and also I was shocked to see they did not use any alcohol in any of the meat 
sauces or veal stock. At 6pm we were able to leave due to there still being no covers and the restaurant was 
closed. A few of the chefs and myself decided to take a trip to Cannes and get some dinner and a few drinks. The 
food was nice French brasserie style typical of the region, however the seafront walk and being able to see the 
busy town at night was magnificent; such a beautiful part of France.  
 
Wednesday morning came and I was awoken by the sun beaming through my window at 7am! The walk to la 
Bastide was an enjoyable one despite the hills! The views and fresh air were a more than welcomed break from 
city life. As soon as I arrived in the kitchen, 30 minutes early, I could sense something wasn't quite right, there was 
tension in the air and nearly all the chefs were already working which was unusual for them at this time of the 
morning.  I soon found out that Mr Chibois had been informed that there was to be a Michelin inspector in for 
lunch. It was Mr Barberot’s only day off however as expected he arrived shortly after I had. The atmosphere 
continued to be tense all morning until lunch time began. Mr Chibois was, shall we say motivating, the kitchen 
team in a way that only he could!  
 
Lunch time came and the Michelin inspector had arrived. He ordered the gnocchi to start which was a potato 
gnocchi, mushroom and truffle puree, wilted spinach, baby carrots, potato crisps and fresh truffle with a 
Parmesan sauce. For main course he enjoyed the trim on of turbot, leek terrine and sauce parmentier, which was a 
sauce made from leek and potato. For dessert he simply had berries and chocolate. It was pleasing to see the 
Michelin inspector come down to the kitchen with a big smile on his face. The team were all pumped after a good 
lunch service and a very happy Michelin inspector not to mention an even happier chef Chibois!  
 
Dinner service was again quiet however the fish delivery had come at around 3pm. Along with commis chefs 
Nathan and Serge, Guillaime and myself began preparing the mountains of fish that had arrived. There were 200 
pieces of langoustine, 4 whole cod, 5kg of calamari, 3 seabass, 10 John Dory and 50 scallops. This was a big task 
however everyone jumped on and we were finished within 3 hours.  
 
Thursday was by far the busiest day for the restaurant. They had 30 covers for lunch and a function for 22. The 
sous chef Mauro was directly giving me instructions all morning for the MEP for this function. The starter was a 
layered pastry tart of asparagus and truffle. Firstly I trimmed the French asparagus into 3 parts, the top around 
4cm long cut in a sharp angle, the middle finely sliced for puree and the bases for a stock. With the stock I quickly 
sauté the middles of asparagus then add this stock cook and blitz with a little truffle oil. The pastry cases were 
made from a savoury puff cooked between trays to keep it crisp. The tips were simply blanched in seasoned 
water. The main course for the function was a fillet of veal served with a celeriac puree, chantanay carrots carrot 
crisps and a light veal jus.  
 
Although the restaurant was very busy for lunch the service actually ran quite smoothly. The function was very 
fast and there were plenty of staff to serve this so went very smoothly. In the restaurant itself 50% of guests went 
for the €205 tasting menu. Which consisted of smaller portions of some of the al a carte dishes along with a few 
additional dishes such as the potato ravioli stuffed with wild mushrooms and truffle and also the charred 
mackerel, artichoke, fennel and apple salad.  
 
For dinner service on the Thursday I was assisting Guillaume on the fish section and Raphael on the sauce section. 
The service was very busy but everyone was on the ball and ready to go. I was privileged when chef Barberot 
allowed me to actually cook some of the meat and fish for the service. Once the service was over we all cleaned 
down and enjoyed a beer together as a thank you for my work. Through all of my broken French and the little 
English that the staff could speak at le Bastide, the final words of the chef summed up my trip in a perfect way 
‘come back whenever you like, you’re not bad for an English man’.  
 
The whole experience was something completely new to me and has developed me as a chef for sure. It has made 
me appreciate the things we have here and the opportunities at my current job that are available to me. I have 
learnt a new level of respect for self-discipline especially in terms of cleaning and maintaining of equipment which 
I intend to bring to my current job. It was great to see that the ‘old school’ methods of kitchen rule are still in place 
along with the classic techniques of Escoffier, and of course it was a pleasure to still see chef Chibois in the kitchen 
with more energy than commis chefs 1/3 of his age! Inspirational! 
 
Deepak Mallya  
MICHEL BOURDIN SCHOLAR 2015 
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COUPE DU MONDE DE LA PATISSERIE  
The success story of team UK - Coupe du Monde de la Pâtisserie 
The concept of the Coupe du Monde de la Pâtisserie founded by Gabriel Paillasson in 
1989 was simple: bring together young pastry chefs around the world (from 22 different 
countries in 2017), among the most promising of their generation, and let them make 
unique desserts and real ephemeral works of art in 10 hours in front of an enthusiastic 
audience. A jury of the most famous pastry chefs in the world then decide who the 
winner is. 
 
Teams are composed by a trio of expert in chocolate, sugar and ice, working hundreds of hours of training and 
recipe development, following a series of qualifying rounds held over a 2 years period. 
The UK Pastry Team has consecutively won the European Pastry Championship in Paris (2012) and Geneva (2014), 
continental round setting themselves up for the most renowned international biennal pastry competition. 
 
Team GB came 9th in 2011 and 2013, 6th in 2015 on top of being part of the Top 7 (best 7 teams from the last 3 
finals), 8th in 2017 and won the best sugar Prize. The rules have changed slightly for 2019… Instead of the the Top 
7 teams being automatically qualified for the finale, became the Top 5. The UK still remain one of the strongest 
competitors being part of it.  
 
The national round, UK Pastry Open will take place at the restaurant show, October 2nd 2017. The winner will go 
on to represent the UK at the next Coupe du Monde de la Pâtisserie, January 27 – 28th 2019 during Sirha exhibition 
with the rest of the team being chosen on the results.  
 

GOLD SERVICE SCHOLARSHIP 
The Gold Service Scholarship was set up in 2012 at the inspiration of Willy Bauer OBE in 
order to give service and front of house a better profile and to improve its status as a 
brilliant, ‘must-do’, worthwhile career option. 

The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts has played a major role in the setting up and 
planning of the Gold Scholarship and the chefs’ role in partnering front of house must 
never be underestimated. 

The finalists each served a three-course lunch with wines at The Connaught for an invited table of four while the 
judges observed. The fourth celebration and awards presentation was held at Claridge’s in February 2017 where 
Stephanie Beresforde was presented the ultimate award.  

The 2017 Scholar, Stephanie Beresforde, has worked at Rick Stein’s Seafood Restaurant in Padstow, Cornwall, as 
Assistant Restaurant Manager since summer 2016 (where she had also worked for six months in 2014). Prior to 
that, Stephanie was Chef de Rang at Scott’s Restaurant in Mayfair, London. Special ‘Commendation’ has been 
made for Finalist Ashley Best, who is a Food & Beverage Trainee at The Ritz Hotel, London, and who deserves 
credit for impressing the Judges with his positive attitude, strong skill set and huge potential within the industry – 
and all at the age of 22.  

The other six very talented Finalists in this year’s competition were: 
Alexandra-Iulia Caciuc – 45 Jermyn Street, London 
Manuel Marchetti – The Waterside Inn, Bray 
Tom Noller – Merchants Tavern, London 
Luis Oliveira Santos – Rosewood, London 
Alexandra Spatar – The Woodspeen Restaurant & Cookery School, Berkshire 
Nina Thomsen – L’Enclume, Cumbria 

The Trustees are: (Chairman and principal sponsor) Alastair Storey; Willy Bauer OBE; Silvano Giraldin; Sergio 
Rebecchi; John Davey; Edward Griffiths CVO; Thomas Kochs; and Sara Jayne Stanes OBE. The secretariat is 
managed by David Battersby OBE and HALM. 

Note:  
The Gold Service Scholarship is one step further towards the Master of Culinary Arts and the journey to a 
potentially outstanding and rewarding profession in hospitality. 
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NATIONAL RESTAURATEURS’ DINNER 2017 
The 30th National Restaurateurs’ Dinner took place on Tuesday 4th April at 
The Dorchester.  The NRD is the industry’s premier fundraising event which 
unites Chefs, Restaurateurs and food and wine professionals.  The original 
concept of this event, the brainchild of Roy Ackerman CBE, was to raise vital 
funds for the future of training and education in the hospitality industry. This 
remains true to this day with all proceeds going directly into the education 

and training initiatives of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts (RACA), the Academy of Food and Wine Service 
(AFWS) in conjuction with the Wine Guild and The Restaurant Association (RA).  
 
The NRD is organised by the three organisations with the RA taking care of ticket sales and administration, the 
AFWS sourcing the wines and the RACA managing the team of Chefs. The joint initiative created a one of a kind 
night to remember for the industry to come together and enjoy the company of old, and new friends.  Led by 
Academician Jeff Galvin MCA, Chef Patron, Galvin Restaurants and under the watchful eye of The Dorchester’s 
Executive Chef and Academician, Henry Brosi, the 
Chefs’ dream team consisted of: Jason 
Atherton, Chef Patron of The Social Company; 
Tony Fleming, Executive Chef at Hotel L'Oscar; 
Henry Brosi, Executive Chef at The Dorchester 
and Sarah Hartnett, Pastry Consultant. Together, 
with Garard Basset OBE, MW, MS and Laura Rhys 
MS, the supreme talents have put together a 
menu set to bring gastronomic delight. 

 
Canapés 

Champagne Jacquart, Brut, NV 
 

Dressed Colchester crab with green apple and brown crab mayonnaise 
Pinot Grigio & Torrontés, Passo Blanco 2016, Masi Tupungato, Uco Valley, Argentina 

 
Red mullet bouillabaisse with fennel purée and lemon croutons 

Château Cavalier, Cuvée Marafiance 2016, Côtes de Provence, France, en Magnum 
 

Fillet of Hereford beef with oxtail ravioli and black truffle 
Valdivieso Single Vineyard Carmenere 2012, Lontue Valley, Chile 

& 
Catena Cabernet Sauvignon 2014, Mendoza, Argentina 

 
Symphony of caramel 

Jurançon, Petit Manseng, Gold Medal, Maison Castel, France, 2014 
 

Jeff Galvin MCA, Chef and Patron, Galvin Restaurants said: “It was a great honour to be Chairman of the chefs 
and to work with such high profile professionals on this prestigious event. Many of the chefs travelled from all 
over of the UK- and all gave their time and resources to support this wonderful cause. 
“I would like to thank them all for their hard work and also all of our sponsors including The Dorchester Hotel who 
hosted us so generously and Woods Foodservice for their magnificent financial support.”   
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BRITISH HOSPITALITY ASSOCIATION  
With over 100 years of expertise the BHA represents 40,000 
establishments across the UK. The BHA focus on the needs of every 
part of the hospitality sector, big and small, restaurants, catering and 
attractions, hotels, serviced apartments and all visitor 
accommodation, corporate hospitality and events, clubs, food and 
service management and leisure establishments. 
 
The Big Hospitality Conversation…inspiring the next generation 
The Big Hospitality Conversation is a national initiative between leaders in the Hospitality industry and young 
people, showcasing Hospitality as a career of choice. 
 
Led by the BHA it provides a unique forum for industry leaders to meet directly with groups of young people to 
talk about tackling youth unemployment, the importance of work experience and apprenticeships. It aims to 
inspire young people to join the industry, and encourage businesses to pledge to create jobs, apprenticeship or 
work experience opportunities. With the support of our partner agencies, DWP, Springboard, NAS and Believe in 
Young People, we then help those businesses to deliver those opportunities and change lives. 
 
This initiative aims to abolish the current misconception that hospitality jobs are ‘low skilled’, ‘low paid’ and lead 
to ‘dead ends’. It creates the ideal environment for businesses to share examples of excellence by sharing best 
practice and knowledge.  
 
BHA achievements  
Over the past four years the BHA, in partnership with the Department for Work and Pensions, has created more 
than 70,000 new career starts for young jobseekers through the Big Hospitality Conversation and Hospitality 
Works initiatives. In February this year, we held our 43rd Big Hospitality Conversation at Anfield Stadium, home of 
Liverpool Football Club, which was attended by 270 young people. In addition, at the Tottenham Hotspur FC Big 
Hospitality Conversation more than 2,000 local jobseekers attended and queues stretched out of the doors. The 
BHA will be building on the success of these programmes to ensure that the hospitality and tourism industry is 
seen as a great career path foryoung people throughout the UK. 
 
BHA Objectives  

• Expand the Big Hospitality Conversation and Hospitality Works to attract and retain British workers. 
• Provide greater support to colleges to continue to offer the Professional Cookery Diploma, which 

provides the breadth and depth of training that employers seek. Chefs currently make up one-fifth of the 
hospitality skill shortage. 

• Create an industry-specific apprenticeship training academy to ease the burden for SMEs operating 
beyond major cities to source and host apprentices. 

• The Government to improve careers guidance in schools and further education colleges, to promote 
vocational qualifications and to help young people access information about their options for a career in 
hospitality and tourism. One way of doing this would be to include hospitality and tourism 
representatives on school governing bodies to help further improve awareness amongst parents and 
teachers.  

 
GOLF DAY 2016 – 2017  
Turberry 2016 
With a field of 36  golfers Turnberry 2016 was a great success. 
Our own John Williams won The Academy Trophy and lady’s prize was won by Sonia Crane. 
Thanks you to all the staff at Turnberry for making the weekend so successful.  It was wonderful to play the newly 
designed course.   Especial thanks to Academician Ralph Porciani for the great hospitality and support. 
 

Turnberry 2017 
Will be on 10th & 11th  September.  If anyone is interested please contact Laura King (Laura@Kingsfinefood.co.uk) 
as early as possible as spaces will fill up rapidly. 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Laura@Kingsfinefood.co.uk
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FORTHCOMING ACTIVITIES 2017 
 
JUNE   
Monday 12th  Annual General Meeting 

 
Saturday 24th  MCA Pastry Semi-Final, University College Birmingham 

 
Wednesday 28th 
&Thursday 29th   
 

MCA Kitchen Semi-Final, University College Birmingham 
 

JULY  
Monday 3rd Plenary Meeting, The Little Ship Club 

Q & A Sustainability discussion and Joelson JP will be the featured Associate member 
 

Friday 14th AAE Gala Dinner, Rosewood London 
 

SEPTEMBER  
Sunday 10th and 
Monday 11th  

Turnberry Golf  
 
 

Saturday 16th MCA Pastry Final, The Taste lab, Classic Fine Foods 
 

Monday 18th Plenary Meeting, Merchant Taylor’s   
 

Saturday 23rd  MCA Kitchen Final, University College Birmingham 
 

Saturday 30th  MCA Service Final, Le Gavroche 
 

OCTOBER  
Thursday 5th  MCA Gala Dinner, Claridge’s 

 
NOVEMBER  
Friday 3rd  Bristol AAS Fundraising dinner 

  
Monday 6th Plenary Meeting, Venue TBC 
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GENERAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND THANKS 
 
Immense thanks to the following for their committed support (in no particular order):  
 
To John Williams MBE, Brian J. Turner CBE, Richard Shepherd CBE and all our Committees; 
To John Williams MBE for leading the Annual Awards of Excellence and the Selection Committee and the 
Management Committee and generally being a great Chairman; 
To Jeff Galvin MCA for managing the NRD 2017 chefs: Jason Atherton; Tony Fleming; Henry Brosi and Sarah 
Hartnett 
To Christophe Baffos, Paul Dayman, Barry Dawson, Holly Bailey and Jenny Brett at Bournemouth & Poole 
College;  
Professor Peter John, Janet Rowson, Gregg Brown, Michael Coaker, Louise Jordan and Sadie Higham at 
University of West London;  
Gary Hunter, Terry Tinton, Tony Cameron, Andrew Males and Stefan Greubel at Westminster Kingsway College; 
Professor Ray Linforth, Neil Rippington, John Penn, Anthony Wright, Richard Taylor, Craig Deeley and Stuart 
Wildsmith at University College Birmingham; 
Elaine Bowker, Ian A Jaundoo, Christine Boylan, Gill Williams and Graeme Edwards at City of Liverpool College for 
all their efforts, integrity and dedication to the Royal Academy’s Chefs Apprenticeship Programmes; 
To David Pitchford, Silvano Giraldin, Sergio Rebecchi, Idris Caldora MCA, Michael Nadell, Michel Roux OBE 
alongside their committees for their hard work and dedication to the MCA; and to John Cousins and Yolande 
Stanley for all your work behind the scenes; 
To Professor Ray Linforth, Neil Rippington and John Penn at University College Birmingham  
To Professor Peter John, Michael Coaker, Gregg Brown for all their support for the Annual Awards of Excellence 
and the Specialised Chefs Apprenticeship; 
To Martyn Nail, Adam Byatt, Yolande Stanley MCA, Sarah Harnett, Sergio Rebecchi and John Cousins for all their 
work on the Annual Awards of Excellence and to Gordon Hogg and Finclass for providing the inspired trophies for 
the winning Chef, Pastry Chef and the Waiter; 
To Alan Hill and Elaine Watson MCA at Gleneagles for their continuous support for the Annual Awards of 
Excellence; 
To Jason Atherton for his role of Honorary President of the Annual Awards of Excellence; 
To AAE sponsors: ACT Clean, Berkmann Wine Cellars, Evolve Hospitality, Federation of Quebec Maple Syrup 
Producers, Champagne Laurent-Perrier, Maldon Salt Company, L’Unico Caffe Musetti, Savoy Educational Trust, 
Speyside Glenlivet Water, Wedgwood, Woods Foodservice, and media partners The Caterer; as well as 
Continental Chef Supplies for providing prizes, without whose help, morally and financially, the Awards would not 
be possible; 
To Julia Sibley MBE, Margaret Georgiou and The Savoy Educational Trust for continued support and sponsorship 
for the Annual Awards of Excellence and Adopt a School; 
To MCA sponsors: Ritter Courivaud; ACT Clean; Aubrey Allen; Berkmann Wine Cellars; Laurent-Perrier 
Champagne; L’Unico Cafe Musetti; Speyside Glenlivet; Wedgwood; and Winterhalter; 
To all the AAE and MCA venues: The Connaught, Le Gavroche, The Langham, The Ritz, The Gleneagles Hotel, 
Trump Turnberry and The Taste lab, Classic Fine Foods and University College Birmingham 
To Philip Corrick and Ben Gielen and The Royal Automobile Club for endless support, Take 3 Colleges and more; 
To Willy Bauer OBE (Honorary Member and Board of Governors) for support over and above the line of duty for 
both the Academy and Adopt a School and in particular for Friends; 
To Tony Murkett at the Sloane Club, Stuart Johnson at Brown’s, and Alistair Telfer at the Oxford & Cambridge 
and Sarah Randall at Moet Hennessy (UK) for accommodating many of our meetings; 
To Richard Stanes for enduring support; 
To Ken Wilkins CMA for Chairmanship and Gillian Thomson Deputy Chairman of the Associate Members, as well as 
moral and ‘spiritual’ support on numerous occasions; 
To The Masters of the Worshipful Company of Cooks, Micheal Thatcher, Paul Herbage, Bob Grainger and Bev 
Puxley for enduring support; 
To Michael Newton-Young MCA, Simon Girling, Simon King, Stuart Geddes, Sergio Cappello MCA, Luigi Cagnin 
MCA, Marc Whitley and Joel Claustre MCA for supporting the front of house programme for Adopt a School; 
To all our Associate Members for coming to the aid of the Academy with Plenary meeting ingredients, wine 
sponsorship and also supplies for the various fundraising activities without which we would not exist; 
To Steve Osborne and Maldon Sea Salt for their continuing support; 
To ACT Clean, Kings Fine Foods, Caffe Musetti, Winterhalter and Woods Foodservice for making the 2016/2017 
Directory possible; 
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To Continental Chef Supplies for providing the chefs jackets for Academicians, Apprentices, Annual Awards of 
Excellence and Master of Culinary Arts winners; 
To Jeff Bland, Alan Hill and Elain Watson MCA for motivating the Scottish Branch; 
To Paul Askew, Steven Doherty MCA and James Holden for their continued motivation to keep the Northern 
Branch moving forward; 
And to our loyal, talented and very hard working team Emma, Rosanna, Ilisha, Daniel; 
And of course to the AAS Team Gemma Hopwood, Helena Houghton, Alex Webster, Idris Caldora MCA, Sarah 
Howard, James Holden and Ashley Marsh – and to Michael Coaker; 
To Rania Johnson, Piers Zangana, Alison Jee and Karen Browne, Dave Greenwood at William Murray for endless 
advice and time on the Royal Academy and Adopt a School’s PR.  
To Sam Gordon Clark CBE for your all your duties as Chairman of the Trustees, for time on the finances and well 
being of the RACA and AAS; 
To Tony Murkett for all your work with the Friends of the Academy;  
To Michael Bonsor, Amandine Chaignot and Rosewood London for hosting multiple events including the Annual 
Awards of Excellence Gala Dinner; 
To Martyn Nail, Paul Jackson and Claridge’s for hosting the forthcoming Master of Culinary Arts Gala Dinner; 
To Louise Hewitt and Hannah Pickett for their invaluable patience and continuous support; 
To Speyside Glenlivet Water for meeting our water needs on numerous occasions; 
To Hoda Davaíne for photographing the AAE and MCA finals and Annual General meeting plus other events; 
To John Pope for annually updating our investiture board and The Moët offices for displaying and housing it; 
Finally thank you to Nigel Boschetti, Executive Chef and Academician, and Stuart Bowery, General Manager and 
RACA Friend, for hosting our AGM at Grosvenor House Hotel and to Moët and Speyside Glenlivet Water for 
supplying the champagne and water. 
 
Unfortunately the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and Adopt a School Website were blown into cyber space by a 
virus, many thanks for your patience while a new website is being constructed.  
 

SARA JAYNE STANES OBE   ROSANNA FROST 
Chief Executive    Executive Assistant to Sara Jayne Stanes / PR Manager 
 
June 2017
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APPENDIX 1: CURRENT MEMBERS OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS 
 
HONORARY ACADEMICIANS 
Senior industry professionals who have made a significant contribution to the Hospitality Industry and in particular to the Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts, its objectives and wellbeing. 
 
WILLY B.G BAUER OBE FIH MI Founder, Gold Service Scholarship 
CHRISTOPHER COWDRAY FIH MI Chief Executive, The Dorchester Collection 
RICHARD EDMONDS Retired Secretary of Boodle's 
ROWLAND FOOTE FRSA LCG FE Quality Management Services 
EDWARD GRIFFITHS CVO FIH Executive Director, WSH Limited 
GRAHAM K L JEFFREY International Hotel Consultant, Former Vice President and General Manager, 

Willard InterContinental Hotel  
RONALD F JONES OBE Hon D Univ FIH 
MI 

Retired Director & General Manager, Claridge’s; Partner, Salute; Director, Dormy 
House Hotel 

GEORGE KENNEDY CBE Former CEO, The Royal Automobile Club 
THOMAS KOCHS Managing Director, Corinthia Hotel London 
DR NICO LADENIS  
PETER LEDERER CBE FIH MI Previously Chairman, The Gleneagles Hotel 
PROFESSOR RAY LINFORTH Vice-Chancellor & Principal, University College Birmingham 
ANTON MOSIMANN OBE DL OMA Chairman, Mosimann’s 
HARRY MURRAY MBE FIH MI Chairman, Lucknam Park Hotel & Spa 
RAMON PAJARES OBE FIH MI Previously Managing Director, The Savoy Group of Hotels and Restaurants 

DUNCAN PALMER CMA FIH MI Managing Director, The Murray 
BEVERLEY PUXLEY MBA FIH FCA Retired former Head of Hotel Catering & Tourism Studies, Westminster Kingsway 

College 

CHRISTOPHER ROUSE FIH MI  Consultant to Hotel/Leisure Industry; Former Director/General Manager, Turnberry 
Hotel 

MICHAEL SHEPHERD FHI MI General Manager, London Hilton Park Lane 
MARTIN SKAN Retired Owner, Chewton Glen Hotel 
DAGMAR WOODWARD FIH MI General Manager, Jumeirah Frankfurt 
PAOLO ZAGO Retired Managing Director and General Manager, The Connaught 
 
FELLOWS 
Senior Academicians who have been invested with a formal Chair (dedicated to their chosen mentor i.e. a culinary personality 
from the past who has proven to be the strongest influence on their career) in recognition of their significant contribution to 
the Academy and its activities.  Investitures take place at the AGM. 
  
MICHAEL ALDRIDGE MCA  
ANDREAS ANTONA Chef Patron, Simpsons Restaurant 
PAUL ASKEW Chef Patron, The Art School Restaurant 
JASON ATHERTON Chef Patron, The Social Company 
LIONEL BENJAMIN (LAT) Director – Hotels, Topland Group of Companies 
RAYMOND BLANC OBE Chef Patron, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
JEFF BLAND Executive Chef, The Balmoral Hotel 
BENOIT BLIN MCA Chef Patissier, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
HESTON BLUMENTHAL OBE Chef Patron, The Fat Duck 
DAVID BOLAND Formerly Senior Lecturer, Bournemouth & Poole College 
STEPHEN BOXALL (LAT)  
SIMON BOYLE Chef Founder, Beyond Food Foundation & Brigade Bar and Bistro 
JEAN-CLAUDE BRETON (LAT) Restaurant Manager, Gordon Ramsay Royal Hospital Road 
HENRY BROSI Executive Chef, The Dorchester 
ADAM BYATT Chef Proprietor, Trinity Restaurant 
IDRIS CALDORA MCA Executive Chef, Adopt a School 
TONY CAMERON Lecturer in Culinary Arts, Westminster Kingsway College 
BILLY CAMPBELL Executive Head Chef, DoubleTree by Hilton Glasgow Central 
CLAIRE CLARK MBE MCA Partner, Pretty Sweet 
JOËL CLAUSTRE MCA (LAT) Retail Operations Director, Searcys 
BRIAN CLIVAZ (LAT) Chairman, L’Escargot and Devonshire Club 
MICHAEL COAKER Lecturer in Culinary Arts, University of West London 
PHILIP CORRICK Executive Chef of Clubhouses, Royal Automobile Club 
JOHN COUSINS (LAT) Director, The Food and Beverage Training Company 
WILLIAM CURLEY MCA Patissier & Chocolatier, William Curley 
MARK DODSON Chef Patron, The Mason’s Arms 
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STEVEN DOHERTY MCA Hill Cottage Consultancy  
DAVID M DORRICOTT Founder-Director, i-Chef.biz 
ANTON EDELMANN Co-Founder, i-Chef 
ANDREW FAIRLIE Chef Patron, Andrew Fairlie at Gleneagles 
MARK FLANAGAN MVO Royal Chef & Assistant to The Master, The Royal Household, Buckingham Palace 
PROFESSOR DAVID FOSKETT MBE 
CMA 

Senior Consultant, David Foskett Associates 

CHRISTOPHER GALVIN Chef Patron, Galvin Restaurants 
JEFF GALVIN MCA Chef Patron, Galvin Restaurants 
DIDIER GARNIER  (LAT) Proprietor, Le Colombier 
ANDRÉ GARRETT MCA Executive Head Chef, Clivedon House 
PAUL GAYLER MBE Culinary Chef Consultant, Feedback 
SILVANO GIRALDIN  (LAT) Director, Le Gavroche 
SIMON GIRLING  (LAT) Executive Food & Beverage Operations Manager, The Ritz London 
MARTIN GREEN MCA Head Chef, White’s Club 
HENRY HARRIS Chef Consultant, Harris Vinters 
SARAH HARTNETT Pastry Consultant  
NIGEL HAWORTH Chef Patron & Joint Managing Director, Northcote  
PAUL HEATHCOTE MBE Owner, Heathcote&co 
ALAN HILL Director of Food & Beverage, The Gleneagles Hotel 
PHILIP HOWARD Chef Proprietor, Elystan Street 
GARY JONES Executive Head Chef, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
HYWEL JONES Executive Chef, Lucknam Park Hotel 
ROBERT KIRBY Chef Director, Lexington 
HUBERT LAFORGE  (LAT) Lecturer, University College Birmingham 
MARTIN LAM Chef & Wine Consultant 
TERRENCE LAYBOURNE MBE Chef Director, 21 Hospitality Group 
ROWLEY LEIGH Consultant Chef, The Continental Hong Kong 
RÉMY LYSÉ (LAT) Chief Operating Officer, The Arts Club 
ANTHONY MARSHALL Executive Chef, The Hilton on Park Lane 
DIEGO MASCIAGA MCA (LAT) Director and General Manager, The Waterside Inn 
EDDIE McINTYRE CBE University College Birmingham 
JOHN McMANUS  
DAVID MORGAN-HEWITT Managing Director, The Goring 
MICHAEL NADELL Retired Chef Patron, Nadell Pâtisserie 
MARTYN NAIL Executive Chef, Claridge’s 
MICHAEL NEWTON-YOUNG MCA 
(LAT) 

Managing Director, JMK Classic Catering 

DAVID PITCHFORD Restaurateur, Reads Restaurant with Rooms 
JEROME PONCHELLE MCA  
DEREK QUELCH Executive Chef, Rothschild’s Bank 
SERGIO REBECCHI (LAT) Director, Serenata Hospitality  
ALBERT ROUX OBE CLH CMA MCF Chairman, Chez Roux 
MICHEL ROUX OBE CLH CONM CMA 
MOF 

Retired Chef Patron, The Waterside inn 

DAVID SHARLAND General Manager, Flying Fish Seafood 
JULIE SHARP Technical Advisor UK Academy, Barry Callebaut UK 
RICHARD SHEPHERD CBE FIH Honorary President, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts 
NICHOLAS SHOTTEL (LAT) Brand Director, 21 Hospitality Group 
KEITH STANLEY  MCA Head Chef, Garsons of Esher 
YOLANDE STANLEY MCA Trainer, The Pastry Training Company 
PETER TAYLOR Catering Consultant 
GILES THOMPSON Proprietor, The Earl of March, West Sussex 
CYRUS TODIWALA OBE DL Chef Patron, Café Spice Namaste 
BRIAN J TURNER CBE FIH FCGI President, Royal Academy of Culinary Arts  
ELAINE WATSON MCA (LAT) Food and Beverage Support Services Manager, The Gleneagles Hotel 
JOHN WILLIAMS MBE CMA Executive Chef, The Ritz London 
 
ACADEMICIANS 
The main body of the Academy.  Leading Head Chefs, Pastry Chefs and Restaurant Managers. 
  
IRENE ALLAN Director, Opus Restaurant 
JOHN ARMSTRONG  
ANDREW ASTON Chef Consulatant, ARA Associates 
FRANCES ATKINS Chef / Proprietor, Yorke Arms Ramsgill 
ANDREW BAIRD Head Chef, Longueville Manor Hotel 
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CRAIG BANCROFT (LAT) Managing Director, Northcote  
ALESSIO BASCHERINI (LAT) General Manager, Ceviche Old Street 
MOURAD BEN TEKFA MCA (LAT) Restaurant Director, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
ANDREW BENNETT MBE Hospitality Professionnel, Toque & Blanche 
ADAM BENNETT Chef Director, The Cross at Kenilworth 
HERBERT BERGER Chef Director, Berger Restaurants Ltd 
RICHARD BERTINET Owner, The Bertinet Kitchen and Bakery 
FRANCOIS BERTRAND MCA (LAT)  
THIERRY BILLOT  
ANTHONY BINKS Chef Proprietor, The Barrasford Arms, Northumberland 
ALAN BIRD  
HOWARD BISSET Head Chef, The Royal Automobile Club, Woodcote Park 
GEOFF BOOTH  Hospitality Consultant 
STEFANO BORELLA Pastry Chef/Lecturer, La Cucina Caldesi Cookery School 
HEINRICH BORENIOK Chef Patron/ Director, The Villiage Inn 
NIGEL BOSCHETTI Executive Chef, Grosvenor House Hotel 
ANDREW BOURNE  Chef Director, The Alexandra Court Hotel 
ROY BRETT Chef / Patron, Ondine 
GREGG BROWN Lecturer in Culinary Arts & Apprenticeship Coordinator, University of West London 
GRAHAM BUCHAN Chef/Owner, Cow Shed Restaurant 
MARK BUDD Executive Head Chef, Bovey Castle 
DARRON BUNN Executive Chef, Goodwood Estate 
DARIN CAMPBELL Executive Head Chef, Cromlix House 
JOHN CAMPBELL Chef/Owner, The Woodspeen Restaurant & Cookery School 
LUIGI CAGNIN MCA (LAT) Restaurant Manager, The Ritz Restaurant 
SERGIO CAPPELLO MCA (LAT) Food and Beverage Manager, Park Lane Casino 
STEPHEN CARTER Chef de Cuisine, Boodles 
AMANDINE CHAIGNOT  Executive Chef, The Rosewood Hotel 
DOMINIC CHAPMAN Chef Patron, The Beehive 
JAMES CHAPMAN  
GRAHAM CHATHAM London Executive Chef, Daylesford Organic 
DAMIAN CLISBY Head Chef, Petersham Nurseries  
DAVID COLCOMBE Chef Consultant, Liquid PR  
KENNY COLTMAN Proprietor, Coltman’s 
SHAY COOPER Executive Chef, The Goring Hotel 
PASQUALE COSMAI (LAT) Deputy Food & Beverage Operations Manager, The Ritz 
JAMES COWIE Chef Patron, Captain’s Galley Seafood Restaurant 
ALAN COXON Chef Consultant  
MICHAEL CROFT Chef Consultant 
KATHRYN CUTHBERTSON Head Pastry Chef, Royal Pastry Kitchen 
KEVIN DALGLEISH Executive Chef, The Chester Hotel 
PAUL DANABIE Executive Chef, Belmond British Pullman  
STEPHANE DAVAÍNE (LAT)  
JOHN DAVEY (LAT) Director, John Davey Hospitality Consultancy 
HRISHIKESH DESAI Executive Chef, Gilpin Hotel and Lake House 
MARTIN DOCKETT Chef Patissier / Chief Executive, Rhokett Ltd  
PHILLIP DOUGHERTY (LAT) Owner, Dougherty & Allen Ltd 
DANIEL DOHERTY Executive Chef, Duck & Waffle  
JAVIER DOMINGUEZ SANTOS Head Chef, Rocpool Reserve and Chez Roux Restaurant 
STEVE DRAKE Chef Patron, The Anchor  
DENIS DRAME MCA Executive Chef, The Taste Lab, Classic Fine Foods 
ANDREW DU BOURG Chef Proprietor, The Elderflower 
JOHN ELLIOTT Proprietor, Burchell’s of Old Isleworth 
WILLI ELSENER Managing Director, Bespoke Concepts 
DAVID EVERITT-MATTHIAS Chef Patron, Le Champignon Sauvage 
OLIVIER EYNARD (LAT) Director of International Expansion, The Arts Club 
BRIAN FANTONI Executive Chef, The Westbury 
ANDREW FARQUHARSON MVO (LAT) Household Controller, Northumberland Estates/Alnwick Castle 
TERRY FARR Director, Friends Restaurant 
GARY FARRELLY Head of Academy, Bromley College of Further and Higher Education 
ALESSANDRO FASOLI (LAT)  General Manager, The Woodspeen Restaurant & Cookery School 
DIDIER FELIX (LAT) General Manager, Chester Boyd, The Little Ship Club 
CHERISH FINDEN  
PETER FIORI Executive Chef, Coutts Bank 
TONY FLEMING Executive Chef,  Hotel L’Oscar 
SIMON FOOKS Managing Director, Merchant Taylors’ Catering 
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JEREMY FORD MCA Group Executive Chef, Restaurant Associates / Roux Fine Dining 
GEORG FUCHS Chef Patron, Illtud’s 216 
JUSTIN GALEA  
CLAIRE GALLAGHER Head of Food and Drink Innovation, Bettys and Taylors of Harrogate 
ALLAN GARTH Chef de Cuisine, Horsted Place 
JEAN-MICHEL GAUFFRE Chef Patron, La Garrigue 
STUART GEDDES  (LAT) Hotel Manager, The Goring Hotel 
BRADLEY GENT MCA (LAT) Restaurant Manager, Reads Restaurant with Rooms 
BEN GIELEN Head Chef, The Royal Automobile Club, Pall Mall 
JEAN-LUC GIQUEL (LAT) Group General Manager, The Cinnamon Group 
JAMES GOLDING Chef Director, The Pig Group 
JAMES GRANT Director, No2 Pound Street 
ADAM GRAY Executive Chef, Bourne and Hollingsworth group 
MARK GREGORY MCA Chef Consultant, Co-Owner, Chef Uniforms 
ANDREW HAMER Managing Director and Patron, Wilde Thyme 
JONATHAN HARRISON Chef Patron, Sandpiper Inn 
SHAUN HERBERT House Manager, Royal Liverpool Golf Club 
SHAUN HILL Chef Patron, The Walnut Tree Restaurant, Abergavenny 
MARK HIX Chef Proprietor, Restaurants Etc. Ltd 
JAMES HOLDEN North West Regional Chef, Adopt a School 
MARTIN HOLLIS Executive Chef, The Old Course Hotel 
GRAHAM HORNIGOLD Group Executive Pastry Chef, Hakkasan Group 
SARAH HOWARD Tutor and  Adopt a School Development Chef 
CLIVE HOWE Executive Chef, Garrick Club 
PAUL HUGHES (LAT) General Manager, The Three Chimneys 
TIMOTHY HUGHES Chef Director, Caprice Holdings 
RICHARD HUGHES Chef Proprietor, The Assembly House and Cookery School 
SIMON HULSTONE Executive Chef, Elephant Restaurant 
GARY HUNTER Vice Principal for Hospitality and Adult Learning, Westminster Kingsway  
FRANCK JEANDON Executive Chef, Searcy’s Event 
KAY JOHNSON Group Hospitality & Client Experience Manager, New Care Projects 
MARK JOHNSON  
DEREK JOHNSTONE  
ANDREW JONES Head Chef, Chamberlains 
PROFESSOR PETER JONES MBE Managing Director, Wentworth Jones Limited 
JUDY JOO Executive Chef, Jinjuu Restaurant 
PETER JOYNER Food Development Director, Elior UK 
JAXON KEEDWELL Chef Patron, Chequers Inn, Fingest 
BEN KELLIHER Executive Head Chef, The Rubens hotel and hotel 41 
LAWRENCE KEOGH Executive Head Chef, Old Bengal Warehouse 
SIMON KING (LAT) Operation Director, Gordon Ramsay Group 
EMMANUEL LANDRÉ MCA (LAT) General Manager, Le Gavroche 
MARK LEACH Chef de Cuisine, East India Private Club 
JEREMY LEE Head Chef, Quo Vadis 
DIMITRIS LEIVADAS (LAT) Founder & CEO, Delta Lambda Hospitality 
MARJAN LEŠNIK  
OLIVER LEŠNIK Executive Chef, Devonshire Club 
GIORGIO LOCATELLI Head Chef and Proprietor, Lacanda Locatelli 
RAYMOND LORIMER Chef Director, Catering at your convenience 
STEVE LOVE MCA Owner, Loves Restaurant Consultants  
IAN MANSFIELD Innovation Director, Kerry Foods 
GUILLAUME MARLY General Manager, ME London 
MATTHEW MARSHALL Executive Chef, Sanderson 
COLIN MARTIN Patron, The Old Hill Inn 
MICHAEL MATHIESON Chef Consultant, Chez Roux Restaurants 
LUKE MATTHEWS Executive Chef, Chewton Glen 
BRIAN MAULE Chef / Proprietor, Brian Maule at Chardon d’Or Restaurant 
RON MAXFIELD Business Development Director, First Choice Fruit & Produce Ltd 
VINCENT MENAGER Executive Chef, The Balcon 
KEITH MITCHELL Executive Chef, The Grand 
JAMES MURPHY Executive Chef, The Grand Central Hotel 
ROGER NARBETT MCA The Chequers 
RÉGIS NÉGRIER Head Pastry Chef, The Delaunay 
RAY NEVE Proprietor, The Wharf Restaurant, Bar and Grill  
DAVID NICHOLLS CMA Corporate Director of Food & Beverage, Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group 
MATT NUGENT Executive Chef,  ACC Liverpool 
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SIMON OFFEN (LAT) Chairman Christ Church Associate & Deputy Development Director 
CONOR O'LEARY Hotel Manager, The Gleneagles Hotel 
JULIAN O’NEILL Head Chef, The Perfectionists Café  
NATHAN OUTLAW Chef / Restaurateur, Restaurant Nathan Outlaw 
MARK PAGE Head Chef, The Drapers’ Company 
LEE PATTIE Head Chef, Chez Roux Restaurant, Roxburge Hotel & Golf Course 
JOHN PENN Assistant Dean ‘College of Food’, University College Birmingham 
ALLAN PICKETT Chef Consultant  
RONA PITCHFORD (LAT) Restaurateur, Read’s Restaurant with Rooms 
RALPH PORCIANI General Manager, Trump Turnberry  
GLYNN PURNELL Chef Patron, Purnell’s Restaurant 
BEN PURTON Executive Chef, Lancaster London Hotel 
GILLES QUILLOT Head Chef, The French Embassy 
DANIEL RICHARDSON Head Chef, Hartwell House Hotel 
NEIL RIPPINGTON Dean of the College of Birmingham, University College Birmingham 
CRAIG ROWLAND Executive Chef, Skibo Castle  
IAIN SAMPSON Executive Chef, Dere Street Restaurant 
MARK SARGEANT Chef/Director, Rock Salt, The Smokehouse, Bucket & Spade Ltd 
VITO SCADUTO MCA (LAT) General Manager, The Three Gables 
MARK SCHOLFIELD Executive Manager, The Hurlingham Club  
ASHLEY SHAW General Manager, The Westbury Hotel 
DAVID SIMMS  
VIVEK SINGH Executive Chef and CEO, The Cinnamon Club/Cinnamon Kitchen 
TONY SINGH Chef / TV Host Consultant 
ROSS SNEDDON Executive Pastry Chef, The Balmoral 
DAVID STEEL Executive Chef Sales, Bartlett Mitchell 
RICK STEIN OBE Chef Proprietor, The Seafood Restaurant 
DANIELLE THOMPSON  Managing Director, Hix Restaurants 
TERRY TINTON Head of Hospitality, Culinary Arts, Business and IT, Westminster Kingsway College 
LUKE TIPPING Executive Chef, Simpson’s Restaurant 
BENJAMIN TISH Chef Consultant 
THIERRY TOMASIN MCA (LAT) Proprietor, Angelus Restaurant 
RICHARD TONKS Executive Chef, Brooks 
DEAN TRACEY Consultant, Artisan Consulting 
ANDREW TURNER Head Chef, Alfred Dunhill Club 
PHILIP USHER Group Senior Pastry Chef, Caprice Holdings 
NICK VADIS UK Executive Chef, Compass Group UK & Ireland 
PETER VAUGHAN Executive Chef/Director & Senior Partner, Vaughan's Kitchen Bistro & Cookery 

School 
STEVEN WALPOLE Freelance and Consultant Chef 
GLEN WATSON Managing Director, GW Food Consultancy 
MARC WHITLEY General Manager, Chamberlain’s Restaurant  
SIMON WHITLEY Executive Chef, Petersham Nurseries, Covent Garden 
ESHER WILLIAMS Head of People, Strada and Coppa Club Restaurants 
MICHAEL WOMERSLEY Chef Patron, The Three Lions 
NIKKI WOODS General Manager, UBS AG (Group Corporate Services) 
SIMON YOUNG Executive Chef, Jumeirah Carlton Tower 
RICCARDO ZANETTI (LAT) Executives Support, Tesco Personal Finance 
 
EMERITUS ACADEMICIANS 

Academicians who have retired from a full active role in the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and from their working life. 
 
JORDAN ACCOUCHE (Fellow) Formerly The Connaught 
ERNST BACHMANN (Fellow) Chef Patron, Bachmann’s Patisserie 
ANDREW BAKER (LAT) Retired Club Host, The Sloane Club 
FRANCES BISSELL Consultant Chef and Food Writer 
DR MICHEL BOURDIN (Hon D. Lit) 
OMN CMA (Fellow) 

Retired Chef de Cuisine, The Connaught Hotel 

SAVERIO BUCHICCHIO (LAT) (Fellow)  
STEWART CAMERON Retired Executive Chef de Cuisine, Turnberry Hotel Golf Courses and Spa 
FRANCO CAMPIONI MCA (LAT) 
(Fellow) 

Retired Operations Manager, The Manor House Hotel & Golf Club 

DAVID CHAMBERS (Fellow)  
DONATO COLASANTO MCA (LAT)  
BRIAN COTTERILL (Fellow)  
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ALAIN DESENCLOS (LAT) (Fellow) Ambassador, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 

CHRISTIAN DELTEIL (Fellow) Patron, Maison Gure Lana 
MARTIN DAVIES (Fellow) Retired Chef Consultant 
GEOFF DU FEU Retired Head of Cookery, The Windsor Boys' School 
GRAHAM DUNTON Dawn Foods Ltd 
BERNARD FARAUT Retired Head Chef, Holiday Inn Crown Plaza & Midland Hotel 
BILL FARNSWORTH (Fellow) Consultant 
RÉMY FOUGÈRE (Fellow) Retired Group Executive Chef, Royal Lancaster Hotel 
PATRICK GAILLARD  (LAT)  
BERNARD GAUME CMA (Fellow) Retired Chef de Cuisine, Hyatt Carlton Tower 
MALCOLM GEE Retired Head of Culinary Arts, Thames Valley University 
KEN HOM  
ALAN LAVENDER MBE Formerly Chef to the Prime Minister 
FRANÇOIS HUGUET Retired Private Chef to SAR Prince and Princess Guillaume of Luxembourg 
HENRI LULLIER OMA (Fellow) Retired Chef de Cuisine, The French Embassy 
CHARLES MERCIER  
ROBERT MEY CMA (Fellow) Retired Chef Patissier, Hyatt Carlton Tower 
GUY MOUILLERON CONM (Fellow) Former Chef Patron, Ma Cuisine 
MICHEL PERRAUD MCA MCF (Fellow)  
DAVID PETRIE (LAT) (Fellow) Retired Banqueting Manager, Inn on The Park 
KEITH PODMORE (Fellow) Retired Chef de Cuisine, Boodles 
PIERS POTTINGER  
JEAN QUERO (LAT) (Fellow) Retired Maître d’Hôtel & Private Banqueting, Le Meridien Hotel 
MANUEL SENO (LAT) (Fellow)  
JOACHIM SCHAFHEITLE Retired Senior Lecturer, Bournemouth University 
GERMAIN SCHWAB  
KATE & RICHARD SMITH Formerly The Beetle and Wedge Boathouse 
UWE ZANDER (Fellow) Retired Executive Chef, Kuwait Airlines 
 
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 
Selected suppliers of quality foods, wines, services and equipment. 
 
CHAIRMAN OF THE ASSOCIATES KEN WILKINS CMA 
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF ASSOCIATES GILLIAN THOMSON 
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATES SAM GORDON CLARK CBE 
  
ACT CLEAN  Gillian Thomson, John Stevenson 
ADANDE REFRIGERATION Nigel Bell, Tim Barker, Karl Hodgson 
AGRIMONTANA Enrico Bardini, Simone Gozzetti 
AMEDEI Cecilia Tessieri; Laura King (King’s Fine Foods) 
AUBREY ALLEN Russell Allen, Simon Smith 
THE BALVENIE Alwynne Gwilt, Asmita Singh 
BARRY CALLEBAUT Robert Harrison 
BORD BIA – THE IRISH FOOD BOARD Henry Horkan, David Ruby 
THE BREAD FACTORY Tara Griffin 
CONTINENTAL CHEF SUPPLIES Paul Brown, Steve Roncon, Ian Parsons 
CCE GROUP LTD Ray Costelloe, Andy Wood 
ESSENTIAL CUISINE Nigel Crane, Neil Corlett 
EVOLVE HOSPITALITY RECRUITMENT Ed Vokes, Jo-Mandie Templeton  
FAIRFAX MEADOW Rob Shears, Samuel Russell 
FINCLASS Gordon Hogg 
FOODSPEED Ruby Bawa 
FLYING FISH SEAFOOD John Godden 
FRANKONIA BAKERY Birgit Gunz, Carly Stevenson 
HARVEY & BROCKLESS  Simon Yorke, Flora  Davidson-Houston 
H FORMAN & SON Lance Forman, Lloyd Hardwick 
JAMES KNIGHT OF MAYFAIR Paschal Tiernan, Edward Norton 
JOELSON JD LLP Sheldon Cordell, Niall McCann 
JOHNSONS STALBRIDGE LINEN  Donald Smith, Tim Mayes 
KING’S FINE FOOD Laura King 
LAURENT-PERRIER (UK) David Hesketh, Richard Lewis 
L’UNICO CAFFE MUSETTI Eva Inzani 
McILHENNY COMPANY Carolyn Cavele, Alex Conway 
MALDON CRYSTAL SALT Steve Osborne, Anton Thurgood, Victoria Spencer-Allen 
MOËT HENNESSY (UK) Cory Soutar, Sarah Randall 
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NATOORA Vittorio Maschio, Sarah Holah 
PART & COMPANY Simon Part 
THE RESTAURANT SHOW Clair Bowman, Elizabeth Duncan 
RITTER COURIVAUD Richard Victoria CMA 
SALIX COMMERCIAL KITCHENS Jayson Ball, Rod Cullen 
SEVERN & WYE SMOKERY Dai Francis, Richard Cook 
SPEYSIDE GLENLIVET WATER Mary Drysdale, Anna Drummond 
THE FEDERATION OF QUEBEC MAPLE 
SYRUP PRODUCERS 

Elisabeth Lewis-Jones, Jonathan Perks 

TOWN & COUNTRY FINE FOODS David Bentley, Jerome Dreux, Helen Mason 
WATTS FARMS Ed Gray, Mike Gray 
WELLERS Neil Beck, Matthew Wyatt, Chris Thompson 
W G WHITE Laureline Perraudeau   
WINTERHALTER Stephen Kinkead, Paul Crowley 
WOODS FOOD SERVICE  Darren Labbett 
  
FRIENDS OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF CULINARY ARTS 
A new branch of membership started in 2010 to mark the 30th Anniversary of the Academy. Friends membership is open to those 
who support the philosophy of the Academy and its activities but who are not eligible to join as an Academician. 
 
FRIENDS CHAIRMAN: TONY MURKETT FIH MI 
  
PETER ALLPORT  
NICK APPELL Managing Director, CASNA Group 
RICHARD BALL Chairman, Calcot Manor Health & Leisure Company Ltd 
JULIE BARKER Chair, TUCO (The University Caterers Organisation) 
ANDREW BATCHELOR General Manager, The Landmark Hotel 
WILLY BAUER OBE FIH MI Founder, Gold Service Scholarship 
WILLIAM BAXTER CBE Chairman, Hospitality Action 
SALLY BECK General Manager, Royal Lancaster London 
ABRAHAM BEJERANO Owner, A B Hotels 
JOHN BENNETT CEO, BaxterStorey 
KATIE BENSON General Manager, Jumeirah Carlton Tower 
DAVID BENTLEY Director, Bentley Consulting (UK) Limited 
MICHAEL BONSOR Hotel Manager, Rosewood London 
STUART BOWERY General Manager, Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel 
PAUL BRACKLEY FIH MI General Manager, Shangri-La Hotel at the Shard 
STEVE BRANDWOOD Sales Director, Haygrove Evolution Ltd 
DAVID BROADHEAD Secretary, The Travellers Club 
OLIVER BROWN General Manager, Wivenhoe House Hotel 
KAREN BROWNE Joint CEO, William Murray Communications 
EDWARD BURROWS Managing Director, Barnsdale Lodge Hotel 
MARK CALVER Commercial Director, Hatch Mansfield 
JOHN CHANDRIS  
JANE CHESWORTH Consultant 
ROBERT COLLIER Chairman, Myhotels 
TIM COOKSON Chairman, Acquire Services Ltd 
BOB COTTON OBE  
DAVID COUBROUGH Chairman, The Castle Hotel 
PETER CROME FIH MI Chairman and CEO, The Carnegie Club, Skibo Castle 
DR RICHARD DRAPER Doctor, University of Oxford; Oxshott Medical Practice 
PETER DUCKER Chief Executive, Institute of Hospitality 
CHRISTOPHER DURANT Commercial Director, The Litmus Partnership 
ROSEMARY EARL House Manager, The Sloane Club 
SIMON ESNER Director, WSH 
CIARAN FAHY Chief Executive Officer, Ellerman Hotel Company 
ROLAND FASEL Chief Operating Officer, AMAN Hotels 
JUDY GARDNER Owner, Eckington Manor 
GEOFFREY GELARDI Managing Director, The Lanesborough 
SAM GORDON CLARK CBE  
JEREMY GORING Owner, The Goring 
BOB GRAINGER Past Master, The Worshipful Company of Cooks 
PETER HANCOCK Chief Executive, Pride of Britain Hotels 
TIM HARPER Head of Hospitality, WWRD UK Ltd 
GEOFFREY HARRISON Chairman, Harrison Catering Services Ltd 
SIR GARRY HAWKES Edge Foundation 
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PAUL HERBAGE MBE Past Master, The Worshipful Company of Cooks 
ROBIN HUTSON Chairman & CEO, Lime Wood Group & Home Grown Hotels 
PAUL JACKSON General Manager, Claridge’s 
ALISON JEE Director, Alison Jee Associates 
PROFESSOR KEYU JIN Lecturer in Economics, London School of Economics 
PROFESSOR PETER JOHN Vice-Chancellor, University of West London 
STUART JOHNSON FIH MI General Manager, Rocco Forte Shanghai  
SIR ANTHONY JOLIFFE GBE DL Joliffe International 
TIM JONES Chairman, CH&Co 
GEORGE KENNEDY CBE  
JUDY KERSHAW  
PETER KERSHAW Chairman, Cre8tive 
BRUCE KESTERTON Chief Executive, Thomas Miller 
JEREMY KING OBE Joint Chief Executive, Corbin & King 
LAURA KING Managing Director, King’s Fine Foods 
TOBY KING  
THOMAS KOCHS Managing Director , Corinthia Hotel London 
JAN-PAUL KROESE General Manager, Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons 
BRUCE LANGLANDS Director of Foods & Restaurants, Selfridges  
VIC LAWS MBE Director, AVL Consultancy Limited 
PETER LEDERER CBE FIH MI  
ANTHONY LEE Club Secretary and Chief Executive, The In & Out (Naval and Military Club) 
JAMES R LEE  
DAVID LEVIN  
LYNNE LEVIN Levin Wines 
RENEE LLAMBIAS RACA and Adopt a School Supporter 
PAULINE LINIERES-HARTLEY The Steward, Christ Church 
ANDREW LOVE Deputy Chairman, The Ritz London 
JOHN LOVELL Managing Director, Lovell Consulting 
SIR FRANCIS MACKAY Grayson’s Restaurants 
ANDREW MCKENZIE Managing Director, The Vineyard Group 
LADY MILLER RACA and Adopt a School Supporter 
IAN MITCHELL Chairman, Bartlett Mitchell 
ALAN MONTAGUE-DENNIS Director Prestige Sales, Mentzendorff & Co 
STEPHEN MOSS CBE Chairman, The Springboard Charity 
FREDERICK MOSTERT The Truffleman 
TONY MURKETT FIH MI Managing Director, The Sloane Club 
ANITA MURRAY Joint CEO, William Murray 
HARRY MURRAY MBE FIH MI Chairman, Lucknam Park Hotel 
MICHAEL NASH Managing Director, Sedley Place 
PHILIP NEWMAN-HALL Advisor and Consultant, PNH Hotelier 
SIMON NUMPHUD Director of Sales, PSL 
KEVIN OAKES Chief Executive, Royal Crown Derby 
BOB VAN DEN OORD Managing Director, The Langham London 
TOM ORCHARD General Manager, Metropolitan by COMO 
RAMON PAJARES OBE FIH MI  
CHARLIE PARKER General Manager, Four Seasons Hotel Hampshire 
ROBERT PEEL Owner, Peel Hotel 
CHRISTOPHER PENN Founder, SteelBMB 
DANIEL PEREIRA Chief Operating Officer, Royal Automobile Club 
DR ANNE PIERCE MBE Chief Executive Officer, The Springboard Charity 
DAVID PILCHER Consultant, Claygate Consulting Limited 
BEVERLEY PUXLEY MBA FIH Consultant 
CHRISTOPHER RAWSTRON Vice President Operations-Asset Management, Westmont Hospitality Group 
MATTHEW RIVETT Secretary and Chief Executive, Oriental Club 
JAMES ROBERTS Foodservice Sales Manager, Danish Crown UK Ltd 
TRACEY ROGERS  
DAVID RUGG Chairman, Christie + Co 
DAVID SELFE Head of Finance, The East India Club 
CHRIS SHEPPARDSON Founder/Managing Director, Chess Executive 
CHRIS SIMMS Executive Head Chef, Christ Church 
BRIAN SMITH Owner, A Taste Of… 
KENNETH SPEIRS Hotel Director, Lime Wood 
DIANA SPELLMAN Managing Director, Partners in Purchasing 
SIR JOHN SPURLING  
RICHARD STANES RACA and Adopt a School Supporter 
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ANDREW STEMBRIDGE Managing Director, Chewton Glen Hotel and Cliveden House 
BEN STEVENS Finance Director, British American Tobacco 
ALASTAIR STOREY Chairman and CEO, BaxterStorey 
MIKE SUNLEY Chief Executive Officer, Lexington Catering 
DAVID TAYLOR Chief Operating Officer, Project 1898 
JOANNE TAYLOR-STAGG General Manager, The Trafalgar Hotel 
RICHARD TEAR  
ALISTAIR TELFER Club Secretary, Oxford and Cambridge Club 
ANGUS THIRLWELL Co-Founder & CEO, Hotel Chocolat 
STEPHEN TOON Club Secretary, Sunningdale Golf Club 
EWAN VENTERS Chief Executive, Fortnum and Mason 
MICHAEL VOIGT General Manager, L’Oscar London 
IQBAL WAHHAB OBE Founder, Roast  
PATRICIA, LADY WATSON RACA and Adopt a School Supporter 
SEAN WHEELER Director of People Development, Project 1898 
KEN WILKINS CMA  
MARTY WIKSTROM Director, Fortnum and Mason 
 

IN MEMORIAM 

Julien Martell 1983 Patrick Forbes 1989 Roger Chant 1990 

John Calas 1991 Jacques Viney 1991 Sir Hugh Wontner 1992 

Eugène Käufeler 1993 Stanley Finch 1994 Josef Lanser 1996 

Jean Clémaron 1997 Rory Kennedy 1997 Francis Coulson MBE 1998 

Louis Virot 2001 Alec Howes 2001 Brian Sack MBE 2002 

Ian Ironside 2002 Richard Garrett 2002 Arthur Simms 2003 

Gilbert Lefèvre 2004 Giles Shepard CBE 2006 Jeremy Downer 2006 

Emile Lefebvre CONM OMA 2007 Shaun Gilmore 2008 Peter Kromberg 2008 

David Lyell 2009 Martin Wilson 2009 Jean Bellavita 2009 

Peter Chandler 2009 Luigi Zambon 2009 Georges Piotet 2010 

Douglas Llambias 2010 Professor John Huber 2012 Chris Purslow FIEH 2012 

André Durand conm oma (Fellow) 2013 Christian Heppe 2016 Sir Simon Watson Bt 2016 

Richard Brookes Bell 2016 Jean Quero 2016 John King  2016 

Victor Ceserani MBE MBA CPA FIH 2017 Dr Roy Ackerman CBE 2017   

 
Footnote:- 
 
ACF Association Culinaire Française MBE Member of the British Empire 

CBE Commander of the British Empire MCF Maître Cuisinier de France 

CCEF Conseiller du Commerce Extèrieur de la France MOF Meilleur Ouvrier de France 

CLH Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur MCA Master of Culinary Arts (formerly MOGB) 

CMA Chevalier de l’Ordre du Mérite Agricole MOGB Meilleur Ouvrier de Grande Bretagne 

CONM Chevalier de l’Ordre Nationale du Mérite OBE Officer of the British Empire 

CPA Chevalier de l’Ordre des Palmes Académiques OLH Officier de la Légion d’Honneur 

CVO Commander of the Royal Victorian Order OMA Officier de l’Ordre du Mérite Agricole 

LAT Les Arts de la Table OMC Officier du Mérite Civic 

LVO Lieutenant of the Royal Victorian Order ONM Officier de l’Ordre National du mérite 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

BACKGROUND 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts’ Adopt a School Trust, which incorporates Chefs 
Adopt a School and Hospitality in Schools, is a national charity delivering holistic food 
education in schools. Founded in 1990, the Adopt a School programme reaches over 
15,000 children every year.  
 
Our passion and expertise will always lie in food education, training, and careers 
opportunities for young people in the hospitality industry. Adopt a School was initially 
aimed at secondary school children to further develop their practical cookery schools 

and to optimise the attraction of hospitality and cooking as a career. However, targeting this age group was, it 
turned out, too late, as evidenced by uninterested students affected by a total lack of knowledge about food and 
cooking – and the industry. There was obviously a real need for food education and practical cookery and it was 
clear that it was needed much earlier than secondary level.  Thus the target age was reduced. 
 
The Adopt School programme has been developed to have greatest impact and appeal amongst children aged 7-
11. It teaches crucial practical cookery skills and helps children to understand the link between food, health and the 
environment. Children learn about food provenance and growing, food preparation and hygiene, sustainable and 
healthy eating, nutrition and the importance of eating together. And for many, the Adopt a School sessions 
provide a first insight into the many varied career options offered by the hospitality industry.  
 

WHY ADOPT A SCHOOL? 
What makes Adopt a School different from other food education programmes? The unique 
ingredient is a programme delivered by professional chefs and highly trained hospitality 
professionals. Not only are they able to impart their knowledge and extensive experience, 
they ignite children’s enthusiasm and interest in food and the hospitality industry. Our 
sessions are designed to take place in classrooms as the majority of primary schools do not 
have teaching kitchens or food rooms. 
 
The Adopt a School programme gives children the opportunity to develop the knowledge 
and skills to cook, choose and eat healthy, tasty, sustainable food. Through the taste and 
sensory, and practical, sessions the children are encouraged to reconnect with food. Understanding the impact 
food has on health and the environment is key to tackling diet related illnesses and helping to create a sustainable 
food system.  
 
The front of house sessions, delivered by hospitality professionals,  aim to raise confidence and aspirations by 
enabling children to see the value of good presentation, communication and social skills, as well as recognising the 
importance of sitting down and enjoying food together.  
 

The Adopt a School programme showcases how food can be embedded across the curriculum 
to deliver numeracy and literacy, language and literature, history and geography, maths and 
science. The programme has witnessed countless children who, reluctant to learn, have 
developed significantly with the aid of food and cookery as a vehicle for delivery of the other 
subjects. The programme encourages a ‘whole school’ approach to food, which, by working in 
partnership with teachers, school cooks and parents, entrenches healthy eating messages into 
all aspects of the school curriculum and beyond. 

 
HOW DOES IT WORK?  
Each session lasts for approximately an hour and are devised specifically to take place within the classroom. These 
work on both practical and theoretical levels - learning by doing - using taste and sensory sessions; knife skills for 
vegetable and fruit preparation; the journey of wheat to actual bread making; table etiquette; farm visits and 
growing. Each lesson is underpinned by basic hygiene rules, healthy eating and nutrition based around seasonal 
food and the five food groups. Fun is a key driver!  
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Among a whole range of sessions, typical hour long classes include: 
 

 Taste and Sensory – This session encourages children to familiarise themselves with food by introducing 
foods by seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and tasting a baguette, before identifying the four tastes.  
Different coloured jellies are used for children to discover more tastes. Provenance and healthy eating is the 
key message with a focus on the importance of a balanced diet and the risks of too much salt and sugar. 
 

 Practical – This looks at identifying different fruits and vegetables, where they come 
from and how they are grown. Students then create a salad using different varieties. 
Children are taught knife skills and how to use the “bridge and claw” techniques 
while again emphasising provenance and healthy eating. This also provides an 
opportunity to cover numeracy by cutting ingredients into specific shapes and sizes.    
 

 Bread making - The third session is about where bread comes from, how wheat is grown, harvested and 
milled into flour. Children then make the bread. As there is usually not time nor the facilities within schools, 
children take the proved bread home to bake, which helps to ensure that the whole family is involved.  
 

 Front of House - Children learn how to use a knife and fork correctly, how to set a table and children 
participate in role-play activities set within “a restaurant”; they learn how to take orders and serve bread 
and water. This session enhances social and interactive skills. 
 

 Chef on the Farm - are passionately encouraged. Children experience first-hand the 
journey of ‘field to fork’, as they meet the farmer who gives them a guided tour of the 
farm. They then source their own produce to cook with e.g. mint and parsley from the 
farm to cook lamb burgers. An Adopt a School chef then delivers a practical cookery 
session and the students sit down and eat together. 

During every session we re-cap on the previous content to reinforce learning. 
 
Regular training days are delivered by our small Adopt a School team to ensure that our Academicians and their 
staff are confident about going into schools and taking part in the programme. For this we thank University of 
West London, Westminster Kingsway College, University College Birmingham, Brigade Bar & Bistro, the Albert 
Roux Kitchen in Inverness and the Cairngorms. 
 

STRATEGIC FIT 
Adopt a School works with many thousands of children across the UK every year and aims to reach the most 
disadvantaged families and address health inequalities by focusing on primary schools with a higher than average 
proportion of pupils eligible for free school meals. Many other areas of children’s education are also included: 
secondary, colleges, special education needs, pupil referral units and hospital schools. Our hands-on approach can, 
and does, make a difference to children’s lives.  
 
We are very proud of our achievements, but working to help deliver good quality food education in schools is as 
important now as ever before. In September 2014, practical cookery and food education became compulsory in 
the national curriculum for pupils aged 5 - 14 years, and the recent publication of the Government’s Obesity Plan 
further reinforces the vital role schools have in supporting healthier eating and shaping healthy habits. But despite 
this, many children are still not receiving the food education and essential cookery skills that they so desperately 
need. Whilst there might be a willingness amongst teachers to deliver mandatory food education, we know from 
experience, and also our long waiting list, that many lack the confidence, ability and resources to do so. 
 
“Adopt a School has given St George’s pupils a real opportunity to develop their cooking and nutrition knowledge. 
The expertise of professional chefs has ensured that the children have completed the National Curriculum 
expectations for Design & Technology. Without the support of Adopt a School this would have been harder to 
achieve. Schools enjoy cooking with their pupils but do not always have the necessary resources or expertise to ensure 
this happens regularly or to the level required. Adopt a School certainly supports schools with this. Besides enhancing 
pupils’ academic achievement, the Adopt a school programme has supported our pupils’ wellbeing through 
confidence building, social interaction and team building. I would certainly support the programme being rolled out 
across all schools.” 
 
Mrs Judith Standing, Headteacher, St George׳s Hanover Square Primary School 
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COLLABORATION   
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts was part of the original School Food Plan Expert Panel, supporting Henry 
Dimbleby and John Vincent to develop the School Food Plan. In April 2016, when funding for the School Food Plan 
came to an end, the School Food Plan Alliance was established to bring together leading organisations with an 
interest in school food and food education. The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is part of the Alliance which 
continues to support schools to adopt a whole school approach to food and create a culture and ethos of healthy 
eating. Adopt a School continues to collaborate with FACE (Farming and Countryside Education) and the NFU 
(National Farmers’ Union) on the ‘Chef on the Farm’ visits in the Midlands and London. Adopt a School also 
supports FACE’s Countryside Classroom initiative which brings together many  like-minded organisations with a 
focus on connecting schools with food, farming and the natural environment. We are also collaborating with a 
number of other food education charities including Trees for Cities and School Food Matters. 
 

FUNDERS AND SPONSORS 
The work we do is only made possible by the generous support of our funders and sponsors - we do not receive 
any government funding.  
 
We are forever grateful to the Worshipful Company of Cooks and the Savoy Educational Trust for their enduring 
support and to the Garfield Weston Foundation for their support over the last year.  
 
We would also like to extend out thanks to the City of Liverpool College and The University of West London. The 
City of Liverpool College continues to partially fund James Holden to deliver AAS pyramid sessions at schools in 
Liverpool and across the North West and the University of West London is funding Ashley Marsh to deliver Adopt 
a School in London and the South East for 2.5 days a week. This funding and support is key to enabling us to reach 
more children across the country. 
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ADOPT A SCHOOL WHO’S WHO 
TRUSTEES     

     
Sam Gordon-Clark  

CBE 
Trustee 

(Chairman) 

 Sara Jayne Stanes 
OBE 

Chief Executive and 
Trustee 

Amanda Afiya 
Trustee 

Myles Bremner 
Trustee 

Richard Dunne 
Trustee 

 

    

 

Frederick Mostert 
Trustee  

 Richard Shepherd CBE 
Trustee 

Brian J. Turner CBE 
Trustee 

John Williams MBE 
Trustee  

 
 

ADOPT A SCHOOL TEAM 
Through generous sponsorship grants and the ever turning fundraising treadmill, Adopt a School 
maintains a small team of staff, led by Sara Jayne Stanes. The team comprises Idris Caldora MCA, James 
Holden, Ashley Marsh, Sarah Howard, Helena Houghton, Alexandra Webster and Gemma Hopwood.  

 

     
Sara Jayne Stanes 

OBE 
Chief Executive and 

Trustee 

Idris Caldora MCA 
AAS Executive Chef 

Lecturer 

James Holden 
North West AAS  

Chef Lecturer 

Ashley Marsh 
Chef Lecturer London 

& South East 

Sarah Howard 
AAS Development 

Chef  

   

  

Helena Houghton 
AAS Programme 

Manager 

Gemma Hopwood 
AAS Programme 

Manager 

Alexandra Webster 
AAS Fundraising 

Director 

  

 

However, a ‘who’s who’ of Adopt a School would not be complete without the members of the Royal Academy of 
Culinary Arts, and trained hospitality professionals, who voluntarily give their time to Adopt a School. Please see 
later for a full breakdown of Academicians and others delivering Adopt a School across the country.  
 
The Adopt a School team and our volunteer army will continue to work tirelessly to ensure that all children have 
the opportunity to develop the knowledge and skills to cook, choose and eat healthy, tasty, sustainable food. 
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IDRIS CALDORA MCA, AAS EXECUTIVE CHEF (BASED IN THE WEST MIDLANDS) 
 
I cannot believe how time has flown since my last AGM report. I was reflecting back over the past year on where 
our activities have taken us. That prompted me to look at my previous diaries which are stacked in my cupboard - 
twelve in total - which obviously represents one for each year I have been working for Adopt a School. These 
diaries are also a record of the countless schools and sessions we have been involved with, the different 
organisations we have met and worked with, the diversity of our activities to children from all walks of life: from 
schools to hospitals, secure units, clubs, festivals, community working groups, life skill sessions for individuals who 
have disabilities, elite athletes who represent Great Britain and the list goes on. The one thing that cements, and 
stands out from, everything we do, is the joy, fun and happiness through meaningful learning that the children 
display from our activities.  
 
I was asked recently, “What is the biggest challenge I encounter on a daily basis?” My response was Funding. This 
remains a major issue and often we have to charge for our sessions which has had an impact on the amount of 
sessions we are delivering. Unfortunately not all schools are able or willing to pay, but those that do really value 
our work and we always receive very positive feedback.   
 
St George’s Hanover Square Primary School – Pilot Curriculum programme 
The pupils at St George’s are now in their final year of a six year Pilot Curriculum 
programme. At the end of this academic year, the 30 children I have been working 
with will have received 18 session ranging from taste and sensory to practical 
activities in preparing healthy dishes, planting in the school garden and nurturing 
the plants through to harvesting the vegetables.  This year the children have also 
been using their IT skills to research information about locally grown produce and 
the meaning of organic, sustainability, regional dishes and ingredients.  
 
The final session will take place on July 11th and will be a celebration of the children’s learning over the last six 
years. They will create a two course lunch that will be served to their parents.  
 
Snapshot of adopted schools 
We are still working with St Mary’s in Battersea, London, which has students with over 50 nationalities many of 
whom speak English as an additional language.  I have also regularly worked with St. Matthew’s Primary School in 
Cambridge, Halesowen Primary School in Dudley, Sidemoor Primary School in Bromsgrove and Coombe Road 
Primary in Brighton. At all schools, we use our practical activities to ask students to identify and write down the 
ingredients and we include numeracy and fractions in the preparation of the dish as well as focusing on their knife 
skills. 
 
University of Birmingham Sport – Elite Athletes 
During 2016/17, I have delivered four sessions to elite athletes at the University of Birmingham Sport. Some of 
these athletes have represented GB in the Olympics. The purpose of the sessions is to highlight the importance of 
diet in relation to their chosen sport and develop the knowledge and practical skills to prepare healthy dishes for 
optimum sports nutrition.    
 
French Embassy Schools 

Following on from the successful launch of National Adopt a School Week at the 
Ambassador’s Residence, we have partnered with the French Embassy to deliver the Adopt 
a School programme in five French schools and five English schools in London. The aim of 
the partnership is to share language and culture through food, delivered in the Adopt a 
School way.  
 
In November 2016, Sarah Howard and I delivered a bespoke training session to thirteen 
chefs (invited by the French Embassy) at the Institut Français. A number of chefs taking part 
in the training have now adopted English schools.  
 

I have been working with Year 4 children at the Lycee International de Londres Winston Churchill and have 
delivered a taste and sensory plus a practical to promote breakfast. The aim of the breakfast practical was to 
reinforce the importance of having a good well-balanced healthy breakfast.   
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Training 
We have held a number of training seminars for our Academicians and Associate members over the past year, as 
well as bespoke training sessions for companies including Harrisons Catering. All seminars have been well 
attended and we are confident that Academicians are getting behind the Adopt a School programme and have 
seen the value it holds in giving young children the opportunity, not only to work with leading professionals, but 
to inspire and to teach children about food, food education and cooking as a life skill. 
 
Worshipful Company of Cooks - Echoes across the Century 
I was invited by the Worshipful Company of Cooks to take part in Echoes, a project which 
aims to engage students with the heritage of the City Livery Companies. Echoes is an art-
based project inspiring London school students to discover the stories behind-the scenes 
of WW1 and then to reveal what they have learnt in art work, alongside Heritage Artist 
Jane Churchill. A number of Livery Companies have worked with the project allowing 
students to engage with trades that would have been familiar to WW1 soldiers, and to 
understand something of the circumstances that WW1 soldiers would have experienced.  
 
Each stage of the project has taken a heritage object from WW1 as its starting point. The Worshipful Company of 
Cooks joined with the Worshipful Company of Bakers to produce a WW1 food experiences based around the Soyer 
field stove.  We worked with 30 teachers and students from Highbury Fields School and Brecknock Primary School, 
to deliver a field cooking experience. 
 
As well as the above activity, we have been specifically funded to deliver the following projects:  

 
Dream Fund Edible Playground Project 
 
We are coming to the end of the two year Edible Playgrounds project funded by 
Postcode Lottery’s Dream Fund (£12,000). Ten Edible Playgrounds have been 
created at schools in London, Reading, Leeds, Manchester and Liverpool. I have 
worked with 6 schools who have consistently rated the sessions as “providing a 
high amount of value”. We are now working with Trees for Cities on a new funding 
bid for a 3 year project.  

 
 
Barts Health NHS Trust  
In 2015, Barts Health NHS Trust funded four Adopt a School sessions for eight schools in Tower Hamlets, Newham 
and Waltham Forest (£19,320). The project ended in July 2016 and received excellent feedback.  Barts NHS Trust 
was keen to re-run the programme and, together, we submitted a proposal to Barts Charity for funding (Barts 
Health NHS Trust are currently in financial special measures and therefore unable to fund it themselves). 
Unfortunately the application was rejected by Barts Charity on the basis that ‘nutrition education is already part of 
the school curriculum’.  
 
Whilst cooking and nutrition became a compulsory element of the design and technology curriculum in 2014 (until 
the end of Key Stage 3), this is not reflected in practise. Our experience has found that many primary schools 
struggle to deliver it. See later for an update on the delivery of food education in schools including the Food A-
Level. 
 
The next step is to ascertain how the Adopt a School programme can be developed to better meet Barts Charity’s 
grant requirements (e.g. community health initiatives, working with hospital catering teams, food in recovery.)  

 
Wandsworth Project 
In September 2016, Wandsworth Council funded (£5,000) Adopt a School sessions in five schools in the Battersea 
area of Wandsworth, a particularly deprived area of the borough with a higher than average level of child obesity. 
I have now delivered all fifteen sessions to 210 children and we will shortly be undertaking an evaluation of the 
project.  
 
Michael Marsh Charitable Trust 
Our recent application to the Michael Marsh Charitable Trust was successful and we have received £3,200 to 
deliver three Chef on the Farm sessions for three schools in Coventry and Worcestershire. Together with FACE 
(Farming and Countryside Education), we will be delivering the sessions to 90 children.  
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The Band Trust 
We are thrilled to have recently received £10,000 of funding from The Band Trust. This funding will be apportioned 
between Chef on the Farm sessions and Adopt a School sessions, starting in the new academic year (September 
2017). I will be leading the delivery of the Chef on the Farm sessions with schools in the Midlands. 
 
South Gloucestershire Project – Choices 4 U 
Over the past year, I have been holding meetings with Elizabeth Le Breton, Specialist Health Improvement 
Practitioner (Nutrition), Department for Children, Adults and Health Public Health and Wellbeing Division. We have 
just secured funding (£3650) from South Gloucestershire Council to deliver practical cooking sessions to people 
with learning difficulties.  
 
Choices 4 U provide day opportunities for people with learning difficulties from the age of 16. Support is adapted 
that enables people with learning difficulties become more connected to their community, achieve learning and 
employment aspirations and access meaningful social and leisure interests that promote good health and 
wellbeing and can enable people lead a fulfilling life. 
 
The project aims to bring Adopt a School into South Gloucestershire, to tackle specific health inequalities, such as 
obesity, and also the lack of knowledge about food and healthy eating. It will build on the great work that Choices 
4 U is currently doing around healthy living for people with learning difficulties in South Gloucestershire  
 
It will help to provide inspiration to people with learning disabilities, to increase their skills for independence, and 
importantly improve engagement with carers and families through a food ‘celebration’ to showcase the skills 
people have learnt. 
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ADOPT A SCHOOL PILOT FOOD EDUCATION CURRICULUM (2011-2017) 
 
We are now in the final year of the Adopt a School 6-year Pilot Curriculum which has followed the same 30 
children from Year 1 to Year 6 and consists of 3x 1 hour sessions per year. The pilot takes place at St. George’s 
Hanover Square Primary School, Westminster. St George’s is the first school we adopted back in 1990, when 
Adopt a School began. 
 
Since the pilot launched in September 2011, practical cookery and food 
education has become compulsory on the curriculum for children up to Year 9. 
However, there is a question about what is being delivered in schools. Our 
experience has found that many schools lack the knowledge, skills and resource 
to effectively deliver food education. It therefore remains vitally important to 
directly demonstrate the positive impact food education and a whole school 
approach to food has on children's outcomes.  
 
The positive impact of the pilot curriculum on pupils’ health, wellbeing and academic attainment is highlighted by 
St George’s Headteacher, Judith Standing, and further reinforced by the children. 
 
“Adopt a School has given St George’s pupils a real opportunity to develop their cooking and nutrition knowledge. 
The expertise of professional chefs has ensured that the children have completed the National Curriculum 
expectations for Design & Technology. Without the support of Adopt a School this would have been harder to 
achieve. Schools enjoy cooking with their pupils but do not always have the necessary resources or expertise to 
ensure this happens regularly or to the level required. Adopt a School certainly supports schools with this. Besides 
enhancing pupils’ academic achievement (Food Technology, Maths, English, Science, etc), the Adopt a school 
programme has supported our pupils’ wellbeing through confidence building, social interaction and team building. 
I would certainly support the programme being rolled out across all schools.” 
Judith Standing, Headtecher, St George’s Hanover Square Primary School. 

 
 
“Thanks to adopt a school we know how to properly handle knives as we chop fruit and vegetables and they have 
taught us how to eat healthily. We know how to make a healthy meal and actually enjoy it!”  
Keira, Year 6, St George’s Hanover Square Primary School 

 
 

“I have always enjoyed Mr Caldora coming in to teach us. I wouldn’t have got into cooking without him. I now 
know how to cook lots of different food and how to cut and prepare food. I always get really excited when I hear 
that he is coming to cook with us.”  
Lilia, Year 6, St George’s Hanover Square Primary School 
 

 
“Before I met Mr Caldora I didn’t like food, but now I do”  
Johnny, Year 6, St George’s Hanover Square Primary School 
 
 

A brief overview of the sessions that have taken place over the last six years:   
 
YEAR 1 SESSIONS 
Session 1 21/9/11: Taste and Sensory: basic hygiene, importance of five senses and four tastes. Session time: 25 
minutes. 
Session 2 26/1/12: Re-cap on all aspects of the first session, then we did a vegetable and herb identification process. 
The children also had the opportunity to sample all of the items discussed. Session time: 40 minutes. 
Session 3 25/5/12: Re-cap on the two previous sessions, followed by fruit and vegetable identification with an 
emphasis on growing provenance. We then sampled the vegetables with accompanied dips. The children then 
made a fruit salad incorporating knife skills. Session time: 60 minutes. 
 
YEAR 2 SESSIONS 
Session 4 9/11/12: Re-cap on the three previous sessions. Bread making with children 
taking their bread home to bake with their parents.  
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Session 5 26/2/13:  Re-cap on the previous session. This session was constructed in consultation with the class 
teacher, Fiona McLoughlin, as it has a theoretical advancement on the theme of bread.  
 
Session 6 12//6/13: This session today was based on making a healthy sandwich, using organic wholemeal sliced 
bread, a choice of spreads, butter or mayonnaise, sliced cheddar cheese, sliced tomatoes, sliced cucumber, little 
gem leaves and finely sliced red onion. The skills used were: spreading of the butter or mayonnaise, slicing the 
cucumber and tomato, and layering the ingredients in a way that the sandwich would not fall apart. 
 
YEAR 3 SESSIONS 
Session 7: 13/06/14 
Task: Minestrone soup 
 
Idris ran through the ingredients and the students wrote them down. They recognised the carrot and celery but 
the courgette was misidentified as cucumber and the leek received various guesses. The Minestrone Soup recipe 
was displayed and the class read it aloud. It included, as well as the vegetables, tomato puree, broad beans and 
pearl barley.  

 
The children remembered the name for the “bridge and claw” method, but could not 
demonstrate this very well. The level of motor skills when it came to chopping and 
holding the vegetables was hugely varied across the year group. The children were 
also tasked with shelling peas and broad beans; an activity which some found tricky. 
Idris took them through the smell and texture of the inside and outside of the bean 
which the children absolutely adored.  
 

Idris gathered all the ingredients and put them in his pressure cooker explaining the difference between cooking 
in a pan and the speeded up process of using the pressure cooker. Idris also highlighted that when using a normal 
pan, a certain amount of vitamins and minerals could escape but they were held in with the pressure cooker.  
 
Session 8: 13/06/14 
Task: Healthy Salad 
 
 Idris ran through the ingredients: celery, carrots but no-one could identify the 
lettuce as little gem and the potatoes as Jersey Royals. Idris then recapped the 
”bridge and claw” method and demonstrated how to correctly chop a red pepper 
and a spring onion with the help of the computer visuals at the front of the class. 
Idris tested the students’ mathematics skills when asking them to chop the 
potatoes and grapes into different sizes and pieces. Some struggled while some 
were over-enthusiastic and Idris had to remind the children to be careful when 
passing knives around.   
 
It’s really encouraging to hear that some of the children are now cooking at home making risotto and soup, 
spaghetti Bolognese, and so forth. They all enthused about the session and when Idris asked them what they liked 
about the session and why it was important to eat salad, they replied that it is a tasty, colourful and healthy meal 
option. 
 
Session 9: 20/06/14 
Task: Tomato and mozzarella flan. 
 
Idris ran through the ingredients: oregano, basil, tomatoes, mozzarella and some prepared dough. Idris asked the 
children to name some different types of pastry and explained that they were using puff pastry today. He then 
explained that traditionally buffalo milk is used to produce mozzarella but now cow’s milk is often used. He also 
explained that the rennet found in mozzarella is found in a calf’s stomach, but you can also obtain vegetable 
based rennet. Idris then proceeded to explain how puff pastry is made, with many layers. He then asked the 
children to roll out their piece of puff pastry dough and turn to a quarter edge. Some of them struggled with the 
rolling technique. On the pastry base a tomato base was added with the oregano, the tomato was layered, and 
then the mozzarella and basil were interspersed between the layers. Finally instructions were left on how to bake 
the flan in the oven, which the children would do at home thus encouraging the children to continue the process 
with their families. 
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YEAR 4 SESSIONS  
Session 10: 20/11/14 
Task: To visit the kitchens at the Dorchester Hotel, Park Lane. 
 
Everyone walked over to the Dorchester together and the students were split 
into two groups and shown around the kitchens by the sous chefs. The students 
saw the pastry section, the pantry and the banqueting sections. The children 
were impressed by the scale of the kitchen as well as the equipment such as the 
industrial whisk and the ovens. Henry Brosi, Executive Chef, came out to meet 
the students and they asked the questions they had prepared: why did you 
become a chef? What is the worst thing about being a chef? What would you 
have been if you weren’t a chef? What is the most popular dish you make? Do 
you taste the dishes you serve? The students seemed very interested and 
engaged. When the students returned to school, Idris asked the students what they remember seeing on their 
tour of the kitchen. They remembered the pastry section, the cakes, the huge number of sandwiches, the big 
bowls of sauces, the ovens the size of two men etc. From their answers, it was clear that the visit had had an 
impact.  
 
Session 11a: 13/2/15 
Task: To research vegetables that can be planted over the next few months in time to harvest in July. 
 
This session was about using IT skills to collate information on vegetables. The students had 15 different types of 
vegetables and were split into 5 groups, with each group gathering information on 3 vegetables. They had to log 
on to the Royal Paddocks Allotments website to use a brilliant page covering the following questions: Name of the 
vegetable?  When to plant it? Where to plant it? In what? When to harvest? 
 
The children did a great job and were very engaged and excited at the prospect of growing vegetables in order to 
harvest them in July and cook with them.  
 
Session 11b: 16/4/15 
Task: To plant vegetables that will be ready in time to harvest in July. 
 
Today’s activity was all about planting and growing building on the online research. 
Idris firstly explained the different types of pots and containers and also the different 
types of composts and why they are needed for germination and growing. The 
students then identified the plants that have already germinated: sweet peppers, 
peas, carrots and onions. Then Idris explained what type of seeds are going to be used 
to germinate in the propagator: radishes, pak choi, spinach, Tom Thumb lettuce and 
rocket. The class was then split up so they could get planting. Every child wore 
disposable gloves while they were handling the composts and containers.  
 
Session 12: 16/7/15   
Task: To harvest the vegetables 
 
Harvest day today. Out of the 9 varieties that were planted only the peas, carrots and onions survived. The rest 
could not avoid the football, the overwatering, theft and sabotage. In anticipation, Idris purchased items to 
replace what was needed for the salad. The carrots and peas were eaten raw so the children could taste what it 
was like to taste something that just came out of the ground. The students also tasted raw and cooked broad 
beans and cooked carrot and they then made a salad with those vegetables as well as lettuce, rocket, spinach, 
spring onion, radishes and sweet peppers. Idris then made a sherry vinegar dressing which was drizzled over. Mr 
Jones and the children all agreed that we should eat the salad rather going back to the classroom. Great way to 
finish off the school year. 
 
YEAR 5 SESSIONS  
Session 13: 14/12/15    
Task: To design perfect packed lunches 
 
Today’s activity took place in the IT room to give the students the opportunity to research what can go into a 
packed lunch. They were asked to consider the different food groups when planning their packed lunch as well as 
the practicalities and limitations of a packed lunch. This session aims to consolidate the lessons the students have 
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learnt so far and equip them to prepare their own, nutritionally sound packed lunch. The plan is for the students to 
make their packed lunch in the final session of this year. 
 
Session 14: 15/4/16 
Task: To research key terminology related to food. 
 
For this session, the students were in the IT suite and researched the meanings of terms such as organic, locally 
produced, sustainability, free range, regional foods and food air miles. The children spent 45 minutes doing the 
research and then the remaining 15 minutes were spent finding out what the children discovered. This was a 
worthwhile exercise and the children came up with some brilliant work.  
 
Session 15 15/07/16 
Task: Prepare a dish from research. 
 
Today’s activity followed on from the two previous sessions on healthy packed lunches and learning about food 
production including organic, local, sustainable, free range, food miles. Idris introduced the session and explained 
how it was linked to the two previous sessions. The children made a giant cous cous salad with roasted vegetable 
and quinoa, crudités with Hummus dip and a red berry, yoghurt and granola pot. They had one and a half hours to 
complete all of the tasks which the children did very well.   
 
 
YEAR 6 SESSIONS  
Session 16 14/03/17 
Task: Looking at seasonal ingredients and cooking methods 
 
Today’s activity was making a seasonal winter vegetable pie. This gave an opportunity to 
introduce the children to different root vegetables, and understand how handle and prepare 
these often overlooked vegetables. The children were introduced to steaming as a cooking 
process and making pastry.  

 
Session 17 and 18 11/07/17 
Task: Celebration meals  
 
This will be a double session celebrating the end of 18 sessions over 6 years working with is group of children. We 
will be producing a two course meal which will be served to their parents showcasing what they have learnt over 
the years.   

 
 
“The current Year 6 has had an incredibly enriching experience as a result of working with Adopt a School 
throughout their time at St. George’s. As young children in Year 1, the children first learned about the five senses 
and how their own tongue tastes food, under the excellent guidance of Idris Caldora.  Each year Mr Caldora has 
returned and further extended and improved the children's knowledge and understanding of food. In Year 2, the 
children were encouraged to bake bread at home, and extend their scientific knowledge throughout the baking 
process. In Year 3, the children continued their learning journey by making soups and salads and learning the 
bridge and claw. In Year 4, the children grew their own food and prepared a meal while also visiting the kitchens at 
Dorchester Hotel, an experience many still cherish. Sustainability and how to choose food wisely based on 
seasonality was next on the agenda in Year 5.  
 
Throughout their time working with Idris, the children have tasted food they may not have experienced at home; 
they have a better knowledge and understanding of food and its impact on their health and the environment. 
They have learned first-hand the concept of farm to fork.  The children are now very much looking forward to 
designing, preparing and serving a 3 course meal to their parents. It has been a very rewarding experience for staff 
to witness the class excitement and enjoyment of the programme.”  
 
Fiona McLoughlin, Year 6 teacher, St George’s Hanover Square Primary School  
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JAMES HOLDEN, NORTH WEST CHEF, REFLECTS ON THE PAST 12 MONTHS 
 
Well, what a year it has been. After nine years as Adopt a School’s North West chef, and entering my tenth, I 
decided to leave the Adopt a School team having been enticed to a new role with a new company. The decision to 
leave was not an easy one. As I have said many times before, this job is the best job I have ever had with such 
rewarding outcomes. Being asked to be a guest speaker at the plenary meeting at Coutts Bank, to talk about “My 
nine years with Adopt a School”, I somehow managed to hold my emotions together, until the very end. That’s 
when it hit home that I was leaving! However, after just ten days into the new job I was faced with an unfamiliar 
situation - being made redundant by a new Operations Director! Stunned, shocked, angry, disappointed and 
jobless...WOW! Then the call from Sara Jayne asking whether I wanted to come back. Feeling embarrassed, but 
happy, I returned ‘back home’. After the kind tribute and presentation from Brian Turner when I left, I expected 
nothing more than the comments I received (in good humour) on my return! 
 
So ‘back home’, it has been a busy year on many fronts, with numerous projects taking place in many areas of the 
North, including Yorkshire and the North East. Here’s to the year ahead as I continue to fly the Adopt a school flag 
loud and proud! 
 
Just for the stats......I have travelled around 9000 miles and delivered Adopt a School sessions to more than 3000 
children, young people and parents. 
 
City of Liverpool College 
For the second year, The City of Liverpool College, has partially funded me to 
deliver Adopt a School pyramid sessions at schools across the North West. We 
are very grateful for the college’s ongoing support. I continue to develop links 
with schools and have delivered after-school Junior Chef Courses to more than 
40 food enthusiastic pupils. The first cohort of RACA Apprentices started at the 
college in September 2016. Exciting times ahead.  
 
Trees for Cities and Edible Playground Projects 

Through the Edible Playground project I have worked with one school in 
Manchester and three schools in Liverpool. It`s great to see such fantastic 
growing programmes taking place in schools and the produce being used 
for Adopt a School sessions. One of the schools has designed their Edible 
Playground to have an outdoor classroom as the central point. Regardless 
of the weather, the children have their lesson in the garden when they are 
timetabled to do so (nothing wrong with hardening up the little darlings!). 
Cooking and growing is incorporated across the curriculum - children learn 
through doing.  

 
In April, St Teresa Lisieux Primary School (one of the Edible Playground schools located in a deprived area of 
Liverpool) arranged a “Community Big Feed”. The aim of the event was for the community to come together to 
enjoy free, warm delicious food. As well as using produce grown in their Edible Playground, pupils contacted 
supermarkets and foodbanks for donations of food. The community took part in an Adopt a School taste and 
sensory session, observed a cookery demo using food typically distributed by local food banks and explored the 
Edible Playground. A successful day of activities organised by the teachers and pupils in year 5, supported by 
Adopt a School. 

 
Oastler School, Bradford  
Adopt a School went on an excursion to foreign lands - we entered 
Yorkshire! We did a six week cookery course at Oastler School in Bradford, 
a specialist school for children excluded from mainstream education due 
to emotional, behavioural and social difficulties. Food is a great way to 
engage all children and the programme, which was funded by the school, 
was rated highly. Adopt a School ambassador chef, Emma Shawcross, 
delivered this course on our behalf whilst I worked across the other 
projects. We are exploring the opportunity for future courses with the 
school.   
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National Adopt a School Week 
National Adopt a School Week was a very busy and rewarding week with plenty of exposure through the various 
media channels. For me, in the North West, we had a full on week of activities which started with a Chef on the 
Farm session at Claremont Farm in the Wirral. Sixty children participated in a carousel of activities. Farmer, Andrew 
Pimbley, whom we have worked with over the past seven years, agreed to host our showcase event. As well as 
practical cooking sessions, which I delivered with Paul Askew, we did a foraging activity with lecturers from City of 
Liverpool College, a Countryside Classroom activity led by Katy Pallas from FACE (Farming and Countryside 
Education) and a Front of House activity delivered by Academician Kay Johnson and Gill Williams (Head of School, 
City of Liverpool College). Farmer Andrew gave a brief tour of his farm and talked to the children about his job and 
sustainable food production. Other events in the week included Edible Playground school sessions and also 
another trip to Yorkshire to set up a partnership between Academician Frances Atkins at the Yorke Arms. And 
Ashville College in Harrogate. 
 
Bolton in the Community 

Bolton Wanders Football Club’s (BWFC) Community Trust team were 
introduced to me by Paul Heathcote. In February, as part of Bolton 
Football Club’s Aspirations Programme, we delivered cooking activities to 
60 pupils from local schools, at the BWFC stadium. Paul Heathcote and I 
delivered the session along with Idris Caldora MCA and Ashley Marsh as I 
had just had a knee operation. The event was a huge success and as a 
result the team at BWFC have asked us to deliver two more Aspirational 
days. In addition, they have secured £6,000 of funding for us to deliver 20 
family cooking sessions across the Bolton region. 
 

Booths  
Booths are funding a pilot pyramid project for three primary schools and one high school linked to their Garstang 
store in Lancashire. We are delivering four sessions to each school and promoting cross curricular learning 
through a number of different competitions: a poetry competition ‘FOOD versus VERSE’, ‘design a sandwich’ with 
the winner’s sandwich being developed to sell in the in-store cafe, and a ‘Junior Masterchef’ competition for the 
high school age children. The winner will be given the opportunity to be mentored and enter the Springboard 
Future Chef competition. An end of programme Awards Event will take place at the Booths Store, where the final 
Junior Masterchef cook-offs will take place and prizes for best poems will be presented. 
 
At the end of the programme, Booth’s may consider rolling it out as a key CSR initiative to be championed locally 
by stores. This could result in ongoing funding from Booths. 
 
Guest Chef Dinners 
We have had two guest chef dinners at St Helens College this year, Nigel Haworth in 
October, and Michael Bullard just this last month in May. Guest chef dinners are a great 
opportunity for the students to work with and be inspired by leading chefs. It also puts 
students in the ‘shop window’ for jobs. Nigel has employed a chef from St Helens 
following the guest dinner! Further dinners are scheduled for the next academic year. 
Huge thanks to the guest chefs and to St Helens College for the generous donation 
towards Adopt a School 
 
We have also had several Northern Branch meetings, with the last one held at City of 
Liverpool College, with the dinner prepared and cooked by the first RACA apprentices at 
the college alongside Chef Lecturer Ian Jaundoo. Steven Doherty was a very 
entertaining after dinner speaker with the ‘Michael Parkinson’ role filled by the naturally 
gifted Nick Shottel! 

 
Food festivals and more…  
I also continue to do food festivals which have kids’ cooking zones. Most recently 
Chester Food Festival where I delivered practical cookery sessions to over 700 children 
over three days. I have also returned to my home town of Skelmersdale to deliver 
cooking sessions in an empty unit at a shopping mall during the school holidays. More 
days of cooking at the shopping mall are planned for July when the schools break up 
for summer. Both help to raise awareness of the programme and reach more children 
in the North West.  
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Alder Hey Children’s Hospital 
I am currently in talks with Alder Hey Children’s Hospital about a joint fundraising dinner. Once the date and venue 
has been finalised, I will be looking for chefs to support the event.  The ambition is for this event to replace the 
financially rewarding Fashion Kicks fundraising event which last took place 3 years ago. 
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ASHLEY MARSH, ADOPT A SCHOOL CHEF FOR LONDON & THE SOUTH EAST 
 
In January 2017, I joined the Adopt a School Team and The University of West London as a chef lecturer. I 
previously worked as a Development Chef for Lexington Catering, where Rob Kirby introduced me to Adopt a 
School. Half of my time is dedicated to delivering the Adopt a School Programme in London and the South East. 
Since joining the team, I have supported in the delivery of a number of activities and projects including training 
people to deliver Adopt a School, working with the Bolton Community Trust and delivering sessions to French 
schools in London as part of our partnership with the French Embassy 
 
My role at the university has enabled me to deliver sessions to our academy apprentices and I have started to 
create links and build relationships to expand the reach of the Adopt a School programme within the area.  
 
Pyramid Project 
As James Holden has successfully done in the North West, I am working on implementing a Pyramid Project in 
West London. This tiered approach to food education and training encompasses three different phases of 
education: primary, secondary and further education. The schools I work with will link into the University of West 
London (UWL). 
 
I have been working with Gregg Brown (UWL) to create links between the University, the Academy and Ealing 
Borough, in particular their Health Improvement Team. Adopt a School and university courses and activities, 
including Junior Chefs’ Academy, complement the programmes and training the Health Improvement Team (HIT) 
offer to schools in the borough. The team recognise the value of our programme and has secured funding for us 
to deliver the Adopt a School programme in four primary schools in the borough.  

 
One of these schools, Stanhope Junior, has been supported by the Health 
improvement Team over the last three years and have seen significant 
improvements in the rates of obesity. They previously had the highest rates of 
overweight and obese children compared to any other school in the borough. We 
recently delivered a double session at Stanhope Primary School to coincide with the 
official launch of their new teaching kitchen, donated by Magnet. The staff and 
children were hugely excited that Academician, Cyrus Todiwala was able to attend 
and cut the ribbon. 
 
I have also established links with a secondary school in Ealing, Drayton Manor High 
School, and have identified several others which I will be approaching soon. We will 
continue to develop the relationship between the schools, university and public 
health team.  

 
Great Ormond Street 
I was very privileged to be able to deliver a session at Great Ormond Street 
Hospital School. It is a very special place with an amazing team of staff.  
 
We made the most of the time exploring taste and senses, creating a 
healthy salad, fruit identification before finishing off by creating heathy 
smoothies! The enthusiasm and interest from the children, all who are 
facing an incredibly difficult time in their lives, is inspiring.   
 

 
Adopt a School Sessions 
I have been working closely with St Thomas’ Primary School in West London and have so far delivered sessions to 
three different year groups. Feedback from the Deputy Headteacher, Adrian Jones, about the programme has 
been very positive. He said “the children were buzzing after the session and many of the parents were also talking 
about your visit which is fantastic.” More sessions are planned before the end of the academic year. 
 
As part of the French Embassy Partnership project I have been working with two French schools: Le Petit Ecole 
Francaise and Collège Français Bilingue de Londres. At both schools, I have delivered a taste and sensory session 
and a practical session where the children created a seasonal salad and learned knife skills. 
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Borough Market 
I have established a link with Borough Market with a view to using their demo kitchen 
for practical sessions. It is a great educational environment and the children would 
also have the opportunity to tour the market and explore the fruit and vegetable on 
sale. We are in the process of organising dates and the schools which will be involved. 
We should be in a good position to move forward in the new academic year. 
Hopefully this will be the start of a great partnership. 
 
Calcott Hall Farm 
I have also established a link with Calcott Hall Farm in Essex. They have agreed that we can use the facility for 
Adopt a School sessions for local schools and will provide produce. This is a fantastic opportunity to give children a 
farm to fork experience. Moving forward, there is potential to do other events and engage the wider community.  
 
Ealing Summer Festival – Eat Drink Ealing 
Together with the University of West London, we will have a stand at the Ealing Food and Drink Festival on 1st and 
2nd July to raise awareness of the University’s hospitality courses and Adopt a School programme. I will be doing 
taste and sensory sessions on both days.  
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SARAH HOWARD, DEVELOPMENT CHEF  

AN OVERVIEW OF ACADEMIC YEAR 2016-17 
I consider what I do for Adopt a School as a “necessity” and make no excuse for the fact that part of my role is to 
encourage as many members as possible to engage with AAS. What drives me is education of children and the 
belief that not only do children benefit in so many ways from Adopt a School sessions, but that it’s important for 
the future of our industry. With more and more industry professionals reporting concern about the effects Brexit 
is already having on staffing shortages in the industry, Adopt a School has the potential to not only change lives in 
terms of promoting a healthier nation, but can have a positive impact on the future of the industry. I believe that, 
like all businesses, Adopt a School has evolved and must continue to do so over the coming years. I look forward 
to being part of the team again in 2018. 
 
 
HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016/2017 
 
National Adopt a School Week 
Undoubtedly, the success of National Adopt a School Week was a great relief – and knowing that it lifted the 
profile, is a great feeling of personal achievement. But it would not, of course, have been a success without the 
support of members, the Adopt a School team and other industry professionals who were all, quite simply, 
amazing. Many of you gave up your time to help raise awareness of Adopt a School. We reached many media 
outlets including BBC radio, ITV and Sky News, The One Show, national press and many others. It was a great week 
– we managed to get 53 industry professionals to spread the message to 2000 children in 37 schools in almost 
every region of the UK.  We raised several thousand pounds and the lasting-legacy will, hopefully, continue for 
some time as we follow up on the enquiries we’ve had from other potential partners. As to whether, or not, we 
will repeat this next year, is a question that currently remains unanswered. But, secretly, I hope so! 
 
French Embassy  
Having access to the Residence of the French Ambassador to the UK for the launch of National Adopt a School 
Week was, quite simply, fantastique! Not only were the Ambassador’s team welcoming and helpful, but the 
generosity of the pastry chefs and numerous suppliers was magnifique! With 150 guests and 60 school children, 
the event went like clockwork – thanks to the impeccable support of Embassy chef and Academician, Gilles Quillot 
and his team plus my colleagues, Academicians and Associate Members who all pulled 
together. The event itself generated just under £3,000 for Adopt a School. 
 
We’ve trained a dozen French chefs to deliver Adopt a School in partnered English 
schools. In total, there are ten schools benefiting – five Anglo-French and five English. 
One member, Didier Felix, called after delivering his very first session and said of the 
experience “that was amazing, I loved it!” We have also had very positive feedback 
from the schools involved. 
 
Gary Jones Inspires the Next Generation of Chefs 
During National Adopt a School Week, I attended Gary Jones’s adopted school in Oxfordshire. Since joining RACA 

six years’ ago, Gary has been a stalwart supporter – taking his responsibility to educate 
youngsters seriously and regularly giving up his time. During this particular visit, I met 14 yr 
old Thomas Marriage – now an aspiring young chef who has done work experience with 
Gary and works part-time in a local pub. With his heart set on going to college to train as a 
chef, Thomas told me that the first-time Gary came into the school (when he was 8 years 
old), he thought “this is what I want to do”. He also said “I feel that as many chefs as possible 
should go into schools and do what Gary has done for me. Eventually, I want to also go into 
schools so as many kids as possible get the same experience that I got and learn what I learned 
with Gary”. On Thomas and Adopt a School, Gary Jones told me “Adopt a School is vital to 
our industry, let’s get out there and solve our staffing issues and inspire the next 

generation”.  Fabulous! 
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Training 
Training continues to play an important role in building awareness, maintaining standards, and maximising 
opportunities.  We are proud of the success of our training which, through the ongoing support of Academicians 
and other professionals in the hospitality industry, enables us to continue to inspire and educate the next 
generation. We look forward to more in 2017/18.  As always, special thanks to Terry Tinton, Gary Hunter and all the 
team for looking after us at Westminster Kingsway College. And to Gillian Wright (Cordon Bleu), Lucy Carroll 
(Heritage Potatoes) & Swansfield Primary, and Judith Standing (St George’s School). 

 

 
 

Adopt a School Training – 2016/2017 

Date Venue Number of attendees 

September 2016 Westminster Kingsway and St George’s 
School 

17 

November 2016 Institut Français 15 

January 2017 Le Cordon Bleu Cookery School 10 

April 2017 Westminster Kingsway 10 

June 2017 Swansfield Primary, Alnwick 15 

 
 

TRAINING ATTENDANCE – 2010-2017 

Year ACA/Associate member Guests Total 

2010/11 22 5 27 

2011/12 54 50 104 

2012/13 23 43 66 

2013/14 28 19 47 

2014/15 34 10 44 

2015/16 33 17 50 

2016/17 22 45 67 

 
School Activity – September 2016 – July 2017 
Almost 5,000 children have benefited from an AAS session delivered by an Academician, Associate Member or 
Adopt a School trained hospitality professional. In addition, Adopt a School team activity has reached a further 
10,000 children – this figure includes festivals, shows & events where even more children will have taken part in an 
AAS session.  

 
But one of the biggest challenges is not always getting to hear about all the good work our members and other 
Adopt a School trained hospitality professionals are doing with schools and colleges across the UK. This makes it 
difficult to get an accurate picture of the reach and impact of our work. However, we know there is lots going on, 
with 150 active members and trained guest chefs. We are grateful to everyone who lets us know about their 
school activities.  
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With special thanks to the following for sending through information about their schools, helping with 
fundraising and supporting Adopt a School in a phenomenal way this year:  
 

Paul Askew (guest chef dinners & NASW), Andy Aston, Andrew Baird (various), Richard Bertinet (King Edwards 
Primary, Upton House, ), Raymond Blanc, Gary Jones and Benoit Blin (fund-raising) and Chalgrove Primary School, 
Jeff Bland (dinner and fundraising), Andrew Bennett (French Embassy event), Tony Binks (Swansfield First & 
Northumberland CofE), Stefano Borella – French Embassy Event & Charlton Manor School, Simon Boyle (GOSH), 
Roy Brett (dinner and fundraising), Adam Byatt (Bonneville Primary School, fundraising & NASW PR), Idris Caldora 
(AAS Executive Chef), Darin Campbell (various), Billy Campbell (Redwell Primary School), Steve Carter (Parklands 
Jnr School and GOSH), Dominic Chapman (White Waltham Primary School & Palmer Academy), Claire Clark (French 
Embassy Event), Phil Corrick and team at RAC (fund-raising), Jim Cowie, Nigel Crane & Essential Cuisine 
(fundraising and various schools, NASW), Kevin Dalgleish (Albyn School), Paul Danabie (Bermondsey Primary 
School and fund-raising), Steven Doherty (guest chef dinner), Javier Domingues (Charleston Academy), Steve 
Drake, Denis Drame (French Embassy Event), Andrew Du Bourg (Lymington Junior), Olivier Eynard (St George’s 
School), Didier Felix, L’ecole Internationale, Cherish Finden (French Embassy Event), Mark Flanagan (GOSH), Tony 
Fleming (Greville Primary), Jeremy Ford (Old Palace Primary), Ben Gielen (fund-raising), Simon Girling (fund-
raising), James Golding (St Joseph’s School), Birgit Gunz (North Mundham Primary School & French Embassy 
Event), Andy Hamer (dinner and fundraising), Sarah Hartnett (St Thomas’s School), Paul Heathcote (fundraising, 
guest chef dinners, NASW), Alan Hill (fund-raising), Sarah Holah (French Embassy Event), James Holden (AAS Chef 
North-West), Philip Howard (St George’s School), Sarah Howard (Bransgore Primary, St Joseph’s School, Rhyl 
Primary, St George’s Primary, Marie D’Orliac school, Foxes Academy & National Adopt a School Week), Clive Howe 
(GOSH), Richard Hughes (Browick Primary), Gary Hunter (for provision of venue for AAS training), Hywel Jones 
(Ysgol Gymraeg Casnewydd), Peter Joyner (Hook Norton),  Rob Kirby (GOSH, fundraising and NASW PR), Terry 
Laybourne (guest chef dinners), Mark Leach (GOSH), Oliver Lesnik, Steve Love, Giorgio Locatelli (Rhyl Primary 
School), Ashley Marsh (Adopt a School chef), Ray Lorimer (dinner and fundraising), Anthony Marshall (GOSH), 
Mike Mathieson (various schools in Scotland), Luke Matthews (fund-raising), Regis Negrier (St Clements and 
French Embassy event), Ian Parsons (fundraising and NASW), Ralph Porciani  (dinner and fundraising), Derek 
Quelch (GOSH), Gilles Quillot (various schools, fund-raising & French Embassy Programme), Albert Roux 
(numerous adopted schools in Scotland), Ross Sneddon (Trinity Academy, Edinburgh College, dinner and 
fundraising), David Steel, Giles Thompson (North Mundham School), Terry Tinton (Oakfield Primary School & 
training venue), Ben Tish (Wormholt School), Cyrus Todiwala (various), Richard Tonks (Upton House), Peter 
Vaughan (St Margaret’s School), Steven Walpole (GOSH & St Luke’s Primary), Elaine Watson (various), Marc 
Whitley, (front of house). 
 
And not forgetting all the many guest chefs – who have made a really big difference once again – thank you all. 
 
Looking Ahead… 
Sustainability will play a large part in Adopt a School in future and we will be sending all members some guidance 
and assistance on how to incorporate it into our current programme. This is one way in which we, the team, look 
at ways of keeping the programme relevant and fresh. Front of house does still remain a challenge with not 
enough front of house members delivering it – but – some are, and we are grateful to them and hope to continue 
our plight to encourage more front of house members to engage.  

 
@sarahhowardcaas 
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CONTRACT CATERER & CHEF SUPPORT FOR ADOPT A SCHOOL 
CONTRACT CATERER & CHEF SUPPORT FOR ADOPT A SCHOOL 
Harrison Catering and Caterlink 
Harrison Catering and Caterlink play a huge part in delivering Adopt a School and over the last year have continued 
to expand the reach of the Adopt a School programme across their schools. This further reinforces their 
commitment to food education and the professional and personal development of their staff. The impact their 
chefs are having is fabulous and we are grateful to their continuous support.  

 
This year alone, Harrison chefs have delivered 281 sessions in 34 schools reaching 
1,970 children. Harrison have 21 chefs involved in the programme with plans to 
train more across the business in the coming year.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Caterlink have continued to roll out the Adopt a School programme across its 
schools. Caterlink chefs are currently working with 16 schools and have reached 
1,622 children over the last year.   
 
 

 
John Whittle and Staffordshire University 
Passionate about food education and inspired by our programme, John Whittle, Executive Chef at Staffordshire 
University made contact and subsequently attended an Adopt a School training session. Since January, John, with 
the university’s support, has embraced the delivery of the Adopt a School programme. 
 
In just six months, John has worked with twenty schools across Staffordshire reaching 850 children. Huge thanks 
to John and the University for making a huge impact in such a short space of time.  
 

 
 
 
“Teaching children about the food they eat and how to cook it is essential so 
that they can make the right food choices. It is an essential life skill that can 
impact the rest of their lives. Delivering the Adopt a School programme isn’t so 
much part of a job it’s a passion to make sure we get this out there and we get 
this message across to the kids. That’s the main reason I’m doing it.” 
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ADOPT A SCHOOL IN THE NORTH EAST 

TACKLING FOOD POVERTY IN NORTHUMBERLAND PILOT PROJECT  
 
Report by Lucy Carroll  
Following advice from The Community Foundation Tyne & Wear and Northumberland, we have scaled down the 
project to a structured pilot project with an overall aim of delivering a programme of Adopt a School sessions in three 
main areas including Berwick-upon-Tweed, Alnwick, and Ashington. The focus of the Northumberland Pilot Food 
Project is to work with schools, families and communities and to address the effects of food poverty, and holiday 
hunger, and this will be done in an engaging and fun way. 
 
Why is this project needed? 
A recent Public Health report for Northumberland, which was prepared for this project, identified the lack of ability to 
cook as a key social factors affecting food choice in Northumberland - 60% of parents recognised the issue and wanted 
to change their children’s diet and 11% of Northumberland’s small areas have some of the highest levels of child 
poverty in England. Sources also indicated that fruit & vegetable consumption for children in the most deprived areas 
was less than 2 portions per day. In Northumberland 30% of children aged 5 are also known to have tooth decay.   
                       
The research also identified the health benefits of shifting eating habits to a balanced diet for children - lower 
cholesterol through reduced saturated fat intake; eating fruit and vegetables has a strong protective effect against 
stroke; childhood fruit consumption may have a long term protective effect on cancer risk in adults.                      
 
Overview of the project 
The 12 month Pilot Food Poverty project in Northumberland will run from September 2017 and benefit children aged 3 
– 13, their families and carers. The project will employ a Chef Teacher / Lecturer who, along with trained volunteers, 
will deliver sessions within fifteen locations based around three pre-schools, six first schools and six middle schools in 
Mid and North Northumberland.  The project will involve children and their families to ensure as many family members 
as possible develop the knowledge and skills to cook, choose and eat healthy, tasty, sustainable food.  
 
A detailed delivery model has been produced and if the full funding is achieved then the project will engage and 
deliver: 
 

 90 sessions to a total of 300 individuals – within pre-schools, first schools and middle schools  

 During term time, outside school hours and during school holidays enabling as many people as possible to 
participate.  

 A programme of six practical sessions:   
o Taste and Sensory – introducing foods though seeing, hearing, touching, smelling and taste; identifying 

the four tastes; risks associated with too much sugar and salt  
o Practical – looks at identifying different fruit and vegetables; understanding the importance of local and 

seasonal food; creating a salad; knife skills  
o Front of House – learning to use a knife and fork correctly; how to set a table properly; restaurant role-

play  
o Bread making – where bread comes from; how wheat is grown, harvested & milled; making bread   
o Farm Visit – a first-hand journey showing field to fork; picking seasonal produce including herbs 
o Celebration meal – a chance for the participants to cook a meal and sit down together to enjoy a meal. 

 
Funding Update  
The total cost of the project will be approximately £31,000 of which a total of £19,695 has been raised so far. This 
amount has kindly been funded by The Sir James Knott Trust, The Barbour Foundation, Kelly Charitable Trust, 
Northumberland County Council Community Chest, Catherine Cookson Charitable Trust, The 29th May 1961 Charitable 
Trust, Percy Hedley Foundation and The Children’s Foundation. 
 
We have one outstanding application but need to secure further funding to cover the cost of the total project.  
 
Work done so far…..  
During National Adopt a School Week, Academician, Tony Binks, delivered sessions at The Swansfield Primary 
School, Alnwick, and the Northumberland Church of England Academy, Ashington. These schools are very keen to 
be part of the pilot project and each school has agreed that AAS can work with the same children so as to show 
some tangible results. This day was kindly funded by CCS (Continental Chef Suppliers), and we were delighted to 
welcome Ian Parsons from CCS who attended and assisted with the day. 
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A Training Day for Volunteers  
A training day for volunteers was kindly hosted by Swansfield Primary School in Alnwick, on 7th June 2017, and 
delivered by Sarah Howard and James Holden. We were fortunate to have on board the support from a wonderfully 
skilled and talented group of individuals from the world of hospitality, and education, across Northumberland:  
 
Adrian Watson, Director of Food, Sir John Fitzgerald Group; Chef Proprietor Martin 
Charlton, The Old Boat House Food Group, Amble, (Coastal Fish Restaurant of the Year 
2017); Chef Proprietor Rhain Craddock, The Feathers Inn, Hedley on the Hill; Baker / 
Proprietor Matthew Rawlings , The Great Northumberland Bread Co; Tom Shutt, Head 
Chef, The Collingwood Arms; Hannah Forsyth, Chef Proprietor, The Ship Inn, Low Newton; 
Academician Andrew Farquarson MVO, Alnwick Castle;  Livvy Cawthorn, Award Winning 
Professional Caterer & Proprietor of Chain Bridge B & B; Jill Suthren, Proprietor of Award 
Winning St Cuthbert’s B & B; LEAF (Linking Environment And Farming) Farmers Helen and 
John Renner from Bellshill Farm; Merrick Thomson, Beehive Youth Group, Berwick upon 
Tweed; Anna Beckett, Head of Food Technology, Ponteland Community Middle  School; 
Jenny Smith, Head Teacher at Swansfield Primary School.  
 
 
Glendale Children’s Countryside Day, June 8th 2017 
The valuable training was then successfully put into practice with the support of James Holden and Sarah Howard at 

the Glendale Children’s Countryside Day on June 8th. This wonderful event arranged 
by the Glendale Agricultural Society to give children of all abilities aged between 5 and 
9 years, first-hand experience of rural life. The day is free of charge to schools and any 
first school from Northumberland and North Tyneside is eligible to apply for places. 
The event is organised by an enthusiastic committee of volunteers, and through 
interactive demonstrations, their aim is to connect the countryside to the curriculum. 
During the day, over 1500 school children from Northumberland and North Tyneside 
were given an insight into food, farming and the countryside. The day incorporates 
over 65 countryside-based industries and we were thrilled to be included and reach so 
many children on the one day. With thanks to Delifresh, a North East food distributer, 
who kindly sponsored a wonderful display of fruit and vegetables. 

 

 
Next Steps… 
Our ambition is to recruit a part-time Chef Lecturer to begin work at the beginning of the academic year in September 
2017, to manage the delivery of the pilot project. The size of this project will depend on the funds raised, but we will 
keep trying, as we know that having an Adopt a School project in Northumberland can only bring huge, and healthy 
benefits to the communities. The pilot project will provide valuable evaluation to enable development of a long term 
project supporting a food poverty and local nutrition strategy for Northumberland. 
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ADOPT A SCHOOL AND GREAT ORMOND STREET HOSPITAL 
 
Adopt a School continues its inspiring work with Great Ormond Street Hospital School (GOSH). The brilliant team 
of Academicians, ably supported by members of their team, have remained the same for many years. Our GOSH 
chefs this year have been: Andrew Bennett MBE, Simon Boyle, Stephen Carter, Mark Flanagan MVO, Clive Howe, 
Rob Kirby and Murray Tapiki, Ashley Marsh, Anthony Marshall, Derek Quelch, Steve Walpole. We are incredibly 
proud and grateful for the work they do and ongoing support.  
 
 

Report by Rachael Savory, Primary Schoolroom Teacher at GOSH. 
 
For another year running, the children and staff at the Children's Hospital School 
have enjoyed much anticipated monthly visits from some fantastic Chefs and their 
assistants from “Chefs Adopt a School”. 
 

Our class room is transformed into a working kitchen, video-linked to the wards for 
children unable to leave their beds, with the pupils proudly sporting chef’s hats and 
aprons, immersing themselves in the preparation of fabulous fresh and seasonal 
salads, meals and snacks.  The chefs explain the origins of the ingredients they use 
and emphasise the importance of good nutrition for general health and well-being 
whilst patiently overseeing each child’s work. 
  
For the children, many of whom are in hospital for months, it is a wonderful 
opportunity to enjoy a “normal” activity and they are always extremely proud to 
present their parents or nurses with their finished culinary masterpieces.  We have 
fantastic feedback from parents who not only appreciate some fresh and delicious 
food themselves (if their children are prepared to share!) but who are often 
encouraged to cook more with their children at home. 
  

The “Chefs Adopt a School” visits are a highlight of the timetable – they are educational and inspiring and we are 
truly grateful to all those involved – “yes Chef!” 
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SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ADOPT A SCHOOL PROGRAMME 
 
The food system is under ever-increasing pressure. Understanding the impact of food on health and the 
environment, and supporting a change in behaviour, is key to tackling diet related illnesses and creating a 
sustainable food system. Educating and encouraging the future generation to make informed choices is vitally 
important. 
 
A key priority over the coming year is to ensure that the Academy’s sustainability policy is embedded across the 
Adopt a School Programme. We will be reviewing and updating the programme and training materials. Going 
forward, there will be an even greater emphasis on: food provenance; local and seasonal produce; food growing; 
waste management and the environment. 
 
The Adopt a School team have replaced the disposable items (pots, cutlery, 
napkins etc) used within AAS sessions with compostable products from 
Vegware. All Vegware products are plastic-free and have certification to prove 
they are can compost in less than 12 weeks. We will be actively promoting and 
encouraging all Academicians delivering Adopt a School sessions to use 
compostable products.  
 
We would like to thanks CCS for kindly providing the AAS team with recycled 
plastic bottle chef jackets! Each jacket is made from 22 recycled bottles and is 
a great vehicle to engage children in discussions about sustainability, recycling and mindfulness of the 
environment.  
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FOOD EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS AND FOOD A LEVEL 
 
The Food Education Learning Landscape (FELL) review 
The Royal Academy of Culinary Arts is part of a cross sector review of the current delivery of food education in 
schools in England. The Food Education Learning Landscape (FELL) review is being led by the Jamie Oliver Food 
Foundation in partnership with the British Nutrition foundation and Food Teachers Centre.  
 
In September 2014, we welcomed the Department for Education’s decision to introduce practical cookery and 
food education as a compulsory element of the national curriculum for pupils aged 5 - 14 years. However there is a 
question around delivery. Our experience, and that of others, has found that many schools lack the knowledge, 
skills, resource and support to effectively deliver food education. The findings from this review will provide an 
important insight into what and how much food education is being delivered in schools. 
 
Campaign to Oppose the Removal of a Food A Level 
Last year we reported on the Department for Education’s decision to abolish food technology as an A Level. 
Members of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts wrote to Nick Gibb MP, Minister of State for School Standards, to 
express disappointment and dismay about this decision. In response, we were invited to a meeting, on 13th April 
2016, at the Department of Education. Following this meeting (which took place with the Minister’s officials) and 
subsequent correspondence, the Minister accepted our invitation to attend an Adopt a School session and talk 
further about the decision to remove food technology as an A Level.  

On Thursday 9th February 2017, Nick Gibb MP attended, and took part in, a 
Taste and Sensory session led by Phil Howard at his adopted school, St 
George’s, Hanover Square. This visit coincided with National Adopt a School 
Week. Sara Jayne Stanes MBE, Brian Turner CBE, and Myles Bremner (Adopt a 
School Trustee) were in attendance.  

The visit was an opportunity to demonstrate the Royal Academy of Culinary 
Arts’ commitment to food education and to supporting schools deliver the 
cooking and nutrition element of the design and technology curriculum, 
through the Adopt and School programme. We discussed our ongoing concern about the decision to abolish the 
Food A Level. We acknowledged our support for high quality vocational qualifications but stressed that we are 
also keen to ensure that there are relevant and rigorous qualifications on offer to prepare students for higher 
education and which support a career in the food sector (food science and technology, food product 
development, culinary arts and hospitality, community and public health). Also to ensure that there is a clear route 
for aspiring food teachers – key to the delivery of food education in secondary schools, in particular, and the new 
Food Preparation and Nutrition GCSE. 

In light of the government’s current focus on Technical Education, and the development of ‘T-Levels’, there is 
unlikely to be any movement on the decision to remove the Food A-Level. However, the Minister did confirm that 
the Department for Education support the FELL review. Once complete, we intend to engage relevant officials in a 
stakeholder meeting to further support the effective delivery of food education as part of government policy.  

We also intend to continue the A-Level discussion as we still feel that removing Food A level is a backward step in 
what is otherwise a much improved context for food education, with a new Food Preparation and Nutrition GCSE 
and cooking and nutrition now compulsory on the curriculum up to aged 14. 
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FUNDRAISING EVENTS 
 
Take 3 Colleges at the Royal Automobile Club – 16th September 2016 & 24th March 2017  
Take 3 Colleges at the Royal Automobile Club is Adopt a School’s most important annual event and a mainstay on 
the fundraising calendar. Over the past ten months, Philip Corrick, Ben Gielen and the team at the RAC have 
generously hosted not one, but two fundraising dinners in aid of Adopt a School.  Students from the University of 
West London, University College Birmingham, Bournemouth & Poole, and Westminster Kingsway colleges once 
again teamed up with some of the industry’s best chefs, and helped to produce two incredible menus.  
 
In September 2016, which marked the 12th Take 3 dinner, students were given the opportunity to cook and work 
alongside Raymond Blanc OBE and Gary Jones, Phil Howard, and Cherish Finden. Just six months later, in March 
2017, students from the colleges had a further opportunity to cook and work alongside chefs Martyn Nail, Albert 
Roux OBE, and Kathryn Cuthbertson MVO. 
 
Hospitality students from the colleges served the meals whilst pupils from 
adopted schools, St George’s of Hanover Square and Rosendale Primary 
School, assisted with the serving of canapés during the champagne 
reception. Entertainment was provided by the very talented Charlotte 
Wheatley, niece of the late Sir Simon Watson. Sir Simon was a staunch 
supporter and member of the AAS Committee so it was fitting that Charlotte 
was able to help us to pay tribute to him in such fabulous surroundings.  
 
RACA President, Brian Turner CBE, was in fine form as Auctioneer, helping us to raise £13, 240 (auction income).  
 
We are hugely grateful to Philip Corrick, Ben Gielen and the team at the RAC for their generosity and continued 
support of Adopt a School. Sincere thanks to everyone involved in making both events an incredible success, 
raising over £40,000 for Adopt a School. 
 
French Embassy Afternoon Tea - 2nd February  
National Adopt a School Week (6th-10th February) was launched at a fundraising afternoon tea party at the 
French Ambassador’s Residence on 2nd February. 
 

We were absolutely thrilled to have been given such an auspicious and 
elegant setting for our celebration as the French Residence, which as 
well as providing the most fabulous venue, was also a very welcome 
reminder of the newly forged links between Adopt a School and the 
French community. Her Excellency Sylvie Berman – French 
Ambassador to the UK, along with Sara Jayne Stanes, welcomed 
members of the Academy who were supporting Adopt a School Week 
and friends and supporters of Adopt a School who had purchased 
tickets. Members of the Academy contributed various afternoon tea 
and patisserie foods which provided a mouth-watering spread.  

 
Thank you so much to Benoit Blin MCA; Stefano Borella; Claire Clark MBE MCA; William Curley MCA; Denis Drame 
MCA; Cherish Finden; Luke Frost and Regis Negrier. We are so grateful to Sylvie Berman, Rosie Gorman and, of 
course, Academician Gilles Quillot whose enthusiasm and commitment brought the whole event together. There 
was a large roll call of Academicians who so gamely got stuck into Adopt a School week and we thank them all so 
much 
 
National Adopt a School Week 6th – 10th February  
We would like to say a huge thank you to everyone who took part in National Adopt a School Week, we could not 
have have done it without it. And a special thank you to CCS, Woods Food Service, Gleneagles, Lexington, 
Natoora, Chewton Glen and Essential Cuisine for supporting the week. And to Adam Byatt and the Saltyard Group 
for adding £1 on to customers’ bills to support our fundraising efforts.   
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Essential Cuisine 
In support of Adopt a School and National Adopt a School Week, Associate Members 
Essential Cuisine, ran an on-pack promotion in December 2016. Essential donated 25p from 
every purchase of Premier Veal Jus. During a recent visit to Essential, we were thrilled to 
be presented with a cheque of £8,000.  
 
We are hugely grateful to Nigel Crane and the team at Essential for orchestrating the 
promotion and selecting Adopt a School as their chosen charity. We also extend our 
thanks to the Essential team who are actively delivering the Adopt a School programme to 
schools across the country.  
 

 
The Raymond Blanc Cookery School Competition 
Ahead of National Adopt a School Week, all our ‘adopted’ schools were given 
an opportunity to enter a competition to win a trip to The Raymond Blanc 
Cookery School and celebrate food education in schools. This amazing prize 
was generously donated by Raymond Blanc and Belmond Le Manoir aux 
Quat'Saisons. Every school that hosted a dress down day, in aid of Adopt a 
School, and shared pictures of their budding chefs, waiters and waitresses, 
were entered into a prize draw. The competition raised £600 for Adopt a 
School. 
 
During the afternoon tea party at the French Ambassador’s Residence, Raymond Blanc selected the winning 
school. Coombe Road Primary School in Brighton will be visiting the cookery school on Saturday 8th July. Paul 
Gallagher, Coombe Road’s Deputy Headteacher, is delighted that the pupils have the opportunity to be part of the 
Adopt a School programme….and also to be, shortly, visiting Belmond Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons! 
 
“The Adopt a School programme has been fantastic. Our Year 4 pupils have worked with Idris twice this year and are 
looking forward to our final session this term. There is a real buzz in the class when they see the chopping boards, 
aprons and chef hats set out and ready to go. The pupils have learnt lots about food and cooking - they've 
investigated different flavours and learned how to chop their food safely. They get so excited talking about what they 
have done with Idris and a number of them now want to be chefs when they grow up! Not only has it raised an 
awareness of food, it has also raised their aspirations with regards to the choice of careers available to them in the 
future. Winning the prize to Raymond Blanc cookery school has been the icing on the cake. The 10 lucky children are 
super excited, as are the accompanying adults!” 
Paul Gallagher, Deputy Headteacher, Coombe Road Primary School, Brighton. 

 
EP Hospitality Fundraising Event - 23rd February 2017  

Thanks to the extraordinary generosity of Chris Sheppardson and his team at EP, 
and the drive and vision of Sara Stewart, EP’s fundraising dinner at Lambeth 
Palace was a tremendous success. A reception in the State Drawing Room was 
followed by 3 course dinner in the Guard Room. The evening was further 
enhanced by RACA President, Brian Turner CBE, who not only took part in a Q & 
A with Sara Stewart but also played the role of auctioneer. As regular supporters 
will know he does this brilliantly. The live auction, a silent auction and raffle sales 
all contributed to a fantastic £8,000 being raised for Adopt a School.  

 
London Marathon - 23rd April 2017  
On 23rd April, Chris Sheppardson, successfully ran the London Marathon in aid of Adopt a School despite having 
sustained an ankle injury just one week before the race. He raised an impressive £3,700 for Adopt a School. We are 
hugely grateful to Chris and EP for the tremendous support throughout the year.  
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Grill at Dorchester - 17th May 2017 
We were delighted to be invited back to The Grill at The Dorchester for 
another fundraising dinner, following the success of the one held in February 
2016. As with last time, it was wonderful to have the majority of this dinner in 
the utterly safe hands of the team at The Grill at The Dorchester, who really 
spoiled our guests. The evening began with a Laurent-Perrier champagne 
reception held in the Park Suite, which as the name suggests looks right over 
Hyde Park. Our guests were once again ably served by our loyal St George’s 
Primary School canape waiters who did a great job. A delicious 3 course menu 
in The Grill followed, with auction performed by the multi-talented Royal 
Academy of Culinary Arts President, Brian Turner CBE. Thank you so much to 
The Dorchester General Manager Robert Whitfield and his team both at The Dorchester and The Grill at The 
Dorchester: Gregory Phillipe; Samantha Campbell-Pallett; Candice Ragot; Vincent Pastorello; Sonia Bel Hadj and 
Guillaume Katoal. 
 
£1 on the bill – Paul Danabie and The Millennium Hotel, Adam Byatt, The Saltyard Group & Chewton Glen  

Last year we were thrilled to announce that Paul Danabie and The Millennium Hotel 
London Mayfair had raised over £5000 for Adopt a School by adding a £1 donation on 
the bill. Over the last year, Paul and the team at the Millennium have continued their 
campaign and have raised a further £8,800.  We are very grateful to Paul for 
pioneering this fundraising initiative for Adopt a School and inspiring others to follow 
suit.  
 

Over the last year, Adam Byatt, The Saltyard Group and Chewton Glen in Hampshire have all nominated Adopt a 
School as one of their chosen charities to benefit from the £1 on the bill initiative. Collectively, they have raised 
£4,555 which brings the total over the year to an incredible £13,355. 
 
This additional funding is key to enabling us to reach more children and we hope other Academicians will consider 
the £1 on the bill initiative as a way of supporting Adopt a School over the coming year.  
 
And still to come… 
 
Ride London-Surrey 100  
On Sunday 30th July, Adopt a School Executive Chef, Idris Caldora MCA, will join over 20,000 cyclists as he takes 
on a 100 mile leg-busting cycle ride in aid of Adopt of School. RideLondon is a challenge like no other through the 
roads of London and the Surrey hills. Please support Idris and Adopt a School by visiting his fundraising page. 
 
Bristol Event to celebrate 800 years of the City of Bristol – 3rd November 2017. 
Our final fundraising event of 2017 will be in Bristol to celebrate 800 years of the city on Friday 3rd November. The 
event was initiated by the late Roy Ackerman and is a joint fundraising event with Arthroplasty for Arthritis 
Charity. Chefs taking part include Hywel Jones, Peter Vaughan, Mark Dodson, Claire Clark, Mark Stinchcombe 
(former AAE winner and Master Chef 2016). Raymond Blanc and Brian Turner have also pledged their support and 
will be present on the evening. We will be looking for auction and table prizes, so apologies in advance and please 
consider supporting us in this way, yet again!  
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SPONSORSHIP APPRECIATION 
 
THE WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF COOKS  

The Worshipful Company of Cooks is the smallest of London’s livery companies at 75 
Liverymen strong.  The Company is also one of the oldest livery companies. It can trace its 
origins back to the 12th Century, founded from two guilds of cooks in medieval London - the 
Cooks of Eastcheap and the Cooks of Bread Street. The Cooks Livery received its first charter 
in 1482, and is now thirty-fifth in the City’s Livery table of precedence.  Today, the Company 
is as vital as it was when it controlled all catering within the ‘Square Mile’. The Company is no 
longer an association of tradesmen in its original controlling sense. Yet, its present 

membership continues to include craft tradesmen, while the Company as a whole engages actively with a broad 
range of organisations and charities associated with cooking. Thus, the Company’s purpose in contemporary times 
has come to rest in a public search for the common good, to be socially useful, and to contribute as effectively as 
it can to the pursuit of a good society - all through support to the craft of cooking.  The WCC continue to sponsor 
Idris and for which we are massively grateful. For 15 years the Cooks have given their enduring support to Adopt a 
School. This is not just financial support, but enormous breadth of wisdom, intellectual and moral support. We 
work incredibly closely with certain individuals from the WCC and they are owed huge credit and thanks for 
shaping Adopt a School. They are Paul Herbage MBE, Bob Grainger, Dr Stevyn Gibson MBE, Bev Puxley and Bev 
Puxley, and always with great and enduring support from The Master who is currently Michael Thatcher. 
 
THE SAVOY EDUCATIONAL TRUST 
The Savoy Educational Trust is an independent, grant giving charitable trust, whose main aim is to advance and 

develop education, training and qualifications within the hospitality industry. The 
Trustees award grants for a wide variety of hospitality related projects to: 
Educational establishments to enhance training and education facilities for their 
hospitality departments; Associations to support those initiatives that will make a 

real difference to the hospitality industry; Charitable organisations/social enterprises with specific hospitality 
related projects; Individuals studying hospitality. Ramon Pajares OBE (also an Honorary member of the RACA) Julia 
Sibley MBE and Margaret Georgiou and now Howard Field are always on hand to provide advice and moral 
support and this means so much to AAS, as of course does the considerable financial aid.   
 
GARFIELD WESTON FOUNDATION 

 
Garfield Weston Foundation is a family-founded, grant-making trust which has been 
supporting charities across the UK for over 50 years. From small community groups to large 
national institutions, their aim is to support organisations that have effective solutions to 
helping those most in need.  
 

 

CITY OF LIVERPOOL COLLEGE 
The City of Liverpool College has part-funded our North-West based Adopt a School 
chef, James Holden, to ‘adopt’ a number of local primary school in and around 
Liverpool in partnership with the College.   
 
 

 
UNIVERSITY OF WEST LONDON 

Since January 2107, The University of West London has been funding Ashley 
Marsh, formerly of Lexington, to deliver the Adopt a School programme to 
schools in London and the South East (2.5 days/week). This funding runs until July 
2018.   
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CONCLUDING LETTER AND THANKS FROM SARA JAYNE STANES OBE 
 
As a national charity teaching young children at (principally), primary schools, Adopt a School is a small but 
powerful force. It is an enduring inspiration and there are so many examples of what make us all get out of bed in 
the morning - all of this documented in the above report; AAS Training Sessions that inspire previously reluctant 
Academicians – and other hospitality professionals - to roll up their sleeves and get into schools; working with 
other national corporations such as BaxterStorey, Harrisons, Restaurant Associates, Lexington to get behind our 
campaign and involved in our training sessions; the 6 year pilot curriculum at St George’s in Mayfair – now having 
completed its sixth year – run by Idris Caldora continues to develop meaningfully to its conclusion - which means 
that we will have a bona fide, tried and tested curriculum to use in other schools across the country; Idris again, 
with thanks to a small amount of funding from Wandsworth working across the borough demonstrating that AAS 
is not just about food, as important as it is, but highlighting this through a multi-disciplinary learning approach -  in 
this case numeracy and literacy. In addition, the work that Cyrus Todiwala introduced us to in Barking and 
Dagenham and Bart’s and Stefano Borella with Charlton Manor Primary are all examples of the value and 
importance of AAS and our philosophy of the benefits of food education at an early age. 
 
As reported in previous AGM Reports, AAS was part of the School Food Plan’s Expert Panel whose efforts led to 
the compulsory primary school food curriculum for 5 years olds upwards from September 2014.  As also reported 
last year, with the withdrawal of DfE funding, the School Food Plan morphed into the School Food Plan Alliance, a 
voluntary group of organisations currently chaired by Jeanette Orrey, national champion of school cooks and now 
with the Soil Association’s Food For Life, and Linda Cregan, CEO of the Children’s food Trust.  Its remit covers 
school food standards, national Childhood Obesity Plan, and, currently, lobbying to maintain free school meals. 
 
We remain part of the All Party Parliamentary School Food Group chaired by Sharon Hodgson MP for Washington 
and Sunderland and with responsibility for children and families which updates us all on upcoming news and views 
within the industry and involves representatives from the food and education world including MPs, working 
parties and recently Ofsted.  
 
Idris is continuing to build on the FACE (Farming and the Countryside Education) programme with Brian 
Hainsworth the farmer from FACE who shows the children from local primary schools around the farm followed by 
Idris Caldora cooking with the children.  The FACE initiative called Countryside Classroom is a web based resource 
for teachers and all those wanting to educate children about the countryside which underpins the government’s 
move towards embedding food, farming and the countryside on the primary curriculum – as described above.  
 
But in the meantime, our core work continues with the glowing examples of many Academicians and the work 
they do with their chosen schools.  
 
Last year, 2016, following our 25th anniversary in 2015 we did not think it could get any better, but we were 
overwhelmed with the continuing efforts of so many of our Academicians and supporters.  This year, in February 
2017, Sarah Howard masterminded Adopt School week, including tea at the French Ambassador’s residence in 
Kensington, that not only got an extra legion of members into schools, it also managed to raise some £15,000 and 
generate nationwide media attention.  Thank must go to Rania Johnson, our current AAS PR guru for her efforts 
to make this happen.  The whole campaign was the most rewarding.   
 
The list of donations is as varied as it is long: time, ingredients, wine, champagne, meeting rooms, auction prizes, 
function rooms, walking, running, cycling, marathons, grants and donations from schools, golf matches, private 
parties, lots of goodwill, advice, input, passion and any source of legitimate funding we can get our hands on!  But 
we always need more help from you, our members.  Perhaps you can persuade a large corporation to make Adopt 
a School its chosen charity to benefit for a year or more?  Like Paul Danabie and the Millennium.  Thank you, Paul 
whose total over the 18 months duration reached over £13,000; and to Chris Sheppardson for running this year’s 
London Marathon (notwithstanding a wrecked ligament!).  
 
Among our benefactors, special thanks must go to all Academicians. Huge thanks to everyone at the Royal 
Automobile Club: Philip Corrick, Hardie Bates, Ben Gielen for the 12th Take Three Colleges this year with Albert 
Roux OBE and Martyn Nail and Kathryn Cuthbertson with again record auctioneering by Brian Turner CBE and 
support from Geoffrey Harrison. To Chris Cowdray and Roland Fasel and Henry Brosi and the Dorchester for 
hosting another fund raising event in the Grill Room in May; and endless contacts provided by Paul Askew, Steven 
Doherty MCA, Paul Heathcote in the North-West and Terry Laybourne MBE in the North-East.   
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Thank you to all Academicians who contributed; to Gary Hunter and Terry Tinton at Westminster Kingsway for 
training facilities; again thanks to Michael Newton-Young MCA and Sarah Howard for work on the AAS Front of 
House/Table Manners session – and to Simon Girling, Simon King and Stuart Geddes for their help with the front of 
house for Adopt a School.  Thank you to every single Academician who contributed.   
 
Thank you to John Williams MBE, Brian Turner CBE, Albert Roux OBE, Ramon Pajares OBE, and our committee: 
Harry Murray MBE, Willy Bauer OBE, Tony Murkett, Rob Kirby, Sarah Wilcox, Amanda Afiya, Lucy Carroll, Michael 
Coaker, Bev Puxley and Lady Watson; and to Stephane Davaine, Alastair Storey and John Bennett for funding and 
other advice and endless support. Thank you to Karen Browne and Dave Greenwood and all at William Murray for 
their invaluable and unique support for our PR plan.  More of my own personal thanks to the team, the Executive 
and Fundraising Committee and the Trustees.  Further thanks to everyone and to remind members that, while we 
work under the umbrella of the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts and regard the Academy as a parent, we are an 
independent charity.   
 
While on the subject of thanks, I must add my own professional and personal condolences on the loss of John 
King, Victor Ceserani MBE and Roy Ackerman CBE.  All three were hugely supportive of Adopt a School in many 
ways and will be much missed.   
 
Almost all our income goes directly to core costs – that is salaries and ingredients and hats and aprons and other 
teaching material for the Adopt a School sessions as we favour getting down to the task in hand rather than 
publishing smart materials and talking about it. We reach many thousands of children every year. When you 
consider this is achieved by a small team and then volunteers, it is awesomely impressive.   
 
We still need more money to expand the team and maintain the momentum by getting more chefs into more 
schools.  This way, not only will more children (and their parents) benefit but our voice will grow louder and more 
convincing with the end goal of food education on the primary curriculum – which we plan to support in rigorous 
way.  
 
Late last year we were hugely grateful to City Liverpool College for sharing the costs of our North West chef, 
James Holden.  James is working on a plan to ‘adopt’ a number of local primary school in and around Liverpool in 
partnership with the College.   
 
More recently, I can share the brilliant new that Profession Peter John, Vice Chancellor of University of West 
London has offered a grant to share a chef lecturer to dedicate to the London region for three years and so we 
welcome Ashley Marsh to the team.     
 
We have also applied for funding to cover work in the North East inspired by Lucy Carroll (of Heritage Potatoes) – 
with thanks for support from Lord (Donald) Curry, Sharon Hodgson MP, Andrew Farquharson, Terry Laybourne 
MBE; and currently working on the Lottery application.  
 
Thank you to Academicians Heston Blumenthal, Raymond Blanc, Rick Stein, Brian Turner, Albert Roux, Chris Galvin 
and John Williams for supporting the letter to Schools Minister Nick Gibb objecting to the abolition of A level food.  
While we agreed that the current A level is woefully inadequate, to abolish it without plans to replace it is a leap in 
the backward unknown!  We have not given up.  Myles Bremner, late of the School Food Plan, and now AAS 
Trustee, is working on FELL (Food Education Learning Landscape), which is a survey to ascertain the level of 
support from primary schools to determine if the current food education frameworks are effective, and, if not, 
what we can do to change them. Post the results of this survey, we hope to resume our conversation with the 
Minister.   
 
My closing thoughts, as I said last year, reflect upon our complex and poorly regarded food culture.  Perhaps food 
education itself is regarded in a too narrow perspective?  The Hospitality Industry is the fifth largest industry in the 
country and a huge contributor to the economy.  Hospitality begins at home – or should do. We have already 
illustrated that not enough children understand about the simple customs of eating around the table with a knife 
and fork. At the same time, the Hospitality Industry requires a larger workforce. Let’s educate children to 
understand not only about food in a holistic way, from growing and production to cooking and healthy eating, as 
vitally important as this is, but also about the wider picture of Hospitality. Thus, in time, school leavers will be 
prepared and enthusiastic to take up a career in our industry rather than, as is the lamentable case now, for it to 
be not even in the top 20 choices, and make a significant dent in the number of full-time unemployed.   We want 
you to adopt a school and to champion and to help us to vigorously support his manifesto.  Let’s start a 
conversation …. and keep it going until we have a result.   I know I said this before, but since I am not afraid of 
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repetition, I heard someone quote that the Berlin Wall would never come down.  Well it did - thus proving that the 
impossible does happen!    
 
In conclusion, back to the 2016/17 team as referred to above, to whom I offer my unconditional thanks and to 
whom I have said before is a privilege to work with: Idris Caldora MCA AAS Executive Chef; James Holden AAS 
Chef/Lecturer North West; Sarah Howard AAS Chef Lecturer and AAS auditor and author of the AAS Newsletter 
and Adopt a School week, and welcome to Ashley Marsh; special thanks to Giles Thompson; Gemma Hopwood, 
AAS Programme Manager who took over from Helena Houghton while on maternity leave (and whom we are 
planning to continue to employ when Helena returns in August (there is much to do); and thanks to Alix Webster 
in her tireless effort to pull together the Fundraising Events and maintain its momentum. AAS could not function 
to its full capacity without the support of the RACA’s Emma Porter, Ilisha Waring and Rosanna Frost, and recently 
to Daniel Morris Jeffry. It is a team effort. And thank you again to the Committee. 
 
Copious thanks also to the Savoy Educational Trust, the Worshipful Company of Cooks and the Worshipful 
Company of Innholders – and City Liverpool College and University of West London - all extensively included in the 
main report above.   
 
Final thanks to my fellow trustees:  the Royal Academy of Culinary Arts; Sam Gordon Clark CBE; Richard Shepherd 
CBE; Brian Turner CBE; Frederick Mostert;  Amanda Afiya and John Williams MBE and recently appointed Richard 
Dunne (Head Ashley Primary, Walton on Thames) with Neil Beck a the company Secretary.  As the Royal Academy 
of Culinary Arts Adopt a School Trust – it can’t get any better than that! 
 
Thank you again and again and again everyone. 
 
Sara Jayne Stanes OBE, Chief Executive and Trustee 

  COLLE 


